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ABSTRACT 

Computer Simulation of Oue-handed Backhaud Groundstrokes in Tennis 

Behzat Bahadlr Kentel, Loughborough University, 2008 

A subject-specific, torque-driven, 3D computer simulation model with eight 

segments was developed to investigate the effects of different variables belonging to 

the racket and player on the wrist and elbow loadings in one-handed tennis backhand 

groundstrokes. Wobbling masses were included to represent soft tissue movement. 

The stringbed was represented by nine point masses connected to each other and the 

racket frame with elastic springs. There were twelve rotational degrees of freedom: 

three at the shoulder, two at the elbow, two at the wrist, three at the grip and two 

between the racket handle and racket head. Seven pairs of torque generators were 

used to control (via activation profiles) the joint angle changes in the model. An elite 

player was chosen to perform consistent and high standard backhand topspin strokes 

and a Vicon System was used to record the performances. The simulation model was 

matched to a typical performance by varying the activation profiles to minimize the 

difference between simulation and performance in terms of joint and racket angles. 

Once matched, the model variables in question were perturbed using single 

simulations with fixed activation profiles and the effect on the loading at the wrist and 

elbow observed along with the changes in kinematics. The results showed that off

centre impacts substantially increase the risk of injury by increasing the net torques at 

wrist by up to seven times. For a centre impact, maximum wrist flexion torque 

increased by up to 20% and 11 % for a 20% decrease in moment of inertia and for a 

20% increase in mass, respectively. Maximum wrist extension torque for an off-centre 

impact increased by 11 % when the grip stiffness values were doubled. In contrast, the 

racket frame flexibility and soft tissue movement in the arm had negligible influence 

on the wrist and elbow. This study suggests that due to high torques obtained in the 

wrist extensors, the off-centre impacts below the longitudinal axis of the racket may 

be a substantial contributing factor for 'tennis elbow'. In the future, the model can be 

used for further investigations on the technique of the backhand stroke. 

Keywords: backhand, simulation model, activation profiles, wrist loading, off

centre impacts, tennis elbow 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Tennis is one of the most popular sports in the world. It is played and watched 

by millions of people throughout the world. The tennis industry is growing bigger 

and bigger every year. As the industry grows, more people begin to play tennis as a 

recreational sport and it turns out to be a more competitive game among professional 

tennis players. The Lawn Tennis Championship at Wimbledon in 2005 had more 

than 500,000 spectators and millions more watched on television and the total prize 

money was more than £1 0 million. 

Many scientists work on developing new tennis equipment and new 

techniques to improve the performances of tennis players. Besides performance 

improvement, injury prevention is another area that researchers study extensively. 

Tennis injuries are very common; fortunately, most of the injuries in tennis do not 

affect the normal life ofthe players. Researchers investigate these injuries' pathology 

and aetiology to help tennis players avoid injuries or to find effective treatment 

methods. 

Lateral epycondylitis, commonly known as 'tennis elbow', is one of the most 

frequent injuries in tennis. As such, it is a concern for tennis players, researchers and 

tennis equipment manufacturers. The incidence of tennis elbow among recreational 

players is very high, affecting nearly 50% of those players at some point (Carroll, 

1981; Giangarra et aI., 1993; Kelley et aI., 1994). In addition, less acute elbow pain is 

experienced by nearly all tennis players in their tennis life to some extent. Tennis 

equipment manufacturers advertise their products by claiming their designs reduce 

the incidence of the injury, however, these claims generally lack scientific proof. 

The cause and effects of tennis elbow have been studied by researchers for 

some considerable time. Despite decades of research, the aetiology oftennis elbow is 

stilI an enigma. Nevertheless, there is a general agreement on its pathology. 

Microtears and microtrauma, caused by excessive loading or overuse, occur in the 

wrist extensor muscle tendons where they attach to the lateral epycondyle of the 

humerus. 
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It is believed that technique has an important role on the incidence of 'tennis 

elbow'. Poorly performed one-handed backhand strokes of recreational players 

provoke the occurrence of 'tennis elbow' within these players (McLaughlin and 

Miller, 1980; Blackwell and Cole, 1994). Another factor that may contribute to the 

incidence of 'tennis elbow' is the off-centre impacts that cause high joint loadings 

(Hennig et aI., 1992; Nesbit et aI., 2006; Glynn, 2007). Since the generally accepted 

cause of tennis elbow is the overload of associated muscle groups (Kibler, 2002), the 

effects of the racket moment of inertia (Nesbit et aI., 2006; Glynn, 2007) and grip 

tightness (Hatze, 1976) on the joint loadings were also investigated. 

The factors that may increase the likelihood of injury may be classified into 

three groups: technique, equipment factors and physiology of the player. This study 

makes a substantial contribution to the ongoing investigation of equipment factors 

and technique in tennis elbow injuries by computer simulation modelling of 

backhand strokes. 

1.2 Aim 

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of several variables of the 

equipment and the player on the wrist and elbow loadings in one-handed tennis 

backhand groundstrokes. It is also hoped that this study will contribute to 

understanding the causes of tennis elbow. To achieve this aim, a subject-specific 3D 

computer simulation model was developed. After evaluating the model, the variables 

considered were perturbed to observe their effects on the wrist and elbow loadings. 

1.3 Research Questions 

In connection with the aim of the study, a number of research questions were 

formulated: . 

What is the effect of ball impact location on the kinetics and kinematics of the wrist 

and elbow in one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes? 
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The location of ball impact with the racket has a direct influence on the joint 

intemal forces and torques as well as the joint kinematics. Hennig et a1. (1992) stated 

off-centre impacts resulted in approximately three thnes increased load onto the arm 

which may contribute to the development of 'tennis elbow'. Glynn (2007) compared 

the effects of different variables such as stringbed tension, racket frame inertia and 

stiffuess on elbow loading and found that among all variables impact location 

affected the loading at the elbow most. In addition, Nesbit et al. (2006) investigated 

more than one off-centre location on the longitudinal and the vertical axes of the 

racket for a forehand stroke. However, the simulation models used by Glynn (2007) 

and Nesbit et al. (2006) were angle-driven and therefore could not demonstrate the 

effect of impact on the kinematics of the arm for an impact location for which they 

lacked motion data. In addition, due to constraining the motion it is likely that angle

driven models over estimate intemalloadings due to noisy kinematic data. Moreover, 

Nesbit et al. (2006) used a rigid connection between racket and hand which might 

give unrealistic results as the rotation of the racket and the impact force is directly 

transferred to the hand. 

Therefore, a simulation model using forward dynamics with a satisfactory 

hand-racket interaction is needed to investigate the effects of the off-centre impacts 

on the kinetics and kinematics ofthe wrist and elbow. 

What is the effect of the physical properties of the racket on the kinetics and 

kinematics of the wrist and elbow in one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes? 

It is well known that physical properties of the racket, including mass, 

moment of inertia, viscoelastic parameters of the racket frame and stringbed tension, 

affect the behaviour of the racket and therefore the tennis player. Racket companies 

produce rackets with different inertial properties for elite players and recreational 

players. Although there are several studies investigating the effects of the physical 

properties of the racket on the game (Mitchell et aI., 2000a), the effects on the wrist 

and elbow loadings are documented in the literature only in limited numbers. 

Nesbit et al. (2006) stated that inertia values had a moderate. effect on 

pronation / supination torques for forehand motion. In addition, Glynn (2007) 

compared two rackets with different inertial properties; although consistent results 

were found with the study of Nesbit et al (2006), relatively small effects on elbow 
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and wrist loadings were presented. It is generally accepted that using lower string 

tensions in the racket results in higher outbound ball velocity and higher contact time 

with lower maximum impact force. Glynn (2007) reported that low-tension rackets 

had lower elbow loadings. Miller (2006) stated that modem rackets are stiffer than 

the old wooden ones to consume less energy at impact for bending the racket but 

increased stiffness causes the racket to vibrate faster which has been proposed to be 

one of the causes of 'tennis elbow'. However, Glynn (2007) showed that there was 

no substantial relation between the racket frame stiffness and joint loadings. This 

study will aim to address these effects with a torque-driven simulation model. 

What is the effect of the soft tissue movement on the kinetics and kinematics of the 

wrist and elbow in one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes? 

Multibody models generally consist of rigid link segments connected with 

revolute joints. However, since the human body is not rigid this assumption might 

give unrealistic results. Wobbling mass and rigid body models of drop jumping have . 

been compared by Gruber et al. (1998) and Pain and Challis (2006). Considerably 

less joint torques were found for the wobbling mass model than the rigid body model 

in both studies. Glynn (2007) recently used wobbling masses in a backhand 

simulation model to increase the accuracy of the model. Therefore, wobbling masses 

will be used in this study in order to have better accuracy and the effects of wobbling 

masses on the joint loadings will be investigated. 

What is the effect of the grip tightness on the kinetics and kinematics of the wrist and 

elbow in one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes? 

Hatze (1976) investigated the effects of the grip tightness and reported that a 

tight grip will increase the power of the stroke and the magnitude of the vibrations 

transmitted through the hand while for a loose grip, the power of the stroke and the 

vibrations transmitted to the hand are decreased. He stated that with players using a 

tight grip and complaining of lateral pain, there might be a connection between 

having a tight grip and the development of 'tennis elbow'. 

Snijders et al. (1987) develop a biomechanical model of the forearm and hand 

to investigate the effects of the power grip on provocation of 'tennis elbow'. They 
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concluded both the finger flexors and the wrist and finger extensors were activated 

during grasping and these activations increased with increasing grasping forces. 

In this study, the effects of the grip on the wrist flexion I extension torque 

during a backhand stroke will be investigated in order to consider whether grip 

tightness may be a contributing factor for 'tennis elbow'. 

What is the effect of the wrist configuration at impact on the kinetics and kinematics 

of the wrist and elbow in one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes? 

It is generally accepted that bad technique or improper backhand strokes may 

provoke the incidence of 'tennis elbow' by causing high loading on wrist extensors. 

Since wrist extensors are responsible for wrist extension, many studies have been 

focus sed on the wrist motion during the backhand stroke (Blackwell and Co le, 1994; 

Knudson and Blackwell, 1997). Although investigation of the wrist flexion I 

extension motion during backhand strokes have generally been accompanied by 

EMG of wrist extensors in the literature, the wrist and elbow kinetics have not been 

involved most of the time. In this study, the loadings on the wrist and elbow will be 

investigated for different wrist flexion angles at impact. In the future, the effect of 

not only the wrist but also other joint angles may be considered using the simulation 

model. 

What is the effect of the inbound ball velocity on loadings at the wrist and elbow? 

In the literature, there is little published work on the effects of ball velocity 

on joint kinetics and kinematics. Chow et al. (1999) showed that muscle activation 

increases with increased ball incoming velocity. This increase in activation may 

result in a faster backhand stroke as well as a tighter grip. A faster stroke results in 

much higher ball velocity relative to the racket. Since higher impact forces are 

obtained from higher ball incoming velocity (Cross, 1999b), it is believed that higher 

joint torques and forces occur during an impact with a faster incoming ball velocity. 

This study will address this statement and investigate the effect of inbound velocity 

on wrist, and elbow loading. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

This study consists of eight chapters. After the introduction chapter the 

outline of the thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 2 covers an extensive review of literature in three main parts. Firstly, 

tennis-related subjects are presented, secondly examples of upper extremity models 

found in the literature are described, finally, the investigation of different techniques 

is considered. 

The development of the simulation model is presented in Chapter 3. After an 

overview of the simulation model presenting the main features of the model, details 

of the development of the model elements including player, racket and ball are 

described. 

Chapter 4 describes the performance data collection of tennis backhand 

strokes and their analysis. The methods and protocol used during the performance 

data collection and the extraction of joint angles from the collected motion data are 

presented in detail. 

The determination of the subject-specific model parameters and equipment 

parameters are described in Chapter 5. The subject-specific parameters including 

torque'strength, inertia and wobbling mass viscoelastic parameters are determined 

either from experimental results or from an angle-driven version of the model 

developed in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 6, the torque-driven model of backhand strokes developed in 

Chapter 3 is evaluated using kinematic data analysed in. Chapter 4. This includes 

matching the performance data of an elite tennis player with the computer simulation 

results. The evaluation process is completed after finding a set of parameters which 

give good matching results for both centre and off-centre impacts. 

Chapter 7 presents the applications of the model evaluated in Chapter 6. To 

fulfil the research questions mentioned in Chapter 1, results of the perturbations of 

the model variables are presented. 

Finally, in Chapter 8 a discussion of the results of the study is provided. A 

general discussion about the study and the conclusions derived are presented with the 

recommendations for future studies. 
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

The literature review is divided into three main parts. The first part includes 

tennis related subjects: modelling tennis equipment and tennis strokes, upper 

extremity muscle groups used during playing tennis and 'tennis elbow'. In the second 

part, after a brief summary of anatomy and physiology of upper extremity its models 

are presented. Finally, in the last section, the development and evaluation of 

simulation models and parameter determination are considered. 

2.1 Tennis Related Literature 

To improve performance of the players and injury prevention researchers 

have conducted many studies on players and tennis equipment. Characteristics of the 

tennis racket and ball and their effect on the game have been examined in numerous 

studies. The impact of the tennis racket and ball is a complicated phenomenon, but 

can be analysed in a relatively simple way by modelling the racket and ball. The. 

following sections give a brief summary of previous studies on kinematics and 

kinetics of tennis strokes and explanations of tennis racket characteristics and 

modelling techniques of ball and racket. 

2.1.1 Kinetics and Kinematicsof Tennis Strokes -Brief Summary 

Many studies have been performed on the kinetics and kinematics of tennis 

strokes. Giangarra et al. (1993) detailed the anatomical positions of the elbow and 

wrist during single- and double-handed backhand strokes from preparation phase to 

late follow-through phase with cinematographic analysis. 

Kelley et al. (1994) performed another cinematographic analysis to compare 

the strokes of normal players and injured players with tennis elbow. Kelley et al. 

(1994) observed some deviations in the injured players. These deviations were as 

follows: a 'leading elbow' with the olecranon pointing at the net and the shoulder 

eleyated and internally rotated, wrist flexion in the early phases with an abrupt 

change to extension at ball impact, exaggerated wrist pronation that produces an 
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'upward tilting' racket face at ball impact. (Refer to section 2.2.2 for the anatomical 

detail.) 

Players with and without tennis elbow were also compared by Knudson and 

Blackwell (1997). They measured wrist and elbow angular kinematics at impact in 

one-handed backhand strokes. The players were divided into three groups: 

professionals with no tennis elbow history, intermediates with no tennis elbow 

history, and intermediates with a history of tennis elbow. No substantial differences 

were found in elbow angular kinematics before or after impact, but a substantial 

difference was observed in wrist angular velocity after impact between professional 

players (4.04 radls extension direction) and intermediates with tennis elbow (0.42 

radls flexion direction). 

Blackwell and Cole (1994) investigated the difference in backhand technique 

of novice and expert players. It was stated that during impact of the tennis ball with 

the racket, expert players extend their wrist at an average of 0.41 rad. On the other 

hand, novice players hit the ball with their wrist flexed at an average of 0.22 rad. 

During impact, the direction of wrist rotation is opposite for the two groups, as well. 

The impact occurred with a wrist angular velocity of 1.69 ± 1.41 radls. in the 

extension direction for expert players and a wrist angular velocity of 2.76 ± 2.5 radls 

in the flexion for the novice players. 

In another study comparing expert and novice players, Riek et al. (1999) 

found similar results to Blackwell and Cole (1994). During impact, both groups 

began movement with the wrist extended. The novice group moved their wrist into 

flexion before impact whereas the wrist position of expert players· remained 

extended. The radial/ulnar deviation showed differences between the two groups as 

well. Novice players kept their wrist ulnar deviated during the whole impact period 

and had a higher peak of ulnar deviation after impact. Expert players had their wrist 

radially deviated before impact. At the moment of impact they moved their wrist 

towards ulna but never reached the value of the novice players at any time after the 

impact. 

Batze (1976) investigated forces on the racket during and after the ball and 

racket impact by means of a mathematical model of the racket system. A relationship 

between ball velocity and impulsive forces on the racket was found experimentally 

(Equation 2.1): 
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F(v) = 14.4Vl.221 N, for 0:>; v:>; 34.lmls (2.1) 

However, this relationship was said to be true only if the torque applied to the handle 

of the racket was assumed to be zero. 

Loads on the forearm prior to impact in tennis strokes were investigated by 

McLaughlin and Miller (1980). The backhand strokes of a professional player were 

recorded in the study. The player performed backhand strokes with his regular style 

and also simulated a beginner's style. Within these two types of strokes, the 

magnitude of the linear acceleration of the racket mass centre was found to be greater 

for the regular stroke style of the player in all directions. As a consequence of this, 

magnitudes of wrist moments in extension, radial/ulnar deviation and supination 

directions were found to be larger for the regular style backhand stroke. 

The forces on the thenar and hypothenar eminences of the hand were 

examined by Knudson (1991). Advanced and intermediate players were used in the 

study. There was no significant difference found between the mean post impact peak 

forces on both thenar and hypothenar ofthe hand of these groups. However, forces in 

the thenar eminence in preparation for impact were significantly larger for advanced 

players (40 ±ll N) than intermediate players (21 ± 5 N). Knudson (1991) claimed 

that this lower thenar forces of intermediate subjects may provide less resistance to 

the acceleration of the racket created by the ball impact. 

2.1.2 Upper Extremity Muscles Predominantly Used in Tennis 

As muscles are responsible for human movement, their strength and 

endurance is very important in sports where higher levels of motion of the body or its 

parts are needed. Different muscle groups work for different movements and 

determination of these muscles can provide useful information to both coaches and 

players. 

To be a good tennis player strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, 

coordination and agility are all necessary (Roetert, 2000). Throughout a tennis 

match, players run on the court and make hundreds of strokes. During these strokes, 

their body moves in various ways with different muscular actions. Determining the 
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major muscle groups, which are involved in different kinds of strokes, can be used to 

increase performance and help injury prevention. 

Generally, the muscle groups used in trunk rotation and push-off actions for 

each stroke are the same. However, according to the stroke, muscles used in the 

swing phase can be different. For instance in a forehand drive and volley, anterior 

deltoid, pectoralis major, shoulder internal rotators, biceps and serratus anterior are 

the major muscle groups that are used. Muscles used in backhand drive and volleys 

are rhomboids, middle trapezius, posterior and middle deltoid, shoulder external 

rotators, triceps and serratus anterior. In addition to these, in the non-dominant side 

of a two-handed backhand drive pectoralis major, anterior deltoid and shoulder 

internal rotators are used (Roeter!, 2000). Van Gheluwe and Hebbelinck (1986) 

added latissimus dorsi and infrasupinatus in forehand drive and volley, especially 

during impact. Chow et al. (1999) stated that pectoralis major and triceps activated 

during the forward swing phase of both forehand and backhand strokes in order to 

help move the arm forward. However, of these muscles, triceps is much more active 

in backhand whereas, pectoralis major is more active in forehand strokes. 

The above muscle groups are responsible for the motion ofthe pectoral girdle 

and the arm. For the motion of the wrist and gripping the racket during the strokes, 

wrist and finger extensors and flexors are activated as well as pronator teres and 

supinator, which make the pronation/supination motion. In general, the extensor 

carpi radialis is more active than the flexor carpi radialis during the backhand strokes 

(Giangarra et aI., 1993; Blackwell and Cole, 1994; Kelley et aI., 1994; Chow et aI., 

1999). Increased activity of extensor carpi radialis brevis, extensor carpi radialis 

longus and extensor digitorum communis muscles during the acceleration phase of 

both one and two-handed backhand strokes is shown by Giangarra et al. (1993) and 

Kelley et al. (1994). 

2.1.3 Tennis Elbow 

Introduction 

Millions of people play tennis around the world. It is played by all age groups 

and generally no severe medical problems occur during playing tennis. However, 

injury occurrence in competitive tennis players is quite common. Up to 90% of 
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players reported an injury in the 12 months prior to interview in different studies 

performed on injury patterns (Kibler, 2002). The major cause of these injuries in the 

aforementioned studies seemed to be microtrauma repetitive overload. Occurrence of 

upper extremity injuries is reported as 20% by Reece et aI., (1986), and as 27% by 

Hutchinson et al. (1995). 

Shoulder injuries are very common in tennis. The common cause of all 

shoulder injuries is repetitive microtrauma. Rotator cuff injuries and shoulder 

instability are the most common injuries occurring at the shoulder (Altchek, 2002). 

Hand and wrist injuries are less common than shoulder and elbow injuries, but there 

can be tendon injuries, extensor carpi ulnaris problems, ulnar carpal impingement 

and hook ofthe hamate fractures in wrist and hand during tennis (Retlig, 2002). 

The incidence of injuries at the elbow were reported from 4% to 15% of all 

tennis injuries in four different studies (Kibler, 2002), although nearly 50% of 

players suffer from elbow pain (Carroll, 1981; Giangarra et aI., 1993; Kelley et aI., 

1994). Elbow injuries are generally of overuse type. Lateral epicondylitis, medial 

epicondylitis, posterior tennis elbow and elbow instability are some of the injuries 

that occur in the elbow (Renstrom, 2002). The most common injury at the elbow is 

lateral epicondylitis, which is also known as tennis elbow. Up to 85% of elbow 

injuries arise from the lateral epicondyle (Giangarra et aI., 1993; Kelley et aI., 1994). 

The frequency of tennis elbow (and elbow pain) among players makes it very 

important in the tennis world. 

Lateral epicondylitis was first described by Runge in 1873 (Snijders et ai., 

1987; Renstrom, 2002; Santini and Frostick, 2002) and it was called 'writer's 

cramp'. Later the name was changed to 'washer woman's elbow' (Snijders et aI., 

1987; Renstrom, 2002) and 'lawn tennis elbow' (Bauer and Murray, 1999; Nirschl 

and Ashman, 2003). Since it is clearly associated with tennis, it was soon called 

'tennis elbow'. However only 5% of people suffering from tennis elbow are tennis 

players (Bauer and Murray, 1999; Renstrom, 2002). The symptoms of tennis elbow 

can occur during screw-driving, writing, wringing of laundry, etc. (Snijders et aI., 

1987). Besides tennis players, tennis elbow can also be seen in carpenters, dental 

technicians and computer operators (Bauer and Murray, 1999). 
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Anatomy 

Tennis elbow occurs at the lateral epicondyle, the projection or knuckle at the 

lateral side of the humerus. Muscles used for wrist extension are connected to the 

lateral epicondyle via tendons. There is a common attachment point (common 

extensor origin) for most of the extensors of the wrist and fingers. These wrist 

extensors are extensor carpi radialis brevis (ECRB), extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU), 

extensor digitorum communis (EDC) and extensor digiti minimi. Another muscle, 

extensor carpi radialis longus (ECRL) is often fused with ECRB and attached to the 

lateral supracondylar ridge, a little above the lateral epicondyle (Snijders et aI., 1987; 

Jenkins, 2002; Shier et aI., 2002). All these muscles are located in the forearm. Their 

long tendons insert on the metacarpals or phalanges. The main actions of these 

muscles are extension of the wrist and fingers. ECRL and ECU also deviate the wrist 

in the radial and ulnar direction, respectively. 

Aetiology 

The exact aetiology of tennis elbow is not understood, but there is a general 

agreement that excessive or over use of wrist extensors causes microtrauma and 

micro tears on the tendons of these muscles. Although any of the common extensor 

origin tendons can be affected from overuse and repetitive stress, the ECRB tendon 

is the most frequently affected one among them (Snijders et aI., 1987; Giangarra et 

aI., 1993; BlackweJl and Cole, 1994; KeJley et aI., 1994; Bauer and Murray, 1999; 

Riek et aI., 1999; Renstrom, 2002; Maffulli et aI., 2003; Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). 

In some cases of tennis elbow, these micro tears occur on the EDC tendon instead of 

ECRB (Giangarra et aI., 1993; Renstrom, 2002; Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). Bauer 

and Murray (1999) claim that ECRB has a poor biomechanical design with respect to 

other wrist extensor muscles. The tendon of the ECRB is very short and wide 

(BlackweJl and Cole, 1994). Therefore, ECRB muscle is mostly identified in tennis 

elbow injury. High tension levels in the ECRB may also cause tennis elbow and 

morphological changes occur in the ECRB of people with longstanding tennis elbow 

(Ljung et aI., 1999) further strengthening this association. 

The symptoms of tennis elbow can be sudden or gradual. Mostly, there is a 

repetitive activity or overuse. Playing tennis intensively or going back to tennis after 

a period of no activity can be good examples. A palpable tenderness can be felt over 

the lateral epicondyle. This tenderness is localized over the origin of the ECRB 
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tendon. The pain at the elbow persists from 1 week to 18 months with a mean of 36 

weeks (Renstrom, 2002). 

Diagnosis of tennis elbow is not very hard. The' coffee cup test' (picking up a 

full cup of coffee), wrist extension and middle finger extension tests can be used for 

diagnosis. The wrist extension test produces pain at the elbow when ECRB is 

involved and middle finger test produces pain at the elbow if EDC is involved 

(Renstrom,2002). 

Treatment for tennis elbow is generally conservative. Approximately 95% of 

people suffering from tennis elbow improve with conservative therapy (Nirschl and 

Ashman, 2003). These conservative methods include rest, strengthening exercises 

and braces (Renstrom, 2002; Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). Rest means absence from 

abuse. A player can still play tennis during the healing period if the injured tissue can 

be protected through a reduction in playing time and intensity. Elbow counterforce 

bracing can also help by decreasing angular acceleration of the elbow and decreasing 

the activity of the muscles. Therefore, excessive loads during healing period can be 

eliminated. Improving performance technique, control of intensity and duration of 

activity and changing equipment also helps rehabilitation (of tennis players). If the 

conservative methods fail to cure the symptoms, surgery can be considered. In 

surgical cases, ECRB is the most commonly involved tendon (Nirschl and Ashman, 

2003). 

Epidemiology 

The incidence of tennis elbow is directly related to the subject's age and 

intensity of the playing time. A high activity level in tennis, such as playing 3 times 

per week or more for at least 30 minutes or more per session most likely results in 

tennis elbow. Tennis elbow is most common over 35 years of age (Renstrom, 2002; 

Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). However, patients have been diagnosed with tennis 

elbow at the ages of 12 and 80 (Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). The male to female ratio 

for the incidence of tennis elbow is generally stated as equal (Bruggeman et aI., 

2003; Nirschl and Ashman, 2003). 

It has been shown that wrist extensor activity increased during ball impact in 

players with tennis elbow (KeJley et aI., 1994; Bauer and Murray, 1999). KeJley et al. 

(1994) used 22 competitive tennis players, 8 of whom had tennis elbow. Their 

backhand strokes were investigated and compared. They found that the injured 
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· players had significantly greater activity for the wrist extensors and pronator teres 

muscles during ball impact and early follow-through. Additionally they stated that 

ball contact was in the lower portion of the string area. Bauer and Murray (1999) 

used 16 subjects, 10 having tennis elbow, and their results were consistent with 

Kelley et al.(1994). According to their study, subjects with tennis elbow were 

increasing their wrist extensor activity in order to limit the amount of forced wrist 

flexion during impact in backhand shots and reduce the pain. This strategy is 

believed to contribute to increased strain and muscle fatigue, and therefore leads to 

greater damage. 

There is a general belief that tennis players using a double-handed backhand 

rarely develop tennis elbow. Giangarra et al. (1993) compared uninjured competitive 

tennis players using single- and double-handed backhand strokes. The non-dominant 

arm prevents the leading wrist from hooking, helps to absorb vibration and provides 

the driving force for follow-through. Lower wrist and elbow angular velocities and 

more uniform body rotation can be obtained in a double-handed backhand technique. 

However, no differences were found in the wrist extensor activity between single

and double-handed backhand strokes. Therefore, the authors stated that the lower 

incidence of tennis elbow in double-handed backhand may not be caused by extensor 

activity. Since it is difficult to develop poor stroke mechanics in a double-handed 

backhand, the difference in the techniques of the two strokes may cause tennis elbow 

to appear mostly in single-handed backhand (Giangarra et aI., 1993). 

The differences in technique between expert and novice players also cause an 

increased incidence of tennis elbow in novice players (Blackwell and Cole, 1994; 

Riek et aI., 1999). Expert players produce the stroke with extended wrist and during 

impact the angular velocity of the wrist is in the extension direction. Conversely, the 

novice players produce the strokes with flexed wrist and wrist angular velocity is in 

the flexion direction during impact. Thus, in the novice players, wrist extensor 

muscles are forcibly stretched. During the impact, the flexed wrist position of novice 

players may lengthen the wrist extensor muscles beyond the plateau region of force

length relationship resulting in less force potential from these muscles. Additionally, 

eccentric contractions of muscles are directly related with muscle injury. Riek et al. 

(1999) also stated that for expert players the muscle length of the ECRB is shorter 

than the optimal length at ball impact and any sudden stretch happening during the 

impact would push the muscle into a more appropriate place in the force-length 
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relationship. Both studies propose techniques involving wrist extension before 

impact in order to have an improved force-length condition during impact (B1ackwell 

and Cole, 1994; Riek et aI., 1999). 

Snijders et a!. (1987) introduced a biomechanical model and investigated the 

effects of grip power or pinching on tennis elbow. From their model they concluded 

that during grasping and pinching both the finger flexors and the wrist extensors are 

active. The activity of the flexors and extensors increases with an increase in 

grasping or pinching force. During ball impact, supplementary extensor activity is 

required and extreme or repetitive loading of the extensors may lead to over exertion 

which may cause tennis elbow. 

2.1.4 Characteristics of Tennis Rackets 

Some of the major characteristics of tennis rackets, considered by player 

coaches and many researchers, are weight, swingweight, sweetspots, shock and 

vibration. The ideal racket depends on the physical properties of the racket and 

player's own style of play (Brody et aI., 2002). 

Materials used for tennis rackets have changed with advancements in racket 

technology. Wood, and to a large extent aluminium rackets, have become obsolete 

and are not used any more by tennis players. They have been replaced by lighter, 

stiffer and stronger composite rackets with larger heads, although aluminium is still 

used to make cheap children's rackets (Brody et aI., 2002). Nowadays, most rackets 

consist of carbon fibres complemented with different materials such as glass, boron, 

ceramics, Kevlar, titanium or copper fibres (Lammer and Kotze, 2003). Head Sports 

AG has recently developed a tennis racket also containing piezoelectric materials. 

Weight of the racket is another important parameter to be considered. It is 

usually detennined by player's individual style and perception. Light rackets are 

easier to swing, can be swung faster and are more manoeuvrable. However, light 

rackets can be rotated in an undesirable manner by the ball during the impact with 

the racket. 

Moment of inertia of the racket depends on the total mass of the racket and its 

distribution along the racket. It detennines the resistance felt in the hand and the ann 

when racket is swung through the air. A racket with a high moment of inertia is 
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sluggish, hard to swing and less manoeuvrable. However, for a given swing speed, 

larger moment of inertia may give more ball speed and allow easy control for the 

rebound angle of the ball (Brody, 2002; Brody et aI., 2002). 

Design of a tennis racket regarding its weight, size and shape was studied in 

detail by Brody (1979). In another study, Mitchell et al. (2000b) investigated the 

effect of racket· moment of inertia during the tennis serve. They stated that faster 

head speeds can be obtained with rackets having a smaller moment of inertia. 

Sweetspots are one of the important terms on which racket manufacturers 

advertise the advantages of their rackets. Brody (1981) defined three different 

sweetspots on the racket. The location of the first sweetspot is the centre of 

percussion (COP) of the racket. If the ball hits the COP, less shock is felt in the grip 

due to the impact. The second location is a vibration node of the racket. At the node, 

the least vibrations at the lowest natural frequency occur after impact. Therefore, 

when the ball hits the node, the racket vibrates little at this frequency. The third 

sweetspot is the impact location, which gives the highest return ball speed. At this 

point, the racketlball coefficient of restitution is at a maximum value (Brody et aI., 

2002). 

Besides sweetspots, Cross (1997) defined the deadspot. The deadspot is near 

the tip and is the place where the ball gives all its energy to the racket, and vice 

versa, during impact. Therefore, the best place to hit a serve or smash at high speed is 

at the dead spot. However, when returning a serve or a fast shot the dead spot will be 

the worst place to hit the ball. 

Vibration of the frame is another characteristic of the racket. After a ball hits 

a tennis racket some of the energy remains in the form of racket frame and string bed 

vibration. The racket frame vibration, which has lower frequency but higher intensity 

with respect to the strings, is transmitted to the hand and causes discomfort during 

impact (Fairley, 1985). 

The amplitude of vibration depends on the location of the impact, relative 

ball-racket velocity and racket mass and stiffness (Brody et aI., 2002). Off-centre 

impacts increase both the amplitude and the frequency of vibration due to the 

resulting torque (Elliott, 1988). 

Vibration caused by ball and racket impact generally stays at the hand level. 

Vibration levels at the elbow were found to be one fourth of the levels at the wrist 

and the vibration at the wrist compared to the racket is also much reduced (Hennig et 
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aI., 1992). Therefore most of the vibration associated with the impact is believed to 

be damped reaching through the elbow. In addition, since the vibration 

measurements were taken with uniaxial accelerometers attached to protruding bony 

structures of the elbow and wrist, there was not enough information to determine 

loading levels in the soft tissues or how much the forearm soft tissues attenuated the 

vibration as it propagated to the elbow. Vibration due to mishits may intensify the 

symptoms of elbow injuries, but it is unlikely that vibration alone is a significant 

factor determining the occurrence of tennis elbow. 

2.1.5 Modelling of the Tennis Ball and Racket 

Modelling of tennis equipment has been attempted by many researchers. The 

tennis ball is generally modelled as a viscoelastic system consisting of a lumped 

mass with a spring and a dashpot in parallel. The force acting on the centre of mass 

of the ball is the sum of elastic and damping forces. The, spring parameter represents 

the stiffness of the ball and the dashpot parameter represents the hysteresis loss in the 

ball. The values of these parameters depend on the type of the ball and are not 

constant throughout the impact. Generally, to simplify the model, they are assumed 

to be constant and are determined experimentally. 

Goodwill and Haake (2001) modelled the ball as a spring and a dashpot 

system while modelling the impact between ball and the racket and assumed a linear 

relationship between the displacement of the centre of mass of the ball and the force 

on the ball during impact. Leigh and Lu (1992) also used the same viscoelastic 

system. However, they used a non-linear elastic force as a function of the 

deformation of the ball when the ball makes contact with the racket. Both studies 

assumed constant stiffness parameters and a damping coefficient representing the 

linear relationship between force and velocity of the ball. 

An oblique impact of the ball on surfaces was modelled by Haake et al. 

(2003a). In this model, viscoelastic systems were used again. Additionally, frictional 

forces and decrease in the moment of inertia of the ball due to the deformation were 

also included. Davies (2005) modelled the ball impact using viscoelastic systems, as 

well. He determined the stiffness and damping ratio of the ball at impact as a 

function of incoming ball velocity. 
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Apart from viscoelastic systems, Casolo et al. (2000) developed a finite 

element model of the tennis ball. This model consisted of 20 nodes brick elements 

with the contribution of the internal air pressure of the ball. More recently, 

Cordingley et al. (2004) developed a more complex finite element model of 

pressurised and pressureless tennis balls subject to normal impact. The model 

predictions showed good agreement with the observed deformation of the tennis ban 

during impact. 

Strings of the racket are generally modelled in the same way as the balls, 

using viscoelastic systems. Goodwill and Haake (2001) used only a linear spring to 

represent the stringbed for his model mentioned earlier. Leigh and Lu (1992) 

determined the stringbed stiffness in a similar way. They also showed experimentally 

that there was no measurable damping in the string system. On the other hand finite 

element methods were also used to model a string bed (Widing and Moeinzadeh, 

1990; Casolo et aI., 2000). Widing and Moeinzadeh (1990) used nonlinear cable 

elements for the strings. 

Modelling of the racket frame is the most complicated part of building the 

racket and ball impact models. Racket frames are generally modelled in two different 

ways, namely, rigid body models and flexible beam models. Rigid body models are 

preferred because of their simplicity and ease of obtaining racket parameters used in 

these models. Whereas, flexible beam models give more satisfactory results but are 

much more complex than rigid body models. 

Goodwill and Haake (2000), Brody (1997) and Liu (1983) used rigid body 

models for racket frame in their studies. All models generated in these studies treat 

the whole racket as a rigid body and do not consider the strings at all. 

Leigh and Lu (1992) developed a model in which the ball, strings and racket 

are all modelled as viscoelastic systems. The racket was modelled as an equivalent 

lumped mass supported by a linear spring and a linear dashpot. The equivalent 

lumped mass was calculated from material and inertial properties of the racket. The 

racket was envisaged as behaving like a cantilever beam and from the load-deflection 

properties of this structure, racket stiffness was calculated. Lastly, a damping 

coefficient was chosen arbitrarily based upon previous studies in the literature. 

Goodwill and Haake (2003) and Cross (1999a) compared the rigid body and 

flexible beam models. Cross (1999a) stated that results of a rigid body model were 

roughly consistent with experimental data. However, the flexible beam model is 
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superior and its results were in remarkably good agreement with experimental data. 

In agreement with Cross (1999a), Goodwill and Haake (2003) also showed that the 

flexible body model matches the experimental results better than rigid body model. 

Besides rigid body and flexible beam models, the racket frame was also 

modelled using finite element methods (Widing and Moeinzadeh, 1990; Casolo et 

aI., 2000). The number of the models employing finite element analysis is quite low 

in the literature with respect to viscoelastic models. Casolo et al. (2000) developed a 

finite element model of the racket using 3D beam elements. These were straight 

elements, with two nodes having six degree of freedom per node. Alternatively, 

Widing and Moeinzadeh (1990) used linear curved elements for the frame of the 

racket. 

Recently, Glynn (2007) modelled the racket frame as two rigid bodies 

connected by a pin joint located at the antinode of the fundamental modes of 

vibration of the racket frame in and out. of the racket head plane. Two mutually 

perpendicular torsional spring-dampers at this joint were used to model the vibration 

of the racket frame. 

The grip or hand-racket interaction has a complex mechanical behaviour 

since the magnitude of the grip forces and the surface area on which the forces 

applied are changed with muscle activity time history at hand and forearm. 

Therefore, there are not so many studies modelling the grip. McLaughlin and Miller 

(1980) assumed the grip had not changed during the stroke and they treated the hand 

as a part of the racket. Snijders et al. (1987) used equal but opposite forces acting on 

the thumb and fingers as the grip force in their grasping model while Knudson 

(1991) measured forces on the hand by putting two load cells on thenar and 

hypothenar eminences assuming two- point- contact between hand and racket. 

G1ynn (2007) modelled the grip as a series of linear spring-dampers and a 

torsional spring-damper. Both hypothenar and thenar eminences were represented by 

six different points on the hand. These points were then connected to a fixed point on 

the racket by a spring-damper. A torsional spring-damper controlled the rotation of 

the racket around its longitudinal axis. 
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2.1.6 Summary 

In this section, a review of literature in modelling of tennis equipment and. 

tennis backhand strokes was presented. The modelling technique for racket, ball, 

strings and impact of the ball with the racket are nearly the same for most of the 

studies. The spring-dashpot system was used to model ball and strings and the racket 

was assumed as a rigid body. Although there are some different approaches found in 

the literature such as modelling the racket and the string with the finite element 

method, the spring-dashpot method gives sufficiently good estimates of real data. 

Uncomplicated modelling and computation of spring-damper system behaviour bring 

additional advantages to this method. 

Tennis elbow, which is the most common elbow injury in tennis (Kelley et 

aI., 1994), has also been discussed in this section. The anatomy, aetiology and 

epidemiology ofthe tennis elbow have been reviewed. 

2.2 Anatomy & Physiology of the Upper Extremity 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The anatomical details of the human muscular system and how muscles 

achieve locomotion have been the subject of investigation for a considerable period 

of time. 

Galen (129-201 A.D) was the first scientist who defined muscles as the organ 

of voluntary movement. His detailed studies and discoveries are considered as the 

first attempts to establish the science of muscles that is myology. His influence on 

the topic persisted until the Renaissance. Swammerdam, Croone and Stensen made 

extensive studies of muscle anatomy and physiology in the 17th century. 

Swammerdam showed that muscular volume was preserved during muscular 

contraction and Croone stated that a signal from the brain must be sent to muscles in 

order to contract. Furthermore, Stensen described the muscular and tendinious 

structures in detail. Van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) performed microscopic 

examinations of muscle tissue using optical instruments and discovered the cross

striation patterns in skeletal muscles (Needham, 1971). 

However, the answer to the question how muscles contract and produce 

forces changed several times, even in the last century. The latest theory was proposed 
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by A.F. Huxley and Niedergerke (1954) and H. Huxley and Hanson (1954) 

independently at the same time, using different methods. The sliding filament theory 

proposes that length changes in a muscle fibre take place by sliding two sets of 

filaments past one another without appreciable length change in either. However, this 

theory raised a new unanswered question: What makes the filaments slide? (Huxley, 

2000) . 

Understanding the anatomy and physiology of muscles makes it easier to 

model them in various studies of human movement. Muscle contraction mechanics 

explains the relationship of muscular forces with muscular properties such as length 

or velocity. Various studies have been done using individual muscle models in recent 

years in order to have a broader view of human movement. 

2.2.2 Anatomical Structure of Muscles and Bones - Brief 
Summary 

Bones 

Bones give shape, support, and protect body structures. They have tissues that 

produce blood cells and store various inorganic salts. Bones and muscles interact as 

levers and aid body movements. Bony projections, called processes, provide sites for 

attachment of ligaments and tendons; a depression of one bone might articulate with 

a process of another whereas grooves and openings act as passageways for blood 

vessels and nerves (Shier et aI., 2002). 

The skeleton can be separated into two parts: an axial skeleton (skull, ribs, 

sternum and vertebral column) and an appendicular skeleton (the skeleton of the 

limbs). Both upper and lower limb skeletons are divided into a girdle and the 

skeleton of the free limb. The girdle of the upper limb, shoulder girdle, consists of 

clavicle and scapula; humerus, radius, ulna, carpals, metacarpals and phalanges form 

the skeleton of the free part of the upper limb (Jenkins, 2002) (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1. The skeleton of the right upper limb [adapted from (Jenkins, 2002), p. 65). 

Joints 

Joints bind parts of the skeletal system, have a role in bone growth, and 

enable the body to move in response to skeletal muscle contractions. They vary 

considerably in structure and function. However, most of the joints of the skeletal 

system are synovial joints. These types of joints allow free movement and consist of 

articular cartilage, a joint capsule, and a synovial membrane. 

Synovial joints are classified based on their shapes and movements. The 

shoulder joint, elbow joint and wrist joint are examples of ball and socket, hinge and 

condyloid types of synovial joints, respectively. Muscle action produces movements 

at these synovial joints (Shier et aI., 2002). The terms describing upper limb 

movements that occur in different directions and different planes are shown in Figure 

2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Movements of the upper extremity [adapted from (Anonymous, 2008)]. 

Muscle Anatomy 

Skeletal muscles are formed of different layers of structures bundled within 

each other. These different structures, considered from the most superficial to the 

deepest, can be identified as the muscle itself, fascicles, muscle fibres, myofibrils and 

filaments (Figure 2.3). 

Many muscles arise by longer connective tissue bundles that are aggregated 

to form a tendon that connects muscle to the bone. Tendons are much stronger than 

the muscles that act upon them (Jenkins, 2002). 

Each muscle fibre is a single large cell, containing large numbers of 

mitochondria and as many as several hundreds of nuclei located at regular intervals 

near the surface of the fibre. The number of the fibres in any muscle is fixed at birth. 

However, exercise and conditioning increase the size of the fibres (Schnek, 1992). 
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Figure 2.3. Structure ofa skeletal muscle ladapted from (Shier et aI. , 2002), p. 280 1. 

Myofibri ls contain myosin (thick) and actin (thill) fi lanlents . The arrangement 

of these filaments produces alle rnating light and dark stri ations, which is the basic 

characteristic of skeletal muscle fib res. The striations fo rm a repetitive pattern of 

units called sarcomeres, which are the functional units of muscle contraction (Shier 

et aI. , 2002). 

The regions of the sarcomere are named according to their appearance. The 

myosin containing region is known as an A-band whereas the region containing actin 

is called an I-band. The region of the A-band in which no actin-myosin overlap 

occurs is the H-zone and the line separating I-bands into two is called the Z- line. 

Generall y, sarcomere length is defined as the distance between two sllccessive Z

li nes (Lieber, 2002). 
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Muscles that move the ann can be separated into four groups according to 

their primary actions. Coracohrachialis and pectoralis major are flexors; teres major 

and lati ss imis dorsi are extensors; suprasipinatus and deltoid are abductors; 

subscapularis, infrasupinatus and teres minor are rotators. Muscles movi ng the 

foream, are grouped into three: biceps bracbii, brachialis and brachioradialis are 

fl exors; tri ceps brachii is ex tensor; supinator, pronator teres and pronator quadratus 

are rotators. Muscles moving tbe hand and fingers have only f1exion and extension 

movements. The flexors are flexor carp i radialis longus, fl exor carpi ulanaris, 

palmari s longus, fl exor digitorum profundus and fl exor digitorum superfic ial is. The 

extensors are extensor carpi radial is, extensor carpi radialis brevis, extensor carpi 

ulnari s and extensor digi torum (Shier et aI. , 2002). 

Muscle Ar chitecture 

Skel eta l muscle architecture is the structural property of a whole muscle that 

dominates its function. It is defined as the an'angement of tbe muscle fibres witbin a 

muscle re lati ve to the axis of force generation (Lieber, 2002). It is one of the most 

important propeliies that detennines a muscle's force and excursion capability 

(Lieber and Friden, 200 I). There are various arrangements of tbe fibres in the 

muscles. However, three general classes of muscle fibre architecture can be listed as: 

I . Muscle fibres are ananged parallel to tbe force-generating ax is in para llel 

or longitudinal architectu re. 

11. Muscles with fibres that are arranged at a specific angle relative to tbe 

force-generating axis have unipennate architecture. 

Ill. Finally, in multipennate architecture there are several angles relative to 

the force-generating axis. This angle is called pennation angle (9) and 

varies fro m abou t 0° to 30° in mammalian muscles (Lieber and Friden, 

2000). 

In general, muscles of tbe arm and forearm have pennation angles of not 

more than 15° (Lieber et aI. , 1990; Lieber et aI. , 1992; Murray, 1997). A comparison 

of three di fferent pennation angle assumptions (neglecting pennation, assuming a 

fixed pen nation and assuming pelUlation angle is dependent on fibre length) showed 
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that a fixed pennation angle assumption provided the worst estimate of muscle force 

whereas pennation angle change with fibre length provided the best (Scot! and 

Winter, 1991). 

Muscle length is defined as tbe distance from the origin of the most proximal 

muscle fibres to the insertion of the most di stal fibres. However, muscle fibre length 

must be determined experimentally by microdissection of individual fibres (Lieber 

and Friden, 200 1). Anotber architectural parameter, physiological cross-sectional 

area (PCSA) is derived from the other parameters. This is not the actual cross

sectional area of the muscle measured in anatomical planes. Theoretically, PCSA is 

tbe sum of the cross-sectional areas of all muscle fibres within the muscle . It is 

defined as: 

pes ( ') Muscle mass(g) x case A CIl1- = ----'--7-----""''----'-.:-'---,--
p(g / cm' ) x Fiber length(cm) 

(2.2) 

where p represents muscle density (1.056 glcm3 for mammalian muscle) and e 
represents pennation angle (Lieber, 2002). 

The relationship between muscle architecture and musc le function is that 

muscle velocity and excursion are propol1ional to muscle fibre length, and muscle 

force is propol1ional to total fibre cross-sectional area (PCSA) (Lieber and Bodine

Fowler, 1993). Therefore, it can be sa id that muscles with short fibres and large 

PCSA are specialized for force production and muscles with long fibres and 

relatively small PCSA are suitable for high excursions and velocity. However, 

muscle moment arm (the perpendicular distance from axis of joint rotation to the 

point of force application) plays an important role in making inferences about the 

physiologic usage of muscles from their architectural design. 

A single architectural difference index Dij, which represents a companson 

between the architectural parameters of two different muscles was presented by 

Lieber and Brown (1992). Analysis showed that the best discriminators were: fibre 

length , PC SA, muscle length, FLIML ratio, and muscle mass. The difference index 

Dij was calculated as: 
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(2.3) 

where P;,k and Pj,k represent the klh discriminating parameters for muscles i and j 

respectively; Pm;n,k and Pmax,k represent the minimum and maximum values for the klh 

discriminating parameter and n is the number of discriminating patterns (Lieber and 

Brown , 1992). 

2.2.3 Muscle Physiology 

A muscle fibre contraction is composed of several ce llular and chemical 

reactions. The fina l result is a movement within the myofibril s in which actin and 

myosin filaments slide past one another, shortening the sarcomers. According to 

sliding filament theory, lengths of tbese filaments do not change. When sarcomers 

shorten, tbe H-zones and the [-bands get narrower and the Z-lines move closer 

together; thus, the muscle fibre sbOltens and pulls on its attachments. 

Acetylcholine (ACh), the neurotransmitter that motor neurons use to control 

skeletal musc le, is released in the synaptic cleft of the neuromuscular junction. It 

diffuses rapidly, combines with ACh receptors, and stimulates the muscle fibre. This 

impul se resembles nerve impulse and propagates in all directions along and around 

the cel l. 

The force that shortens the sarcomers comes from cross-bridges pulling on 

actin. Cross-bridges are the globular parts of the two twisted proteins on myosin, 

which project outward along myosin 's length. A myosin cross-bridge can attach to an 

actin-binding site and pull the actin. Attachment, pull, release and reattachment of 

tbe actin form the cross-bridge cycling, which pulls the actin toward the centre of the 

sarcomere and sh0l1ens the muscle. Myosin cross-bridges contain ATPase enzyme 

which catalyses breakdown of ATP to ADP in order to release energy to provide 

force for the muscle contraction (Shier et a I. , 2002). 
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2.2.4 Muscle Mechanics 

Length-tension relationship: isometric muscle contraction 

The isometric length-tension curve is generated by maximally stimulating a 

skeletal muscle at different lengths and measuring the tension generated by the 

muscle at each length (Lieber, 1993). When maximum tension is plotted at each 

length, the relationship between length and tension is obtained (Figure 2.4). There is 

a direct relationship between myofi lament overlap and tension generation. The 

tension on a fibre is a function of the magnitude of overlap between actin and myosin 

filaments. For the frog skeletal muscle in Figure 2.4, at sarcomere lengths greater 

than 3.65 fll11 no tension is generated because there is no overlap between actin and 

myosin since the lengths of the actin and myosin fi laments are 1.65 flm and 2.0 fll11, 

respectively. There is a region on the curve where length change results in no change 

in tension (2.0'1Il1-2,2 fllll) . Tbis region is ca lled tbe 'plateau region '. Maximum 

interaction between fi laments occurs in this region and maximum tension is 

generated . Both sides of the plateau region have less tension. Depending on the 

increasing or decreasing sarcomere length from plateau region, these regions are 

ca lled descending and ascending limb, respective ly. Sarcomere length-tension 

relationship is directly related to the fibre length-tension relationship . 
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Figure 2.4. Sarcomere length - tension relat ionship for a frog skeletal mustleradapted from 
(Lieber, 2002), p. 521 . 
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The fibre length at wh ich maximum tension is obtained is the optimal length 

of that muscle fibre, L Mo. If a muscle is stretched to various lengths without 

stimulation, passive tension is obtained. The source of the passive tension is the large 

protein, titin, which connects the thick myosin filamen ts end to end (Lieber and 

Bodine-Fowler, 1993 ; Lieber, 2002). Active muscle force is generated in the region 

of 0.5 LM 0 < LM < 1.5 L Mo , where L M is the muscle fibre length (Zajac, 1989; Pandy 

and Barr, 2002). 

Force-velocity relationship : isotonic muscle contraction 

The 'force-velocity relationship' describes the force generated by a muscle as 

a function of veloci ty under constant load condi tions. The force-velocity curve is 

generated by the results of many experiments plotted on the same graph as in the 

case of length-tension curve. In the experiments, a muscle is maximally stimulated 

and allowed to sh0l1enllengtben under constant load. Then, the muscle velocity 

during shortening/lengthening is measured (Lieber et aI. , 1992). The force-velocity 

curve detennines the mechanical power output of the muscle while it is active (Zajac, 

1989) (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5. Force - velocity relationship. 

When a muscle is maximall y stimulated and a constant load, which is less 

than the maximum isometric force developed by tbe muscle at that length, is applied 

the muscle begins to shorten (concentric contraction) (Lieber et aI. , 1992; Pandy and 
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BaIT, 2002). In concentric contractions as the load on the muscle decreases, 

contraction ve locity increases up to a maximum contraction velocity V max. At this 

velocity, muscle cannot resist any load even it is fully acti vated (Pandy and BaIT, 

2002). The force-velocity relationsh ip is characteri zed by a rectangular parabola and 

expressed firstly by Hill (1938) with hi s famous formula as: 

(P + a) (V + b) = {Po + a)b (24) 

where P is the load on the muscle, V is the ve locity of shortening, Po is the measured 

isometric force, and, a and b are constants determined empirically. 

Edman ( 1988) found that thi s relationsh ip is more complex while studying 

fibres instead of whole muscle as Hill did. Edman (1988) showed the force-velocity 

relation had two di stinct curves located in the 0-78 and 78-100% of the measured 

isometric force , Po. 

When the load on the muscle is greater tban the maximum isometric force 

developed by the muscle at that length , the muscle lengthens (eccentric contraction) 

(Pandy and BaIT, 2002). The absolute tensions are very high relative to the muscle 's 

maximum tension generating capacity. Apart from concentric contractions, tension is 

relati vely independent of the velocity. Therefore, muscles are very resistant to 

lengthening. Muscle injury and soreness are directly associated with eccentric 

contraction (Lieber et aI. , 1992; Lieber, 2002). Edman (1988) expressed the 

characteristic of the force-velocity relationship as a smooth sigmoid function with 

inflection point at Po. 

Yea don et al. (2006) define ' differenti al acti vation ' as the activation level of 

muscle during voluntary contractions. They stated that maximum voluntary force is a 

function of the theoretical maximum force (Hill 's fonnula) and a differential 

activation function which increases from a depressed level for high eccentric 

ve locities to full activation fo r high concentric ve locities. The product of these two 

functions gives a better estimate for force-velocity relationship for voluntary 

contractions. 

Modelling of contraction dynamics 

A mechanical model of human muscle was first introduced by Hill (1938) . 

This was a s imple mechanical model of the muscle tissue. Huxley ( 1957) developed 
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and formulated the 'cross-bridge theory ' of muscle. This is a complex model 

explaining the structural changes at the sarcomere level and can be thought as more 

physiologically relevant. Cross-bridge models have not been used widely in 

biomecbanical app lications due to their complexity and the subsequent increase in 

numerical computation time (Herzog, 2000). In contrast, due to its simplicity and that 

it yields adequate representation of muscle contraction dynamics , Hill-type muscle 

models are extensively llsed in various studies involving muscle modelling. Almost 

all models found in the literature are derived from the Hill 's mechanical muscle 

model. The big disadvantage of Hill-type models is that hi story dependent effects are 

generally ignored (Herzog, 2000). 

Hill-type muscle models are generall y composed of three different elements: 

contractile, series elastic and parallel elastic elements (Figure 2.6). 

T,.,u/on 

Figure 2.6. Schematic di agra m of a Hill-type muscle model ladapted from (Pandy and Barr, 
2002), p. 6.231. 

The contractile element (CE) of tbe model is in series with a series elastic 

element (SEE) and both are in parallel with a passive elastic element (PEE). 

Together these elements represent the muscle and are in series with the tendon 

(Zajac, 1989; Pandy and BaIT, 2002). The pennation angle is the angle between 

tendon and tbe muscle fibres (Delp and Loan, 2000; Pandy and BaIT, 2002). 

The contractile element models the force-length-velocity relationship of the 

muscle. This element plays the major part in the model since the others can be 

neglected in some situations. Peak isometric muscle force, optimal muscle fibre 

length, maximum shortening velocity of the muscle and muscle activation are the 

parameters tbat scale the active force-length relation and force-velocity relation 
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curves of the muscle (Zajac, 1989; Delp and Loan, 2000; Pandy and Barr, 2002). For 

muscles composed of multiple fibre types multiple CE's Illay be used in parall el 

(Brown and Loeb, 200 I). 

The series elasti c element models the active stiffiJess of tbe muscle. In most 

models SEE is neglected with little inaccuracy (Zajac, 1989; Cha lli s and Kerwin, 

1994; Delp and Loan, 1995; Delp and Loan, 2000). Furthermore, with a muscle SEE, 

musc le fi bre properties are not prop0I1ional to the sarcomere properti es . Tendon 

elasticity and the serial elasti c e lement are not easil y separab le. Except for short 

tendon muscles the tendon pal1 is domi nant and muscle elasti city can be neglected 

(Zajac, 1989). Although muscles exhibit elasticity they are not as defomlable as the 

tendons (Challi s and Kelwin, 1994). Generall y, tendons are represented by a non

linear elastic element, but a linear stress-strain relati onship for tendon may be used 

(Challi s and Kelwin, 1994). 

The passive elasti c e lement models the passIve sti ffness of the muscle. 

Around the optimal length of the muscle, pass ive forces are very sma ll and usuall y 

neglected. When the fi bre lengths are longer than the optimal length, tbe passive 

fO I'ce on the muscle increases rapid ly. Therefore, PEE is represented as a non-linear 

elasti c element if the passive force on the muscle is high enough with respect to 

active muscle forces (Delp and Loan, 2000). 

2.2.5 Individual Muscle Driven Models 

Individua l muscle forces are determined in order to ga rn substantial 

in fo rmation about the aetiology of soft ti ssue injuries and pathological condi tions 

occurri ng in tbe soft ti ssues (Lemay and e rago, 1996; Riek et ai. , 1999). In most 

cases, the cause of these injuries is a loca l trauma in which an extensive or repetitive 

force is applied to soft tissues . Such infomlation about individual musc le fo rces helps 

to understand the endurance limi ts of muscles and gives the opportun ity of using 

them properly fo r a predefined task. Estimated muscle forces can also be used in the 

rehabilitation process of the associated diso rders or di seases as a gu ide line for 

treatment or as a baseline to keep track of success of rehabilitation. 

Muscles are fundamental fo r moving the body. Motion oftbe whole body or a 

pal1 of it at a des ired level is essenti al for many kinds of sport. Therefore, besides 
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having an idea about sports injury, muscle forces are also determined in different 

kinds of sports in order to get optimum perfonnance from players. This can be 

achieved by creating models of the muscles that are used for the required motion of 

the body to enable analysis of optimal muscle properties and activation timings. 

Individual muscle modelling within musculoskeletal models is a relatively 

new subject in the field of biomechanics. Many unknowns in the physiology of the 

muscles have kept this subject beyond reach for a long time. However the main 

hurd le to overcome is the indete1111inate problem encountered. Force developed by 

each muscle cannot be dete1111ined individually with analytical solutions since there 

are more muscles than the number of degrees of freedom of movements at each joint. 

The degree of indetenninacy increases with the number of the muscles considered in 

the model. Therefore, an optimisation is necessary to estimate the values of these 

forces. A suitable optimisation criterion and constraints have to be selected for 

estimating individual muscle forces by optimisation. 

The optimisation procedures and algorithms are general ly based on repeated 

numerical calculations. For thi s reason, with the advancing technologies in the 

computer industry, the number of muscle modelling studies reported in the literature 

is increasing. Moreover, some recently developed commercial software can be found 

for muscle modelling. 

Despite all these factors , muscle modelling has an advantage over net joint 

torque models. In net joint torques modelling and calculations are much simpler. 

Depending on the model accuracy, very good kinematic and kinetic results can be 

obtained from these kinds of models. However, the info1111ation gained is limited to 

the joint level and this limits its usefulness, especially for clinical purposes. In 

contrast, despite the additional complexity, individual muscle modelling provides an 

idea of the working conditions of each muscle modelled in the system. 

Epstein and Herzog (2003) stated that an ideal muscle model should have at 

least some of these features: 

1. It should be comprehensive 

11. It should be based Oll scientific principles 

111. It should be cons istent with experimental evidence 

IV. It should have predictive va lue 

v. It should be amenable to improvement and refinement 
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2.2.6 Estimation of Muscle Forces 

Individual muscle forces are estimated in various studies with a number of 

different techniques. Challis (1991) li sted five of these techniques. The direct 

measurement of tbe forces is highly invasive and requires a strain gauge fitted to the 

tendon. EMG based force estimation requires extensive calibration and has reliability 

problems. A dynamic optimisation technique may be used to analyse motor control, 

and the muscle activity can be inferred from tbe simulation. This technique can be 

eas il y validated by comparing the simulated movement with the actual movement, 

but formulation of a perfonnance criterion is difficult. When using tbe contro l model 

technique, the system to be contro lled is assumed to be known. There are no 

optimisation criteria. The simplest of these models provides only crude 

approximat ions. In static optimisation technique, muscle forces are optimised in such 

a way that some function related to muscle forces is minimised. Validation of this 

technique may be difficult (Challi s, 1991). In addition to these five teclmiques, 

muscle forces are also estimated by finite element methods (Van der Helm, 1994a). 

Muscle forces are often estimated using optimisation procedures. These 

optimisation procedures involve the minimization of an objective function relating to 

the muscle forces. Challis and Kerwin (1993) examined 15 different objective 

functions and compared their force predictions with the forces estimated using a 

validated musc le model. However, it was shown that the muscle forces estimated by 

the objective functions give poor correspondence with the muscle model predicted 

forces. 

Several models have been developed and evaluated which include estimation 

of individual muscle forces . 

• McLaugblin and Miller ( 1980) estimated the muscle forces in the foreann 

immediately before the ball and racket impact. Nine individual muscle forces 

were estimated, two of which are estimated from gripping forces . The 

remaining 7 musc le forces were estimated by static optimisation. Minimum 

total stress and total moment of the muscles were considered as the control 

function of tbe optimisation procedure. 
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• Pandy et al. (1990) used 8 muscles in their 4 segment, planar, articulated 

linkage model. The mechanical behaviour of the muscles was described by a 

Hill-type muscle model. Dynamic optimisation was utilised and tbe 

perfol1llance criterion was the height reacbed by the centre of mass of the 

body. 

• A shoulder model was introduced by Karlsson and Peterson (1992). They 

used 11 muscles corresponding to 19 forces in their model. Optimisation 

criteria used for estimating musc le forces was the minimum sum of the 

squared muscle stresses . 

• A whole upper limb model was proposed by Raikova (1992). The Denavit

Hal1enberg method is used for the kinematics and dynamics of the system. 30 

different musc les with 50 muscle forces may be used within the model. 

Optimisation with the Lagrange multiplier method was preferred. It was 

stated that the objective function should depend on joint reactions and should 

be a non-linear function of unkno wn muscle forces. An application of this 

model, fl exion-extension motion in the elbow j oi nt, is also shown by Raikova 

(1996). 5 muscles were used and the optimisation function I C; IF; 'I was 

solved analyti cally by the Lagrange multipliers method, where c; are tbe 

weight factors and F; are the musc le forces. 

• Van Soest et al. (1993) used a Hill-type muscle model for the s ix muscles in 

their study. Dynamic optimisation was carried out under the predefined 

constraints. Tbe optimisation problem was reduced to finding tbe point in tbe 

six-dimensional control space that resu lts in maximum jump height. 

• Challi s and Kerwin (1994) developed a model to compute individual muscle 

forces during loaded elbow fl exion. Three muscles were involved in the 

study. A Hi ll-type muscle model and a simulation procedure were used to 

estimate the muscle forces. 
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• Runciman and Nicol (1994) developed a biomechanical model of the 

glenohumeral joint and shoulder. 26 muscles were used in their study. Muscle 

forces were estimated by linear optimisation. Minimum overall maxImum 

muscle stress was considered in the optimisation. 

• A musculoskeleta l model of the shoulder mechanism consisting of thorax, 

clavicle, scapula and humerus was used for the analysis of the kinematic and 

dynamic behaviour of the shoulder mechanism by Van der Helm (I 994b). 

Muscles are modelled as active tmss or curved truss elements. 16 muscles 

and 3 ligaments were modelled within the system. The optimisation criterion 

used was the minimization of the sum of the squared muscle stresses. 

• The same finite element method was used in another study by Van der Helm 

(1994a). In this study 20 muscles were modelled. This time four different 

optimisation criteria were used while estimating individual muscle forces: 

minimization of the sum of quadrati c muscle forces, minimization of the sum 

of quadratic stresses, minimization of the sum of quadratic muscle forces 

n0J111ali zed by maximal muscle force and minimization of the maximal 

muscle stress in the entire mechan ism. 

Computational frameworks and software systems have also been used to 

create and analyse musculoskeletal models. These software packages enable users to 

deve lop, alter, and evaluate different musculoskeletal structures with reduced 

programming effort. For example: 

• 'Software for Interacti ve Musculoskeletal Model' (SIMM) was developed by 

Delp and Loan (1995; 2000). SIMM is a graphics based software, enabling 

users to visualise the musculoskeletal geometry and interact with the models. 

The muscle-tendon model used in SIMM is a Hill-type muscle model. Once 

muscle-tendon length and velocity is detenni.ned, muscle force is estimated 

by an iterati ve algorithm (4 iterations maximum). One application of SIMM 

was a musculoskeletal model of the upper extremity containing 25 muscles 
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developed by Chariton and 10hnson (2000). Neptune and Hull (1999) also 

used SIMM in their planar two-legged bicycle-rider model with 14 muscles. 

• Lemay and Crago (1996) developed a dynamic model of the upper extremity 

to simulate forearm and wrist movements. 20 muscles were included in the 

model. Muscle forces were estimated by a Hill-type muscle model. The upper 

extremity model was implemented by means of the commercially available 

software' Automatic Dynamic Analys is of Mechanical Systems' (ADAMS) 

that analyses and solves the motions and forces of mechanical systems. 

• 'Virtual Muscle ' is another computational approach for modelling the 

complex mechanical properti es of muscles and tendons (Cheng et aI. , 2000). 

It is embodied as a software package fo r use with Matlab and Simulink. The 

software employs graphic user interfaces (GUT) and dynamic data exchange 

(DDE) to build custom muscle model blocks and link them to kinetic 

analyses of complete musculoskeletal systems. A Hill-type muscle model is 

used to estimate the muscle forces within the Viltual Muscle. 

Although the aims and structures of the overall models are quite different, all 

studies except Van der Helm used Hill-type muscle models to detemline the muscle 

forces. Di fferent optimisation procedures were perfoIllled in all studies. Some 

objective functions were compared to determine which one was the most appropriate 

for the model. The results of individual muscle forces were evaluated by comparing 

them with experiment resu lts and/or electromyography (EMG) results. It is claimed 

that the results of the models were sufficiently accurate. However, determination of 

the muscle groups, tbeir attachment points and activation timings were not 

mentioned clearly and some of the studies used the muscle architectural data of 

previous studies. 

2.2.7 Summary 

After a brief review of anatomy and phys iology of the human upper limb, 

biomechanical models of the upper limb have been presented in thi s section. 
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Althougb f{jll' s model dates back to 1938, it has been tbe most used for muscle 

modelling since it is the simplest metbod tbat can model the majority of muscle 

activity with a reasonably good approximation whi lst mathematica l models using 

cross-bridge theories are too complica ted. There are fewer studies modell ing muscle 

and other soft ti ssues as fin ite elements. 

Nearly all of the studies modell ed muscle as a linear force system applied to 

different segments of the body with the same magnitude and line of action but 

opposite di rections. Tbis assumption holds for fl exor muscles all the time, however, 

since extensors turn around the joints this model does not work properly. For this 

reason, while modelling extensor muscles, thi s should be taken into account. 

2.3 Simulation Modelling 

Typi cally, successful simulation mode ls (e.g. Kong (2004), Glynn (2007» are 

achieved using four mai n steps. These steps are development of tbe model, 

construction of the model parameters, eva luation of the model and lastl y, 

optimisationJsensiti vity analysis. The fo llowing section briefly reviews and describes 

different techniques used in the process of development and evaluation of a subject

specific computer simulation model. 

2.3.1 Development of the Simulation Model 

Development of tbe simulation model is one of the main tasks of the 

simulation modelling process. A model is a representation of a real system of interest 

and it sbould be similar to but simpler than the system it represents. Both very simple 

and very complex models can be found in the literature. Alexander (2003) described 

di fferent modelling approacbes in biomechanics and gave examples from tbe 

literature fOT each type of model. The complex ity of the model depends on the 

features required from the model. Simple models can help understand basic features 

of tbe real system, but more complex models may be needed to identify some special 

characteristics of tbe system. Pandy (2003) compared a simple and a complex model 

of walking and be concluded that although the analysis of the simple model was in 
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agreement with the complex model , the complex model revealed more significant 

information about wa lking. At tbis point, it should be said that the simplest model , 

which fulfi ls tbe research objectives, should be used. 

FomlUlation of the equations of the motion is needed to develop the 

simulation model. These equations can be determined from first principles or by 

using software packages. Using first principles gives exact control over the model 

but the ri sk of making mistakes while identifying the system and developing the 

equations of motion is higher. The use of appropriate software packages overcomes 

this problem provided the accuracy of the package is sufficient and that it works 

correctly. Therefore, much more complex systems can be modelled with commercial 

software packages more efficiently. The fl ex ibi lity of the package and calculation 

speed are some important features to be cons idered before using a commercial 

software package. There are many simulation software packages avai lable on the 

market. The best package, which sati sfies the needs of the simulation model, should 

be se lected. 

2.3.2 Determination of Subject-Specific Parameters 

Inertia pa rameters 

To build a simulation model of the human body, inel1ia parameters of the 

modelled extremity or segment are needed. Various methods have been performed to 

calculate inertial parameters, some of which are include cadaver data, statistical 

modelling, geometric modelling, and computer-aided tomography (eT scan) and/or 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRl) . 

A cadaver's segmental inertia parameters can be calculated directly and 

accurately. 1.11 addition to ineliia parameters, muscle architecture parameters can be 

measured from the cadavers. However, s ince tbe model is generally desired to be 

subject-specific and the measurements of muscle architecture need to be made in 

vivo, the use of cadaver data is usually not a preferred solution. 

In stati stical model/ ing, regression equations relating anthropometric 

measurements of the subject and the inertial parameters are used. These regress ion 

equations are generally developed from measurements on cadavers. 
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Body segments are represented as different geometric soLids in geometric 

modelling. The size and sbape of these so lids depend on tbe anthropometric 

measurements of the subject. Dens ity of the geometric solids is taken from cadaver 

data. Both complex and relatively simple geometri cal models can be found in the 

literature. Hatze (1983) developed a 17 segment bominoid, i.e. human-like model , 

with segmental parameter values calculated from 242 anthropometric measurements 

of a subject. More recently, Yea don (\990a) developed a more efficient II segment 

geometri c model requiring 95 anthropometric measurements (less than balf of the 

Hatze's model requirement). 

A comparison of different statistical and geometrical models of upper limb 

inertial parameters found in the literature was made by Cballis and Kerwin (1992). 

They conclnded that among the models they examined, Hinricbs' (1985) regression 

equations gave the most accurate results whereas geometri c models offered the 

greatest fl exibility. 

CT scans and MRl provide accurate inerti al parameters as well as muscle 

architecture parameters. Measuring in vivo muscle architecture is an advantage of 

using MRl. In addition, there are software packages available in the market for 

creating 3D meshes of muscles and bones from MRl and CT scans (e.g. Mimics). 

Strength parameters 

To develop a Hill- type model contracti le element, series elasti c element and 

parallel elasti c element model parameters must be detennined. Detailed descriptions 

of these muscle parameters can be found in section 2.2.4. 

Tbe muscle parameters can be estimated from the maxImum torque 

measurements on isokinetic dynamometers, sucb as tbose produced by Cybex. 

Isokinetic testing on tbese dynamometers consists of torque measurement while the 

subject works maximally against a crank that moves at a constant angular velocity 

over a range of angles. The effect of angular acceleration is not considered because 

of tbe constant angular velocity. Torque - angular velocity relationship can be 

expressed eitber independently of joint angle or at a given angle. Since torque is also 

a function of joint angle, expressing maximum torque independently of joint angle 

increases the eITOr. When using torque data co ll ected from isokinetic dynamo meters, 

the effect of limb and crank weigbt, acceleration and deceleration of tbe crank, and 
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the difference between crank and joint angles must be taken into account (King and 

Yeadon, 2002). 

Wobbling masses 

Most of the previous studi es have assumed rigid body approximation for the 

body segments whi le modelling the human body. Although this assumption holds 

with acceptable enors for some cases, the effect of soft tissue movement on the 

dynamic behaviour of the human body becomes impOliant when the body segments 

experience high accelerations or impact forces. Pain and Challi s (200 1) demonstrated 

the role of the heel pad and shank soft tissue during impact, whi lst Vue and Mester 

(2002) detenl1ined tbe effects of wobbling mass during the whole-body vibration. 

Wobbling mass and rigid body models of a drop jump have been compared by 

Gruber et al. (1998) and Pain and Challis (2006). Considerably less joint torques 

were found for the wobbling mass model than tbe rigid body model in both studies. 

Kong (2004) and Glynn (2007) , after geometricall y modelling the body 

segments, separated hard and soft ti ssues of the segments as rigid and wobbling 

components. Relative mass of bone and the remaining components were used for 

separation. They estimated the mass ratio of bone and soft ti ssue of the segments by 

using the data from literature (Clarys and Marfell-Jones, 1986). Altematively, by 

having 3D meshes of the bones from Magnetic Resonance images, volumes of the 

bones can be calculated easi ly and once the density of the bone is estimated bone 

mass can be found. The separated bone and soft tissue components were modelled as 

two rigid segments, which were connected to each other with non-linear spring

damper systems to represent soft ti ssue movement (Kong, 2004; Glynn, 2007). The 

damping coefficient was set so that the system is near-critically damped (Pain and 

Challi s, 200 I). 

Equipment parameters 

The inertia parameters of a tennis racket are needed for the computer 

simulation model in this study. How to measure tbese parameters by simple 

experiments was described by Brady (1985). Glynn (2007) measured the moments of 

inertia of two tennis rackets aro und the transverse and frontal ax is by tbe 

experimental methods described in the literature and compared tbem wi th tbe values 
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obtained by using a Babolat Racket Diagnostic Centre. Differences of 3.4 to 13.4% 

were found between the two methods. 

As it was mentioned earlier in section 2.1.5, tennis racket-ball impacts were 

modell ed mostly with spring-damper systems. For this reason, viscoelasti c 

parameters have to be detennined for the simulation model. The ball is generall y 

modelled as a lumped mass , which is attached to a spring-damper system. The 

stiffness and damping coefficients of thi s system were mostly detel111ined by 

experimental methods in the previolls studies. A quasi static defomlation test and 

simple ball drop test were used to determine the ball stiffness and damping 

coefficients by Brody ( 1979) and Leigh and Lu ( 1992). For the same purpose, Haake 

et al. (2003b) and Davies (2005) lIsed optimisation procedures to match the 

experimental data. They also found a linear relationship between ball impact velocity 

and ball viscoelastic parameters. All these studies mentioned above, assumed 

constant parameters throughout the impact. On the other hand, Goodwill and Haake 

(2004) introduced another damping component, momentum flux, besides material 

damping. Ln addition, they detel111ined the stiffness coefficient and both damping 

coefficients as a function of ball di splacement. However, they used Euler's method 

to so lve the equation of motion of the ba ll , which migbt not have very accurate 

results. 

For the viscoelastic parameters of the stringbed models, Goodwill and Haake 

(200 I) determined the stiffness coefficient by app lying a force over a circular area, 

which is perpendicular to stringbed, and measuring the resulting deflection for 

different loads . Leigh and Lu ( 1992) determined the string stiffness in a similar way. 

To determine damping coeffi cient they dropped a pool ball on tbe stringbed, wbich 

was clamped in place. No loss in the rebound velocity of the pool ball was found so 

they concluded there was no damping in the string system. For this reason, a 

damping coefficient was not used in the stringbed model (Leigh and Lu, 1992). 

2.3.3 Evaluation 

Evaluation of the model is the next step after developing the simulation 

model and determining the model parameters. Tt ensures that tbe assumptions made 

in the modelling phase are correct and enhances the reliab ility of the model. 
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However, it is impossible to completely validate models of natural systems. The 

agreement of the resu lts of the model and real system Otlly supports the probability of 

representing tbe real situation by the model (Oreskes et aI. , 1994). 

The model 's perfonnance under known conditions is compared with tbe 

performance of the real system in order to evaluate the model (Maria, 1997). By 

determining and using subject-specific parameters, a simulation model is expected to 

reproduce actual perfonnance of the same subject. For tbi s reason, a performance 

data collection is necessary to evaluate the simulation model. Most models are 

eva luated by comparing the motion of the model wi th the subject's actua l motion . An 

image ana lys is is needed to measure and ana lyse tbe subject 's motion. Sometimes 

additional synchronised data may be necessary such as force plate data, 

electromyography, etc. depending on the ai m ofthe simulation model. 

Image analysis 

Motion analys is of actual performance of a tennis player during backhand 

strokes is needed for generating reali sti c inputs fo r the simulation model and for the 

evaluation of the model. Motion of the body segments as a result of muscle 

activat ion can be examined at each instant of the stroke by sequential camera image 

analysis. Joint angles and motion of joint centres can be detennined by different 

techniq ues including cinematography and automatic motion analys is systems. 

Cinematography is used extensively in measuring motion in sport. Giangarra 

et al. (1993) and Kelley et al. ( 1994) used ci nematography for analysing backhand 

strokes in their studies. The high image resolution associated with this technique is a 

big advantage but analysing and digitising tbe fi lm is a very time consuming process 

and subj ect to human error. 

High-speed video cameras are generally used for capturiJlg fast motions such 

as the impact of tennis balls with rackets. The high frame rates associated with these 

cameras allows users to record motions occurring during very small time intervals. 

The resolution of high-speed cameras is not as good as cine ftJms, but decreasing 

sampling rate improves the quali ty of the image and the difference between the 

resolutions of images has further decreased wi th the development of new 

technologies in high-speed cameras. However, since the sampling frequenc ies can be 

very bigb, and tbe memory required for high-resolution fi'ame images is very large, it 

is not practical to use high-speed cameras for long duration events. 
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Automatic motion analysis systems have become popular in recent years. 

These systems use active or pass ive markers attached to the body. The position and 

motion of tbese markers determine the joint kinematics and therefore tbe motion of 

the body. Although there are successful examples (Mitcbell et aI. , 2000a) of using 

motion analysis systems with active markers (e.g. CODA), generally passive markers 

are used in motion analysis systems (e .g. VICON , ELITE) since they do not need the 

wires and power sources necessary for active markers. Typically, strobes emitting 

infrared I ight are attached to each camera of the system. The passive markers 

covered with retro-reflective material reflect the infrared light and cameras capture 

the image of markers with infrared filters. The biggest advantage of these systems is 

the analysis of the captured images. The system digitises the locations oftlle markers 

and creates the 3D view of the image automatically. Required joint kinematics are 

calculated and presen ted to the user by the system. The main disadvantage of these 

systems is the price. Additiona lly, the system is a 'black box' from which one can 

only obtai n limited outputs that generally do not allow the user internal access. 

However, there are examples of researchers developing and validating their own 

bespoke motion analys is system having full control of the system with low cost. 

Electromyography (El\1G) 

EMG is the only tool available to measure muscle activation. It is used in 

almost every study that is concerned with muscles and their activation. EMG 

provides useful data, but it has many limitations. 

Three different types of electrodes are used to ohtain EMG signals: surface 

electrodes, intramuscular wire electrodes and need le electrodes. The last two are 

invasive electrodes and mostly used clinica lly. Although they are non-invasive, using 

surface electrodes limits the number of muscles tbat can be monitored since 

activation of the deep muscles cannot be measured with surface electrodes. 

EMG signals provide information about muscle activation timings and tbe 

force contributi on of individual muscles as well as groups of muscles. In 

biomechanics, there are mainly three applications of surface EMG signals: they are 

used as an indicator for tbe initiation of muscle activation, they are related to the 

muscle force , and they are used as an index of tbe fatigue processes occurring within 

the muscle. 
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Location and olientation of the electrodes is very important. The electrode 

should be placed on tbe midline of the muscle belly between a motor point and the 

tendon insertion or between two motor points. The detection surfaces shou ld be 

arranged in such a way that tlley intersect as many muscle fibres as possible. The 

reference electrode should be placed as far away as possible and on electrically 

neutral tissue, which may be a bony prominence. 

Crossta lk from other adjacent muscles is another important factor in EMG. It 

has been shown that in the leg approximately 17% of electrical activity from nearby 

muscles may be detected. Therefore, if an adjacent muscle is active rather than tbe 

one directly below the electrode, a crosstalk signal can be detected and 

misinterpreted as originating from the muscle of interest. Placing the electrode in tbe 

midline of the muscle belly reduces the chance of detecting crosstalk signals. 

[n tbe time domain, EMG signal are processed in rwo ways: root mean 

squared (rms) value and the average rectified va lue. For BMG signals detected 

during voluntarily elicited contractions, the rms va lue may be appropriate since it 

represents the signal power (De Luca, 1997). 

2.3.4 Optimisation and Sensitivity 

Optimisation 
Optimisation of the model parameters with respect to some selected criteria is 

needed in simulation modelling since there are many solutions for the system, some 

of which are not feasible. At the begirUling of the optimisation prQcess, an objective 

function, which depends on the aim of the model, is formulated. Then, an algorithm 

is developed to minimise or maximise the objective function by changing the values 

of the parameters of the model. One of the main difficulties for the optiJ1Usation 

process is to find the global optimum rather than a loca l optimum. 

There are many algori thms avai lable to minimise or maximise a non-linear 

objective function. The Simplex Method (NeJder and Mead, 1965), which is a local 

optimisation method, can be iteratively used for global optimising. Genetic 

algorithms (Man et aI. , 1996; Mitchell, 1996) are also used for global optimisation. 

However, the Simulated Annealing algorithm (Corana et aI., 1987) has been shown 

to be more effective tban some other commonly used conventiona l algorithms at the 

ex pen e of more computing time (Goffe et aI. , 1994). 
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The Simulated Annealing algorithm is based on annealing, a thennal process 

for obtaining low energy states in a material. It tries to minimise energy given by a 

cost function to find a global minimum (Jensen, 2002). 

Sensitivity 

Sensitivity analysis shows the sensitivity of the optimum solution to the 

parameters used in the model. High sensitivity of the so lution to a parameter implies 

that small changes in the value of (bat parameter cause larger variations in the results. 

Sensitivity analysis is done by perturbing the values of the questioned parameters of 

the model. 

2.3.7 Summary 

In this section, development and evaluation of a subject-specific computer 

simulation model and techniques for determining both equipment and subject 

parameters have been described. 

2.4 Summary of Literature Review 

In the literature, studies abo ut tennis generally focus on modell ing of the 

equipment and kinematics of the tennis shots. There has been almost no prior 

research on modelling tennis strokes with individual muscles or torque generators. 

Therefore, there is a lack of infoD11ation in tbis area and tbe intention of this study is 

to fi ll this gap in tbe literature. 

In this study, the generally accepted and used methods, e.g. the spring

dash pot method for modelling tennis equipment and a rotational equivalent of Hill 's 

model for torque generators, will be used. Development of these methods and 

detennination of the parameters can be found in the following chapters. 
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3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 

In th is chapter, the development and the main features of a computer 

simulation model of one-handed telU1is backhand strokes will be di scussed. The 

model consists of an am1 and torso with a telUl is racket and a tennis ball and it was 

developed using MSC.ADAMS. 

3.1 Model Development 

3.1.1 Selection of the Software Package 

To develop the simulation model a software package was selected, since 

writing equations of motion from fi rst principles would be too time consuming for a 

complex multibody model. There are many software packages ava ilable for 

modelling purposes such as: AUTOLEV, VisualNastran 4D (VN4D) and 

MSC.ADAMS. Each package has di fferent capabilities and so has advantages and 

di sadvantages. AUTOLEV, for example, lacks a modem object-oriented structure 

and does not have a graphical user interface. Moreover, it is not easy to use 

AUTOLEV for the models including individual muscles because complex code 

needs to be written for muscle wrapping in the model. Testing simple models and 

having personal communica tion with researchers who used VN4D revealed that it 

was not very fl exible and the range of allowable parameter types tbat could be 

controlled by Simulink was limited. In addition, it was not clear which output of the 

VN4D block diagram in Simulink cOITesponded to which parameter in VN4D. 

Considering the factors such as fl ex ibility, user-friendliness , accuracy, speed, 

import/export possihilities from/to other software packages, visual graphics it was 

decided to use MSC.ADAMS (ver. 2005). 

3.1.2 Overview of the Simulation Model 

To begin with, in order to leam how to use tbe MSC.ADAMS software, its 

commands and capabilities effi ciently, variolls simple initial models were created 

and tested. With tbese simple models, configuration and design of the model was 
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studied step by step. By adding more segments, feahlres and structures to one of 

these initial models, the main model was developed (Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3. t. 8-segment computer simulat ion model for one-handed tennis bac kha nd st rokes 
in cluding tennis ba ll. 

The player-racket model has eight segments, named from prox imal to distaJ: 

humerus, ulna, radi us, band, racket handle, racket head and two more segments for 

representi ng upper arm and forearm wobbling masses . The thorax and capula are 

not included in this number since their motions are predefined. Additionall y, there 

are nine point masses to represent the stringbed and the ball was modelled as a rigid 

sphere. There are twelve rotational degrees of freedom in the model: three at the 

shoulder, two at the elbow, two at the wrist three at the grip and finally two between 

the racket handle and racket head. Time histories of the translation and orienta tion of 

thorax and scapula were input to the model from performance data co llected on a 

one-handed backhand stroke by an e li te tennis player. 
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The simulation model can be used either as an angle-driven model or as a 

torque-driven model depending on the ai m and the required output from the model. 

In addition, some of the torque generators may be replaced with individual muscles 

(e.g. wrist extensor or fl exor). The angle-driven model was also used to determine 

some of the model parameters sucb as hand-racket interaction and wobbling mass 

parameters. This was achieved by driving the model with time histories of segmental 

motion and optimising the required parameters in order to have minimum difference 

between simulation and performance data. Time hi stories of the segmental motion 

during tennis backhand strokes of an elite tennis player were obtained using a Vicon 

Motion Analysis System. These data were composed of translation and rotation of 

each body with respect to a global origin or relative to each other and were fitted by 

quintic splines to reduce the noise in the data. 

For the torque-driven model, activation parameters for each of the torque 

generators were optimised (Chapter 6). The control and the optimisation ofthe model 

were done using MATLAB via Simulink. The Simulated Annealing algorithm was 

used for optimisations (Goffe et aI. , 1994). 

To compare off-centre impacts with centred impacts for a specific simulation, 

the impact location of the ball on tbe racket can be alTanged. The eigbt point masses 

around the racket centre, which were used to model the stringbed with centre point 

mass, define the different impact locations. The direction and magnitude of the 

inbound velocity of the ball are kept constant wh ile changing the ball position. 

The simulation model can be divided into two parts: player model, and racket 

model with ball. These pans wi ll be discussed in detail in the following sections . 

3.2 Player Model 

3.2.1 Body Segments 

Tbe player model bas four segments: humerus, ulna, radius and hand. The 

thorax, scapula and clavicle were also added to the model as supplementary 

segments. The thorax and scapula define the position and orientation of the model 

with respect to tbe global origin. Althougb, the thorax is counted as one segment, it is 

a combination of ribs, spine and sternum fixed together. The relatively small motions 
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of tbese segments with respect to eacb other were neglected since tbey were beyond 

tbe scope of this study. 

3D meshes of the scapula and thorax were obtained from the literature 

(BRG.LifeMODTM) whereas Magnetic Resonance (MR) images were used to foml 

humerus, radius and ulna segments (Cbapter 5). The model was designed so tbat in 

the future it wi ll be driven by ind ividual muscles. For tbis reason, bone shapes are 

impOJiant to detemline the muscle attachment points more reali stically. The sbape of 

tbe bones can also be used while dealing witb the muscle-wrapping problem. 

The motion of the clavicle was not included in the kinematic cbain of the 

model. However, for the sake of visua l completeness tbe clavicle was added to tbe 

model as a redundant segment. Tbe time hi story of clavicle motion was estimated 

from the performance data, but had no influence on the simulation . 

3.2.2 Joints 

The joints used in the player model are si mplified versions of the anatomical 

joints at the sboulder, elbow and wrist. Since the scapula and thorax motions were 

predefined, there was no need to use a joint between these segments. 

The joints were formed by 2 or 3 consecutive revolute joints on top of eacb 

other. The rotation axis of each consecutive joint is perpendicular to tbe others and 

the rotations around these axes correspond to anatomical joint movements (e.g. 

flexion , abduction) in three perpendicular planes (i.e. sagitta l, coronal and transverse 

planes). 

To represent anatomical joint angles the generally accepted notation first used 

by Grood and Suntay (1983) was used (Figure 3.2). The rotation axes of the joint 

were detemlined by considering tbe anatomical structure. The line joining the 

proximal and distal joint centres was coincident with the rotation axis nomlal to the 

transverse plane. Two anatomica l locations such as condyles or processes on the 

distal end of the bones helped to define the rotation axis Ilomlal to the sagittal plane. 

The cross product of these two rotation axes gives the remaining third axis for the 

coronal plane. Changing the sequence of rotations affects the joint angle va lues and 

singular positions of tbe joint considerably. The rotational sequence used in each 
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joint model was initially a rotation in the sagittal plane, then in the coronal plane and 

finall y in the transverse plane. 

Proximal Segment 

~ .: 1. lntennediace Segment 

--
~ __ - 2. Intermediate Segment 

Distal Segment 

Figure 3.2. Mechanical model of the joints used in Ihe simulation model. ladapted from (Gu ler, 
1998), p.3 11 

Shoulder and wrist joints were defined exactly as in the joint model 

mentioned above (Figure 3.2). On the other hand, although there are examples in the 

literature using the same joint model for the elbow joint (Raikova, 1992), it was 

modified to allow the radius to rotate around the ulna in order to have a more 

realistic pronation/supination movement of the forearm (Lemay and Crago, 1996; 

Holzbaur et aI. , 2005). To achieve this, the location of the third revolute joint was 

moved to the radial head and the rotation axis was tilted by passing through the 

centre of the radial head and the centre of the distal end of the ulna (Morrey and 

Chao, 1976) (Figure 3.3). The results of this modification will be discussed in 

Chapter 4.2. in detail. Furthermore, the second revolute joint at the elbow was fixed 
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to represent a constant carry angle since the motion of forearm in the coronal plane is 

very limited due to the structures of the humerus and ulna at the elbow joint. 

Figure 3.3. T he rotation axes of the elbow joint: (I\-A) for nexion / extension and (B-B) for 
pronation I supination 

For the wri st joint, the structure of the metacarpal bones does nOI allow the 

hand to rotate around the longitudinal axis (Jenkins, 2002). Therefore, the third 

revolute joint was fixed at the wrist. 

The locations of the joint centres were estimated from the bone shapes. General! y tbe 

shoulder joint is simplified as a ball and socket joint and the centre of the head of the 

humerus is estimated as the shoulder joint centre (Van der Helm et aI. , 1992; Veeger, 

2000). The same method was applied in the player model. The location of the eJbow 

joint centre was first estimated as the centre of the line connecting the lateral and 

medial epicondyles. This location was then translated by a small amount (- 1.5 mm) 

on the line to find a better estimate considering the shape of the humerus and ulna 

(Figure 3.4a) . The wrist joint centre was estimated similarly. First, the midpoint of 

the line connecting the radial and ulnar condyles was found in the anatomical 

position. This poinl was then translated downwards (- 23 nun) on the line connecting 

this point and the elbow joint centre considering the overall fo rearm link length 

(Figure 3.4b). 
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humerus 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4. T he location of the elbow (a) and wrist (b) joint centres. Blue dots represent 
(epi)co ndyles and red dots represent joint centres. 

The neutral po itions of all joints were chosen to be the same as in the 

anatomical position of the thorax and ann (Figure 3.5). Joint angles were defined as 

pos itive in the directi on o f fl exion, add uction / ul nar deviati on, and ex terna l rotation / 

supinati on aroulld the corresponding rotation axes. The initial conditions o f each 

joint were determined from the performance data. 

Figure 3.5. Nelltral positions of all joints in the model. 
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3.2.3 Joint Actuators 

Angle-driven joints 

All segmental motions of the player model were predefined for tbe angle

driven model and detel1l1ined from the performance data co llection. For the angle

driven model, no actual joint actuators were used since the input motion data 

constrained the segments of the model to fo llow the desired motion. 

Torque-d.·hlen joints 

Pairs of torque generators were used at the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints 

for the torque-driven player model fo r each different joint movement. These torques 

appl ied at eacb joint centre are the net moments of all muscular forces around the 

rotation axis of that joint. Necessary torque va lues for the backhand stroke motion 

were estimated from the torque-strength parameters (Cbapter 5) and torque activation 

parameters (Chapter 6) as well as [rom the joint angle and angular velocity. 

The torque generators were modelled as a contractile component and a series 

elastic component adapted from the model of Kong (2004). Each torque generator 

has extensor and flexor parts that act in opposite directions and represen t the agonist

antagonist muscle action. A graphica l representation of the torque generators for 

ex tensor and fl exor torques can be seen in Figure 3.6 where: 

Bj = joint angle 

Bco" = contractil e component angle 

8sec = series elastic component angle 
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Fig ure 3.6. Graphical represc nt:lliol1 of a tOrtltH.' gcncnllor for fl exor (a) and ex tensor (b) 
torqu e. 

From the Figure 3.6, the gcomctric relationships can be wrillen as: 

0; + 0"011 + 0",,= br for extellsor 

0= 0",," + 0,(, forflewr 

(3. l.a) 

(3.l.b) 

Thc contractile componclll torquc (Equation 3.2), which is a fu ncti on of 

contractil e component angle and angular ve loci ty, was calculated using torque

trength parameters (Chapter 5). 

whcrc. 7~oll = contractile componcnt torque 

cv = contractile component angu lar ve locity 

7"4(cv) = four-parameter-fit contractile component torque (Eq uation 3.3) 

a(cv) = differentia l activati on 

q = ratc at wh ieh torquc drops off from the optimum anglc 
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60P1 = optimum angle at which maximum torque occurs 

and, 

for cOllcemric (3.3.a) 

- (T - T )c.o T = mll.f 0 t+ T 
., I/WX for eccentric 

CUt! - {jJ 

(equations taken from Yeadon et a\'(2006» 

where, To = maximum isometric torque 

0"0.' = maximum torque, asymptote of torque in eccentric hyperbola 

W mox = maximum angular ve locity at which torque equals zero 

-Tc = asymptote of torque in concentric hyperbola 

Wc / We = asymptote of angular velocity in concentric / eccentri c hyperbola 

(3.3.b) 

On the other hand , the sen es elas tic component torque was obta ined by 

Equation 3.4. 

(3.4) 

where, Tsec = series elastic component torque 

k = series elastic component sti ffness 

Since the contractil e component torq ue calculated from the torque-strength 

parameters was the maximum possible torque, it was multiplied by a torque 

activation level and equated to the seri es elastic component torque (Equation 3.5). 

Teo• art) = Tsec 

where, T co. = contractile component torque 

Tsee = series elastic component torque 

0(1) = torque activation level 
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At the beginning of the simulation, the initial contracti le component angle 

was calculated (Equations 3. 1-3.5). For the next time step, the contracti le component 

angle was updated using a 4 th order Runge-Kutta approximation. In this process, tbe 

contractile component angular veloc ity was needed at spec ific times for parti cular 

contractile component angles. Equations 3. 1-3.5 were combined and converted into a 

cubi c polynomi al (in terms of angular veloc ity) and the root that sati sfi ed Equation 

3.5 was selected in order to ca lculate the requi red angular velocity. After detenTIining 

the contractil e component angle from the Runge-Kutta approximation, Equations 

3. I.b and 3.4 were used to determine the fl exor or extensor torque. The same 

procedure was applied fo r the subsequent ti me steps in tbe simulation. 

The torque acti vation level takes values between 0 (no acti vation) and I (fuli 

activation). Quintic fun ctions (Yeadon, 1984) (Equation 3.6) were used to ramp up or 

down the activation level instead of an abrupt cbange in the acti vation. 

(3 .6) 

3.2.4 Wobbling Masses 

Soft tissue motions wi thi n the upper ann and fo reaml were represented using 

wobbling masses . The wobbling masses were assumed to be rigid bodies which were 

attached to the segments by spring-damper systems as can be seen in Figure 3.7. 

Since tbere are two segments in the foreanTI, tbe proximal end of the wobbling mass 

was attached to tbe ulna and di stal end to the radius (radius and ulna together [om 

the forearm segment) . ldent ical springs were used for eacb wobbling mass and tbe 

spring force was calculated by Equation 3.7 (pain and Cbalii s, 2001): 

where, F = spring force 

k = stiffness coeffi cient 

c = damping coeffi cient 

x = displacement between wobbl ing mass and bone 

x = time derivative of x 
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wobbling 
masses 

Figure 3.7. Upper arm and forearm wobbling masses. 

3.2.5 Hand-racket Interaction 

It was seen from the perfo rmance data (Chapter 4) that there was little linear 

motion of the racket with respect to the hand since the player holds the racket firml y 

dW'illg a backhand stroke. For thi s reason, a ball and socket joint with three rotational 

degrees of freedom was used to connect the hand and the racket handle. TIU'ee pairs 

of equal and opposite torques between the hand and the racket were used to represent 

the gripping torque around the principal axes of the tennis racket. The resistance of 

the racket motion within the hand after the impact was represented by three to rsional 

springs around the rotation axes of the racket with respect to the hand (Equation 3.8). 

7(; = T( I ) before impacI (3.8.a) 

TG =T(I)-k,(O - Oo) -c,(O-Oj3 after impacI (J.8. b) 
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where, TG = gripping torque 

T(/) = gripping torque as a function of time onl y 

kr = torsional stiffness 

er = torsional damping 

f) = angular di splacement of racket with respect to band 

f)o = angular di splacement of racket with respect to band at impact 

e= time derivati ve of f) 

3.3 Racket and Ball Model 

The racket model developed by Glynn (2007) was used in thi s study. The 

racket frame and stringbed were modelled separately and then combined to give the 

whole racket. The ball was modelled as a ri gid sphere. The simplified model of the 

ball-racket impact will be di scussed after describing the model. 

3.3.1 Racket Frame Model 

The racket frame was composed of two rigid segments; racket handle and 

racket head (Figure 3.8). These two segments were joined together with two 

consecutive revolute joints, which have perpendicular rotating axes. The location of 

the joint was determined from a vibration analysis of the racket frame in the frontal 

and transverse planes of the racket (GlylUl, 2007). The average location of the 

antinodes of the fundamental modes of vibration in each plane was selected for the 

joint location since the displacement of the racket was maximum at the antinodes. 

The vibration of the racket frame was controll ed with two torsional spring-dampers 

at each revolute joint. The resistive torque at the joints was defined by the spring

damper equation: 

T = - k ,f) - e,e (3 .9) 
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where, T = resistive torque in the torsional spring 

kl = torsional sti ffness 0 r the spring 

Cl = torsional damping of the pring 

B = angular displacement between racket frame and racket head 

8= time derivative of B 

Figure 3.8. Two-segment racket frame model with the rotation axes of th c joints between 
segments. 

3.3.2 String bed 

The stringbed was modelled a nine point masses/particles attached to each 

other and/or the racket frame by elastic springs (Glynn, 2007) (Figllre 3.9). ince 

only these nine point masses represent the stringbed, the ball impact can only occur 

at one of these points in a given simulation. The location of tbe point mass in the 

middle was chosen as the geometri c centre of the stringbed. The remaining point 

masses were located around the centre point at a distance of one tennis ba ll diameter 

away to cover most of the stringbed area. The impact, which occurs at one of these 

points, represents off-centre impacts. The mass of the strings was equally shared by 

the nine point masses. 
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Figure 3.9. The stringbed model with point masses. tiffness coefficients of the springs are also 
shown. 

The springs around the point masses were preloaded at the beginning of a 

simulation to represent string tension in the racket. Considering the symmetry and 

natu ra l length of the springs around the geometric centre of the racket, fo ur differe nt 

sti ffness coefficients (a-d in Figure 3.9) were attributed to these springs. Stiffness 

coefficients of other springs, which have one end fixed to the racket frame, were 

assumed to be constant multiples (m\-m6 in Figure 3.9) of the previously mentioned 

four tiffness coefficients. Symmetric springs around the long axis of the stringbed 

were again assumed to have the same stiffness coefficients. ince strings return 

around 95% of incoming ball energy to the ball after the impact no damping was 

used in the springs while modelling the stringbed (Brody, 1995). Spring forces were 

calculated by the Equation 3.10. 

F = -lex- P 

where, F = spri ng force 

k = stiffness coefficien t 

x = change in the length of the spring 

p = preload 
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3.3.3 Ball-Racket Impact 

The impact of tbe ball and racket was modelled as a nonnal impact force and 

a [rictional force wbich were nom1al and tangential to the racket head plane, 

respectively (Glynn, 2007). 

It was seen after analysing the performance data that relative velocity of the 

ball with respect to the racket had not on ly a norma l component but also considerable 

tangential components in the racket reference frame. Tbis was mainly due to the 

motion of the racket, since tbe major component of the ball was in the nom1al 

direction. For this reason, modelling of a nom1al impact was not sufficient and 

oblique impacts were considered. To model the oblique impact, frictiona l forces that 

occurred due to tangential relati ve veloci ty of the ball were combined with tbe 

nOl111al impact force . 

For estimating the nonnal impact force, a spring-damper system was used 

between the ball and the point mass where impact occUlTed on the stringbed (Glynn, 

2007). The nom1al impact force in the model is defined by Equation 3.11: 

where, N = nOmlal impact force 

k = stiffness coefficient 

c = damping coefficient 

N = - Icr -ciR (3 .11 ) 

x = normal component of relative di splacement between the ball and the point 

mass in racket head reference frame 

x = time derivative of x 

R = ramp-up quintic function (changes from 0 to lover the period from ball 

impact until the edge of the ball penetrates 1.25 mm into the stringbed) 

For frictional forces on the racket head plane a coefficient of friction was 

detennined (Glynn, 2007). Although the tennis ball may slide and/or roll on the 

stringbed both of whicb have different coeffic ien ts of friction, for simplicity, only 

one coefficient (fI) was used to estimate the frictional forces at the point of impact. 

Considering the stringbed sti ffness at each impact location and the racket symmetry, 
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three different values fo r ).l were used in the model. The direction of tbe frictional 

forces were opposite 10 the tangential relative velocity (Equation 3. 12). 

Ff = -sgn(x) fLN 

where, Ff = friction force on the racket head plane 

J1 = coeffi cient of fri ction 

N = normal impact force 

(3 .1 2) 

x = time derivati ve of rangel1l ial component of relati ve di splacement 

between tbe ba ll and the po int mass in racket head reference frame 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the development and the main features of a computer 

simulation model of one-handed tennis backhand strokes have been discussed. The 

model included a torso, a whole am1 and a racket-ball system. The joint motion 

actuators at the shoulder, elbow and wri t can be angle or torque-dri ven depending 

on user selection. Ball impact location on the rac ket can also be selected by the user 

to simulate cen tre and off-centTe impacts. 

Detelll1ination of the required parameters for the model fro m perfolll1ance 

da ta co llection, experimental anal ysis or optimisation wi ll be discussed in detail in 

the fo ll owing chapters. 
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4 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF TENNIS 
BACKHAND STROKES 

To evaluate the computer simulation model described in the previous chapter, 

stroke performance data were needed from a subject to compare the simulation 

output and the actua l performance. The fi rst part of tb is chapter describes the method 

and protocol for the performance data collection of an elite tennis player performing 

one-handed tenn is backhand strokes and the equipment used in the data co Jlection. 

The analysis and comparison of two selected trials from the data collected is 

subsequently presented to explore the effects of the ball -racket impact location on 

segmental motion and mu c1e activation. 

4. 1 Performance Data Collection 

A protocol for synchronised kinematic and EMG data collection was 

estab lished for a number of different studies. An elite tennis player was used as the 

subject. Tbe subject performed topspin and backspin one-banded tennis backhand 

st rokes. In this study, two trials with the Head LM 8 racket, wbich had centre and off

centre impact locations for topspin backhand strokes, were used. The trial having a 

centre impact was tbe mai n trial used for evaluating the simulation model. The 

second tria l, which had an off-centre impact, was used to ensure tJlat tbe model 

behaves rea li stically for different impact loca ti ons. 

4.1 .1 Method and Protocol 

Method 

The data collection took place in the GYll1J1astics Centre at Loughborough 

University. Tbe Centre bas a icon Motion Analysis System to collect kinematic 

data fTom gynmasts. Tbe same system was also used in this data collection since it 

was not possible to relocate the Vicon System around a tennis court as tl1e system 

was not portable at that time. However, there was sufficient space in the gYll1J1astics 

centre to perform an equi va lent stroke to one in rea l court conditions. Masking tape 

was used to draw the borders of an imitation tennis cOllli. 
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The Vicon Motion Analysis System is one of the motion tracking and 

ana lys is systems on the market. The system includes a data station that controls the 

system and stores capnlred data, a number of different foci cameras witb strobes on 

which near-infrared light emitting diodes (LED) are mounted and passive retro

reflective markers coated wi tb reflecting materia l. 

The motion data captured by the system are the position time bistories of the 

markers in 3D space. To capture data, the strobes around the cameras emit infrared 

light and the markers reflect th is light. Each camera lens potentia ll y receives this 

reflected light from the markers and locates them in its own 2D frame of reference. 

The 2D frames from each camera are co llected in the data station and reconstructed 

to obtain a 3D location fo r the markers with respect to a global coordinate system. 

Before motion capturing, two stages of calibration , static and dynamic, are 

perfonlled. In the static ca libration, a calibration object is placed in the ca libration 

volume and the system captures the position data of the markers on it. In dynamic 

calibration, another calibration object, a wand, is moved through the cali bration 

vo lume. I.n both cases, the relative position of the markers wi tb respect to eacb other, 

which is known previously, are compared with the captured data and the error for 

each camera is calculated. 

After cali bration, the time hi stOlY of the markers' positions within the 

calibration volume is captured. The reconstruction is done by using speciauzed 

software supplied by Vicon. Markers are labelled and the small gaps in the marker 

trajectories, if tbere are any, are generall y fi lled using cubic spli ne interpolation and 

visually inspected to ensure that thi s is sensible. 

In the perfonnance data collection, a Vicon 624 System was used to co llect 

all kinematic data wi th an additional analogue signal for synchronising. Twelve M2 

strobe cameras, which were spread around tbe subject's hitting location, were used. 

Thirty-three 25 mm retro-refiective markers were attached to the subject's body 

(Figure 4. 1) and six markers were attacbed to tbe tennis racket (Figure 4.2). Tbe 

number and position of the cameras were alTanged sucb tbat tbe probability of all 

markers being captured was maximised through pilot testi ng. Tbe markers were 

attached to tbe bony landmarks and some auxil iary places to help build a 3D 

orientation of each body segment. The Vicon system sampling frequency was chosen 

as 250 Hz, whicb was the maximum possible while still being able to capture all 
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markers in the calibration volume. tatic and dynanlic calibration or the vo lume had 

a mean reconstruction elTor of2.2 mm. 

Figure 4. 1. Subject with retro- rencctive mark.ers. 

Figure 4.2. Head LM 8 tennis racket with retro-renective markers. 

A Biovision EMG system was used to measure the muscle activation during 

data collection. ine channels were used : considering motion at the wrist joint. wrist 

extensors and wrist flexors; motion at the elbow joint, biceps and triceps; motion at 

the shoulder joint, pectoralis m1\ior, latissimus do rsi, anterior, medial and posterior 
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deltoid muscle groups. Si nce it was very hard to distinguish between indi vidual 

fo rearm muscles, wri st extensors and fl exors were considered as muscle groups in 

the data collection. Nevertheless, the electrodes were aimed to be placed on the 

extensor carpi rad iali s brevis and on the flexor carp i rad ial is for wrist ex tensors and 

wri st fl exors, respecti vely. EMG data captured from these muscles were sampled at 

1000 Hz. Since the EMG system wa initiated manua lly. data were co ll ected for ten 

seconds in order to include preparation and follow-through phases of the backhand 

stroke for each trial. Before collec ting data on backhand strokes. maximal vo luntary 

contractions for each muscle gro up were obtained from a serics of resistance 

exercises in which the subject tried to reach maximum muscle acti vation. 

To measure the ball ve loci ty at impact, impact location, impact time and ball

contact period, two Phantom V4.1 high-speed digital cameras were used. The 

cameras were genlocked and located to capture im pac t: one at the le ft hand side of 

tbe subject, approx imately in-line with the racke t stringbed during impact and one 

facing the incoming tennis ball , behind the subject. Both cameras operated at 2500 

I-Iz. 

The data from the side-on camera were used to determine ball 

inboundloutbound velocity by digiti sing ball centre position with the Phantom 

software. From the same camera, impact time and ball -contact period were also 

obtained. The high-speed camera behind the subject was used to determine the 

impact location on the stringbed. 

Three uniaxial Brliel and Kjaer piezoelectric accelerometers were mounted on 

the tennis racket using custom-built brackets, for some of the trials. Accelerometers 

attached to the right and left sides of the bracket were used to measure racket frame 

accelerations in the direction parallel to the normal to the stringbed. The other 

accelerometer, which was attached at the centre, measured the racket frame 

acceleration in the stringbed plane. The accelerometer data were sampled at 2000 Hz. 

A hitting volume of 2.5 m x 2.5 m x 2.5 m was prepared behind the base line 

of the imitation court. The target area was 4 mZ adjacent to the other base line. A 

Bola ball launcher was placed behind thi s base line (Figure 4.3). The launching 

velocity and direction of the balls were adjusted according to subject preference. 

New Penn Titanium tennis balls were used throughout the session. 
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Figure 4.3. Ex perimcnta l seI- lIl> of th e pcrforlllHl1c (' dat'l collectio ll ; whi te circles represe nt 
Vicon call1cras and grey cit-cJes rCI>rcscnt high-speed ca meras (figure 1I0t drawn to sca le). 

All the pieces of equ ipment were synchroni sed us ing a trigge r system, cons isting of a 

tri gger box and remote tr igger. The maste r high-speed camera and EMG system were 

connected to the tri gger box. The remote tri gger was used to send a radio signal to 

the n'igger box and to the Vicon system. Vicon received a square pu lse on an 

ana logue channel ; the trigger box ini tiated the master high-speed camera and sent a 

square pulse to the EMG system. The EMG da ta co ll ection and tbe Vico n system had 

been started manua ll y as the ba ll launched from tbe ba ll machine. By using the 

square pulses sent to them, Vicon and EMG data were synchroni sed du ring the 

analysis of these data . 

Protocol 

The subject was to ld about the testing procedure and an informed consent 

fo rm was signed . The subject hit several one-banded backhand strokes to warm up 

before the data co ll ection. Then, retro-reflecti ve markers were attached to the 

subject'S body. The surface EMG electrodes were also placed on the subject' s 

appropri ate musc le gro ups (Figure 4.4) . In each tri al, the Bola machine launched a 

ball mimick ing a baseline rall y and the subject returned tbe ball to land in the target 

area. Before recording any trial a few pre-trials were done to encourage a cons istent 

backhand stroke. 
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Figu re 4.4. EMG elect rodes and r.tro-renective markers attached to the subject. 

Trials were considered successful if the trigger system worked properly and 

the ball landed in or close to the target area. The subject's opinion about the stroke, 

either good or bad, was also noted. One good centre impact and one good off-centre 

impact were selected from the successful trials for top spin backhand strokes . 

4.2 Segmental Motion Analysis 

To obtain segmental motion data ITom the marker trajectories obtained by the 

Vicon ystem, appropriate segments were fonned. This was done using Vicon Body 

Builder software. A four-segment player model and a racket were formed by using 

the markers attached to the subject and the racket. The player model included the 

thorax, upper ann, forearm and the hand segments. Vicon 's standard whole-body 

model Golem, was customised to fonn the model and measure the rotation angles. 

A reference frame wa set on each segment to measure its orientation. The 

thorax reference frame, whose axes were parallel to the coronal, sagittal and 
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Iran verse axes of the torso, was determined by the four markers attached to the 

subject 's tor 0 at the sternum, cl,"' ic le, 7, and TIO vertebrae. For the o ther 

segments of the player model, the axe of the reference frames were located and 

orient ed such that each ax is co rresponded to an anatomica l rotation axis of thal 

segment. To detennine rotation axes of the egments (except the thorax), the line 

j o ining the prox ima l and d istal jo int cent res was assumed to be the rotation ax is of 

the joint in thc transverse ax is (z-ax is). Marke rs attached to the anatomica l locations 

such as condyles or processes on the di stal end of the segment helped to define the 

rotation axis in the sagi tta l plane (y-ax is). The cross product of these two rotation 

axes was the rotation axis in the coronal plane (x-axis). In order to be consistent 

within the mode l and to vi ualise rotation angles easily, all reference frames were set 

in the ame way: +z, pointing from the top to the bottom or from the proximal end to 

the dista l end of the segment; +y, pointing to the right or lateral s ide of the segment; 

+x, pointing to the segment 'S front (Figure 4 .5). 

To es tima te the orientation of the anatomica l rotatio n axes and segmenta l link 

lengths of the upper ann and forea rm, joint ceiltre locations were required. The 

shoulder, el bow and wrist joint cen tre locations were ca lculated using the 

methodology given in the Golem model (V I ON BodyLanguage model , 1995-

1999, Oxford Metrics Ltd.). The shoulder joint centre location was estimated at a 

suitable di stance below the shoulder marker, along the line parallel to the z-ax i of 

the thorax. This distance was taken as 20% of the inter-shoulder distance. The 

location of the elbow joint centrc was calculated in two steps. Firstly, the whole arm 

plane, which was defined by the shoulder, e lbow and wrist markers, was formed and 

its norma l vector was ca lcul ated. Secondly, the elbow joint centre was located under 

the fo ll owing constra ints: the normal vector found in step one shou ld lie on the plane 

formed by the shou lder joint centre, elbow joint centre and e lbow marker; the line 

connecting the elbow marker and elbow joint centre should be perpendicular to the 

line connecting the shoulder joint centre and elbow joint centre; the di stance between 

the elbow marker and the e lbow joint centre should be half of the elbow width. All 

these constraints were app lied using a pecial function , CHORD, in the Vicon 

so f1 wa re. The location of the wri st joint centre was calculated in a simi lar way. First, 

the nonnal vector of the plane which was defined by the two wrist markers and the 

elbow joint cen tre was ca lcul ated. Then, the wri st joint centre was located ha lf of the 
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wrist thick.ness away Crom the mid-point of the two wri st markers along the line 

para ll e l to the norma l vector. 

The fou r markers aro und the racket head were used to et the racket re ference 

fra me. The y-ax is o f the racket reference frame was set para llel to the long itudina l 

ax is of the racket; the x-ax is was set pa rallel to the normal vecto r of the racket head 

plane; the z-axis, be ing perpendicular to the others, was set in the racket head plane 

(Figure 4.5). The racket orientati on was ca lcu lated with respect to both g lobal and 

hand refcrcnce frames. 

z 

Fig ure 4 .5. Refe rence fram es .,Uached to th e body segments (thorax, upper arm, forarm, hand) 
and the racket when seen fro m the front of the subj ccl. 

An addi tional clav icle segment was included to estimate the clavicular 

motion. However, thi s segment was not used in the kinematic chai n of the model. 

The estimated c lav icular moti on was used as an input to the clavic le segment in the 

computer simulation model, which wa onl y used fo r visual completeness of the 

who le model (Chapter 3.2. 1). 

The Euler angles between the prox ima l and dista l segments' reference fra mes 

were computed to obtain relative rotation angles. The sequence of rotation in the 

saginal, coronal and the transverse plane was used in the calculations. The neutral 

posi tions of a ll segments were chosen to be the anatomical position of the thorax and 

ann (F igure 3.2). 

The rotati on angles of the two selected top pin backha nd tri als, having one 

centre and one off-centre impact, can be seen in Figures 4 .6 - 4. 10. 
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Figure 4.1 O. Raw (0) and smoothed (-) orienlal.ion angles of Ih e rackel ob lained from Ihe selected 
lopspin backha nd strokes for (a) centre, (b) off-cenlre impacl. 

The thorax angles showed the subject's body-orientation during the backhand 

stroke. The subject arranged his motion with respec t to his initia l position, which was 

not like ly to be the same for each trial. Therefore, s light differences in thorax angles 

were expected between the trial s. Although the general tendencies in shoulder and 

elbow rotation angles were relatively similar in both trials, the wrist rota tion angles 

and racket orientation angles differed cons iderably after the impact, between tbe two 
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tr ia ls. The effect o f the o n~ce n tre im pact cao be seen as excess ive fl ex ion and radial 

deviati on of the ha nd j ust after impact , in compa rison to the rotation a ngles fo r the 

impact at the centre. The diffe rence in the racket orien tation with respect ID global 

re ference fra me was observed in the second rotation, wh ich was the ro tati on around 

the longitudina l ax is of the rac ket. The rapid cha nge in ro tati on after impact fo r the 

off-cen tre tr ia l was cx pected s ince the impac t fo rce tends to rotate the racket around 

its longitud inal ax is. Th is was also seen clea rl y in the longi tud inal rota ti on of the 

rac ket within the hand with respec t to the hand re fe rence frame (Figure 4. f l). 

rac ket o rie ntation w.r.t hand · ce ntre impact 
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Figure 4. 11 . Racket orientation wilh respect to ha nd around th e longit udin al axis of th e rackcl 
for (it) centre, (b) ofr-centre im pact. Impact is 3 1 time l C'-O. 

T he Convc ,'s ion of the Elbow and W ri st Angles 

The rotati on angles of the elbow and wrist joints obtai ned fro m the Vicon 

model were converted for use in the simulati on model deve loped in Ada ms (Chapter 

3.2.2). The reason fo r conversion was hav ing di ffere nt reference frames defining the 

foreann motion in the Vicon and the Adams model. The foreaml was composed of 

tw o segments, the radius and ul na, in the simu lati on model as opposed to the Vicon 

mode l, which onl y had one segment. In add ition to this, the pronation/supination of 

the foreann in the simulation model was not perpendicular to the other rotation axes 

(Figure 3.3). Although the overa ll rotat ion matrix of the fo reaml with respect to the 

upper ann was the same in both cases, the rotations were expressed differently in 

each case. The elbow rotation ang les of the Vicon model and its convers ion to 

s imulati on model were compared in Figure 4. 12. S ince the rotati on axes de fined in 

the simulation mode l were c loser to the anatomical rotation axes of the humeroulnar 

and radioulnar joints, the rotati on angles expres ed in this model were thought to be 
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more rea li sti c. The convers ion resulted in a re latively constant rotati on angle in the 

coronal rl ane at the elbow (Figure 4. 12a) and an offset of the elbow fl ex ion angle 

(rotati on in the sagittal plane) (Fig ure 4. 12b). S ince the rotati on axes of the elbow are 

not perrendicu lar 111 th e s imulati on model, the rotation around the 

pronation/supination ax is co rresponds not only to pronati on/supi nation but also to 

fl ex ion/ex tens ion rotati on in the refe rence fi 'ame used for Vicon mode l. This is the 

reason fo r the o ffset in the elbow fl ex ion angle (rotatio n in th e sagiltal plane) in 

Figure 4 . 12b. 
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Figure 4.12. Elbow rotatioll angles in two different planes ca lculated from the Vicon mod cl and 
angles co nverted for Ihe s imulation model: (a) coronal plane; (b) sag iHa l plal1 (" Impact is <I t 

time zero. 

Data smoothing 

In thi s study, raw angle data taken from the Vicon Motion Analys is System 

were smoothed by fitting quintic splines (Wood and Jellllings, 1979). 

[n the titting process, a pseudo data set was generated by averaging data 

va lues from adjacent time frames, The error estimate at each data po int was a 

combination of local and g[obal errors, which were ca lculated from the difference 

between tbe rea l and pseudo data (Yeadon, [990b; King, 1998). The standard error 

estimates for position and orientation data were calculated as 50% local and 50% 

global error. Equal weighting was preferred because 50% loca l en'or was sufficient 

for the splines to smooth the data when the loca l elTors were large and 50% global 

error gave reasonable error estimates when the loca l errors were too sma ll. 

Since the impact time was a criti ca l point in the mechanical aspect of the 

backhand strokes, utmost attention had been given not to over-smooth data around 

the impact time. It was observed from the filted splines that racket angles and ulnar 
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deviation had over-smoothing problems. Therefore, these data sets we re di vided into 

two subsets at the time or impact lO sepa rate before and after impac t data . Then, 

these subsets were smoothed sepa ratel y. 

Figul'es 4.6-4.10 show the ra w and smoothed data sets of rotati on ang les for 

the selected topspin trial s, which had centre and off-centre impact. In addi ti on, Table 

4.1 lists the root-mean-square (RM S) differences between the ra w and smoothed data 

sets for the tria ls. 

Table 4. 1. RNlS values for the splin cd rOl<ttion angles of the Iwo selected trials having centre and 
lower right cOrner impacts 

RMS va lue (deg) 
Rotation angle 

Centre Lower right corner 

shoulder flex/ex! 0.30 0.43 

shoulder add/abd 0.29 0.29 

shoulder ext/int rot. 0. 14 0.30 

elbow flex/ext 0.30 0. 10 

elbow sup/pron 0.33 0.30 

wrist fl ex/ex t 0.39 0.32 

wrist ulnar/rad dev. 0.22 0.29 

racket ori . I SI rot 0.30 0.2 1 

racket ori . 2nd rot. 0.29 0.26 

racket ori . 3rd rot. 0.22 0. 14 

The joint angles and orientation of the thorax obtained from the performance 

data collecti on were comparab le to those stated by Wang et al. ( 1998). In addition, 

ulnar / radial deviation was cons istent with the results of Riek et al. ( 1999). T~e 

characteristics of the wrist flexion / extension angle were also comparable to those 

found in the literature (Blackwe ll and Cole, 1994; Knudson and Blackwell , 1997; 

Riek et aI. , 1999); tbe wrist fl exes before impact and just prior to impact the flexion 

stops or slows down and subsequentl y the wrist starts to extend. However, an offset 

was observed when comparing the magnitudes of the rotation . This might be due to 
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different l11easurement techniques of the IVrist Dexion. To define the wri l angles thc 

orientation of the hand has to be calculated after filling a reference fj'ame to hand . 

Howcver, the method of determining the hand orientation (or hand reference Irame) 

was not explicitly stated in the studies mentioned above. 

4.3 Ball-racket Impact and Uniaxial Accelerometers 

The x-component of the inbound and outbound velocity was assumed to be 

zero (refer 10 Figure 4.2 for global reference frame) since the ball was launched 

perpendicular to the global x-ax is and the relati vely narrow target area was in the 

global y-direction with respect to the hitting area. When determining the impact 

location, the point mass loca tion (refer to section 3.3 .2) closest to the impact point 

was chosen. For the two top spin trials used in (Ile study, the ba ll inbound/outboulld 

velocity, contact period and impactloca tioll are li sted ill Table 4.2. 

Acce lerometer data rne,lsured by th ree uniax ial accelerometers (F igure 4. 13) 

were used to make a comparison of aCllla l and simulation model racket frame 

acceleration. 

Table 4.2. The b:11I illboundJou lbound \'elocity, co ntact period and impact loca tion of two 
topspin backhand strokes 

contact impact 
V;/ (m/s) V;n'{m/s) l' 1 Vuu,' (m/s) V.u, (111 5) 

pe.-iod ( illS) loca tion 

-9.00 -1.35 30.94 6. 19 4.0 centre 

-8.68 -1.45 24.75 5.06 3.8 upper left 
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Figure 4.13. Raw acceleration data from the uni-axiHI accelerometers for a topspin backhand 
stroke. 

4.4 EMG Data Analysis 

To start EMG data analysis, the data collected were synchronised with the 

motion data using the square pulse sen t by the trigger box. After synchroni ing and 

determining the impact time, the data 500 ms before aod after impact were cropped 

from the whole data set. 

The raw EMG signals were full-wave rectified aod then filtered using a 4th 

order low-pass Butterworlh fi lter with 6 Hz cllt-off frequency to obtain a linear 

envelope of the data (Figure 4. 14) . Cut-off frequencies above 6 I-l z allowed 

lllll1eCe sary higher frequencies of the raw data to remain. 
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Figure 4.14. Raw alld IiIl ered [MC d;l(" for Ca) wrisl exlellsors, Cb) wrisl nexors for a lopspill 
backhand trial. 

The ra w and linear envelope EM G dala of the two tri a ls having centre and 

off-cenlre impacts are presented in the Figures 4. 15-4. 18. The wrist ex tensors, wrist 

fl exors, bice ps, tri ceps, medial deltoid and posteri or deltoid we re acti vated 

maxi ma ll y before impact and their EMG da ta were very similar for both tri als, 

excep t some decrease in the acti vation of the biceps and triceps. This simil arity was 

expected simply because the subject did not know there wo uld be a n off-centre 

impact beforehand and there fore they repeated the same pattern . When they realized 

an off- centre im pact wo uld occur, there was not suffi cient time to react and change 

their pattern . Whil st going further up from the wri st in the kinemati c chain the 

similarity in the pattern dimini shed because not only the arm but also tbe body 

movement affected the EMG data. Therefore, pectoralis major and latissimus dors i 

had considerable di fferences between the tri als. 
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The EMG data for wri st ex tensors and fl exo rs measured in thi s s tudy (Figure 

4.15) was consistent with the ones repoI1ed in the literature (Giangarra el al. . 1993; 

Blackwell and Cole, 1994; Kelley et aI. , 1994; Riek et aI. , 1999). Other muscle 

groups were comparable with the EMG data fo r a backhand vo ll ey presented by 

Chow et al. ( 1999). 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the data co llection of one-handed tennis backhand strokes 

performed by an elite tennis player has been described . The joint angles and racket 

orientati on of two selected trials, which had centre and off-centre impact locations on 

the racket, have been anal ysed and compared. Significant differences in wri st 

kinematics and racket orientation around the longitudina l ax is of the racket after ball

racket impact have been found between the two trials. The EMG data of tbe two 

trials were compared as well. No substanti al difference was found between tbe 

muscle groups except pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi which were affected by 

the body mo vement. 
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5 PARAMETER DETERMINATION 

Subject-specifi c parameters and racket parameters were required [or the 

computer simu lation model described in Chapter 3. This chaptcr exp lains the 

determinat ion of tile torque-strength and inertia parameters of the subject, in addit ion 

to the equipment parameters, including: racket frame, tennis ba ll and s tring bed 

parametcrs. 

5.1 Torque - Strength Parameters 

5.1.1 Introduction 

To uti li ze a torque-dri ven s imulation, the torque - joint angle - joint angular 

velocity (T-9-w) relationship has to be known or estimated beforehand. This 

relationship is used to ca lcul ate contractil e component torque in the tO I·que genera tor 

by using Equations 3.2 and 3.3. The contractile component parameters in these 

equations can be determined by fitting experimental maximum vo luntary torque 

measured by a dynamolllcter. The series e lasti c component parameters can be 

estimated from Magnetic Resonance lmaging or from the literature. 

In thi s study a Cybex Norm isokineti c dynamometer, contro ll ed by an IBM 

compatible 486 DX2 computer, was used to measure maximum net torques around 

the shoulder, e lbow and wrist j oints of the subj ect who had participated in the 

performance data collection . To co llec t data for es tima ting the T-9-w re lationship, 

the subject performed both isometric and isove locity trial s. 

In order to estimate series elastic component parameters, data fou nd in the 

literature were used, with the assumption that the seri es elasti c component stretched 

by 5% during max imal isometric contraction. 

5.1.2 Data Collection 

Method 

A total of fourteen di fferent joint torques were measured by the Cybex Norm 

dynamometer: fl ex ion I extension, horizontal abduction I adduction and interna l I 
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externa l rotation at the shoulder joint; nexion / extension and pronation / supination 

at the elbow joint: nexion / ex tension and radia l / ulnar deviation at the wrist joint. 

The dynamometer was set up according to the user's manua l. Time histories 

of the crank angle and torque applied to the crank were sampled at 1000 I-I z and 

recorded to a laptop computer (connected to the dynaI110meter via a custom-bui lt 

interface). 

alib ratiol1 

To obtain the relation of recorded vo ltage va lues with the corresponding 

torque and angle va lues. ca li bra ti on trials were recorded. The crank arnl of the 

dynamo meter was set in a horizontal position using a spirit level. The peak torque 

(T) and vo ltage outpU! (VT) for live i OI11etri c trials were recorded and then linear 

regression used (Figure 5. 1) to obtain Equa tion 5. 1 : 

T = 73.826 V,. 

where, T = peak torque 

Vr = voltage output for torque 

300 

E 200 
Z .. 
::l 

e
.8 
.>< 

~ 100 
Cl. 

Torqu e ca li bra tion 

y = 73 .826x 
R' = 0 .9992 

Rms difference = 2.6 Nm 

(5. 1 ) 

o 41~------~--------~--------~------~ 
o 1 2 

voltage (V) 

3 

Figure 5. 1. Linear regress ion or pea k torque aga in sf vo ltage o utput . 
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For crank angle ca li bration, static tria ls at diffe rent crank ang les, every 200 

within a full rotati on of the cra nk ann , were measured. The vo ltage outpu t (V,, ) 

cOlTesponding to each crank ang lc (A) was recorded and Equation 5.2 wa obtained 

fro m the linea r regression of volt age output again r the crank angle (F igure 5.2). 

It = 6/.286 If A - 255.69 

where, A = crank a ngle 

If" = vo ltage output fo r crank angle 

Cl) 

"" c 
co 
~ 
C 

~ 
u 

3 00· 

200· 

100· 

O· 

-100· 

Protocol 

Cra n k ang le ca lib ra tion 

y = 61.286x - 255 .69 
R' = 1 

Rms difference = 0.5 0 

6 8 

voltage (v) 

Figure 5.2. Linear regression of crank angle against voltage output. 

(5.2) 

The pos ition of the dyn3mometer was arranged so that the joint being 

measured was a ligned with the cran k joint centre and the rotation ax is of the crank 

coincided with the rotation axis o f the jo int. To avo id relative motion, the subject 

was secured tightly to the dynamometer sea t with seat belts and the body segments 

were attached to the crank with the straps provided by the manufacturer (Figure 5.3). 

At each joint the max imum range of motion (ROM) in which the subject moved 
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comfortably was determined after the a ligning process. The ROM was entered to the 

dynamometer computer to prevent the crank arm rotating beyond the subject's 

maximum ROM. Furthermore, mechanical safety locks were put in appropriate 

places in the dynamometer as an additional safeguard. The subject performed a few 

sub-maximal warm-up trial s before each joint measurement. 

For each joint movement, the ROM was divided into eight equal parts and, at 

each of these joint angles within the ROM, first, passive isometric trials, and then , 

maximal isometric contraction trials were recorded. From the passive trials, tbe effect 

of the weight of the crank arm and body segments were calculated. For the maximal 

isometric contraction trial s, the subject was asked to exert maximum torque. After 

recording the isometric trials, the isovelocity conu'action trials were collected at 

seven different angular velocities of the crank: 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 

3500/s (and 4000/s for shoulder flexion). At least two concentric-eccentric 

contractions were performed at each veloci ty. 

The isometric and isoveloci ty b'ials were recorded for 5 and 10 seconds, 

respecti vely. The joint movements were tested in the fo llowing order: flexion 1 

extension and ulnar 1 radial deviation at the wrist joint; pronation I supination and 

flexion 1 extension at the elbow joint; extension / flexion, horizontal adduction 1 

abduction and external 1 internal rotation at the shoulder joint. 

Figure 5.3 . The subject and the dynamometcr set-up for wrist flex ion. 
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5.1.3 Isometric Data Reduction 

Maximulll iso lll etric torque 

The recorded vo ltage outputs for each isometric tria l were conven ed to a time 

history of torque us ing Equa ti on 5. 1. In the time hi sto ry of torque an isometri c 

period, where a stable isometri c torque was observed, was determined (Figure 5.4) 

and the maxi mul11 torque in thi s period was found . However, due to the noi sc in the 

signal , instead of us ing thi s maximum torque directly, the average of the torque 

val ues within the range of 15 ms before and after max imul11 torque was ca lcul ated as 

max i mum isometric torque . 

isometric tria l 

50 

40 

isometric period 

E 30 
~ 

" " f! 20 B 

10 

0 

0 2 3 4 5 

time (5) 

Figure 5.4. Identification of isometric period 

Weight correction 

The weight of the crank ann and body segments create an additional torque 

(Tw) at the crank joint centre, either in the same or opposite directi on to tbe isometric 

torque. Depending on the direction of the movement, the negative or positi ve 

contribution of th is torque to the measured isometric torque has to be removed. For 

thi purpose, the passive isometric trial s at each joint ang le were fitted using 

Equation 5.3. 
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Tu = ± Mcos(BiJ 

where, T" = torque created by the crank arm and body segmentwcight 

M = maximum possible passive torquc 

0" = the angle betwecn the cra nk arm and the hori zontal 

(5.3) 

Final ly, max imum isometric torque was corrected by using Equation 5.4. 

where, Te,",. = correc ted maximum isomet ri c torque 

T = measured maximum isometric torque 

1;" = torque created by the crank arm and body segment weight 

Conversion of crank va riables into jOint variables 

(5.4) 

During a maximum effort trial , the crank angle and joint angle will be 

different due to relative movemcll! of the body segment with respect to the crank 

arm. For this reason, joint angles were measured wi th a manual goniometer by an 

eKperienced researcher for each tria l. Then, measured joint angles for a particular 

joint movement were linearl y regressed against crank angles (Equation 5.5). 

For wrist flexion / extension, joint angles were estimated by digiti sing the 

video images taken. For shoulder imemal / cxtemal rotation and forearm pronation / 

supination, the crank and joint angles were assumed to be the same, since tbe relative 

movement of the body segments were minimized by tbe elbow stabi liser pad. 

where, ~ = joint angle 

Qc = crank angle 

Ill . 11 = constants 

(5 .5) 

The constants ' m' and ' n' for each joint movement are presented in Table 5. 1. 
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Table 5. 1. Con\'ersion of cra ll k angles into joint ang les 

joint movement III JI 

Shoulder Il ex ion 1.05 -12. 17 

houldcr ex tension 0.69 60.82 

Shouldcr hori zontal adduct ion 0.77 1.43 

Shouldcr hori zontal abduction 1.04 -23 .73 

Shouldcr intcrnal l external rotation -1.00 0.00 

Elbow flex ion -0.84 127.80 

Elbow extension -0.93 144.16 

FOrean11 pronation I supination 1.00 15.00 

Wrist fl ex ion 0.58 -28.3 7 

Wrist extension -0.76 .84 

Wrist ulnar deviation 0.75 2.53 

Wrist radial deviation 0.8 1 - 1. 11 

The crank moment arlll was constant th roughout each trial, but the moment 

ann fo r the joint was not due to the relative movement mentioned above. Therefore, 

the crank torque and the joint torque were different, although the exerted force was 

the same in both cases. The ratio of the joint torque to crank torque can be estimated 

as the ratio of the crank angle to joint angle (King, 1998). The con tant ' m' in 

Equation 5.5 was used for this ratio as it gave an average relationship between the 

crank and joint angles (King, 1998). Finally, the crank torque was converted to the 

joint torque by using Equation 5.6. 

where, '0 = joint torque 

Te = crank torque 

T = ~ 
J \111\ 

m = constant (the same in the -quation 5.5) 
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Results 

Elbow flexion / extension isometric data can be seen in Figure 5.5 as an 

example of the joint angle - isometric torque relationship. Tbe maximum isometric 

torque values and corresponding joint angles for each joint movement are listed in 

the Tables 5.2-5.8. 

y = -O.015x' + 2.6959x - 47.037 .->----. 
70 rms difference = 1.0 Nm • 

y = -0.0063x2 + 1.3147x -10.87 

rms difference = 3.0 Nm 

• 

• nexion 
• extension 

- Poly. (Oexion) 
- Poly. (extension) 

30 +------------r----------~------------r_-----
20· 60· 100· 

joint angle 

140· 

Figure 5.5. Maximum isometric (orque valu(' - jo int angle relationship for elbow Ilcx ion / 
extension. 

Tablc 5.2. Maximum isometric to rque values il nd co rresponding joint angles fo r should Cl' 

Ilexioll I extension 

Shoulder fl ex ion Shou lder extension 

Joint angle (0) Torque (N m) Joint angle n Torq ue (Nm) 

48 4 1 65 130 

65 44 73 140 

80 50 82 148 

96 52 9 \ 141 

I11 5 1 99 13 2 

127 46 107 124 

152 37 123 10 1 
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Table 5.3. Maximum iso l1lclric IOI"CIUC v:llu cs and con'espollding joint angles for shou lder 
horizontal adductio n J abduclioll 

Horizontal adduction Hori zontal abduction 

Join t angle (0) Torque (NIll) Join t angle (0) Torque (NIll) 

44 134 4 47 

53 127 25 61 

63 105 40 65 

72 96 57 62 

82 84 71 60 

90 67 82 55 

108 44 93 51 

103 52 

Table 5.4. Maximum isometric lorque values and corresponding joint angles for shoulder 
internal J externa l rOI .lIiO Il 

lnternal rotati on External rotation 

Joint angle (0) Torque (N Ill) Joint angle CO) Torque (N m) 

10 38 10 20 

25 38 26 26 

35 41 41 28 

45 40 56 31 

55 36 71 30 

65 37 86 31 

75 33 

85 30 
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Table 5.5. ~ l :.ll ifllUln isomefric torque v:llucs :l nd corresponding join! angles for e lbow ne.~ion J 
ex-tensio n 

Elbo\\' flex ion Elbow extension 

Joint angle (0) Torque (Nm) Joint angle (0) Torque ( 111) 

48 47 46 39 

60 61 59 43 

73 71 73 49 

85 74 87 53 

9 71 101 62 

11 5 64 11 5 56 

124 57 129 58 

143 45 

Table 5.6. Max-imulll isometric torque va lues and corresponding jo int angles for proll:uiolJ I 
supin ation 

Pronation Supination 

Joint angle (0) Torque (Nm) Joint angle (0) Torque (N111) 

60 55 13 

74 2 70 12 

90 3 85 10 

105 4 100 9 

120 6 11 5 8 

136 11 131 8 

150 11 145 7 

165 13 159 6 

180 14 
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Table 5.7. MaximulIl isometric torque valucs :lnd corresponding joint angles for wrist rlexion I 
ex tension 

Wrist flexion Wrist ex tension 

Joint angle (0) Torque (Nm) Joint angle (0) Torque (Nm) 

67 42 46 24 

73 45 51 24 

79 45 59 24 

91 42 66 24 

96 40 74 26 

102 38 81 22 

108 37 89 23 

97 19 

Table 5.8. Maximum isometric torque v:llucs and co rresponding joint an gles for radial / ulnar 
deviation 

Radial deviati on Ulnar deviation 

Joint angle (0) Torgue(Nm) Joint angle n Torque (Nm) 

66 12 62 18 

78 17 70 26 

86 23 77 25 

93 29 84 33 

102 31 92 34 

11 0 26 99 37 

11 8 28 107 41 
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5.1.4 Isovelocity Data Reduction 

\Veight correctio n 

After con erting the vo ltage o utput to torque and crank a ngle by us mg 

Equati ons 5. 1 and 5.2, the same procedure lIsed in the isometric tria ls was used to 

remove the e ffect of the crank arm and the body segmenta l we ights for the 

isovelocity trial s. 

Joint angu lar vclocity 

For isoveloci ty tri als, the same crank angle range used in the iso metric tri als 

was used. For each trial , the ubject was askcd to produce max imum effort. 

The re fore, the same relatio nship betwee n crank and joint ang le (Equat ion 5.5) was 

assumed for the isometri c tria ls, as wcll . By taki ng the deri va tive of Equati on 5.5 

with respect to time the crank and joint angul a r veloc ity rel ationship was obtained 

(Equation 5.7). 

where, wJ = joint a ngular veloci ty 

W c = crank angular veloc ity 

111 = constant (the same in the Eq uation 5.5) 

Maximum concentric and eccentric torque 

(5 .7) 

For each isovc locity trial , peri ods that had constant veloc ity were e lected as 

concentri c and eccentric phases by examinin g the angle data depending on the joint 

movement. The concentric and eccentric phases, which included the peak eccentric 

and concentric torques respecti vely (Figure 5.6), were analysed separmely. The 

torque va lue in each phase were smoothed aga inst angle values and then max imum 

torques (T m,,) were detemlined. Fina ll y, ten data points equall y di stributed within the 

ang le range and their corresponding torque va lues were selected to represent the 

whole pha e. This was done for nonnalizing a ll eccentri c and concentri c phases in a 

joint movement, since for each angular velocity the phase range and the ang le 

corresponding to maximum torque may ditTer. 
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isovelocity trial 
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- torque 
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Figure 5.6. Id cntificntion of cOllcentTic and eccentric phases for an isovelocity tr ial 

Torque va lue at zero angular ve locity (T Q) 

To determine the torque va lue at zero angular ve loc ity, the max imum torque 

va lues at the lowest angul ar velocities in both eccentri c and concentric contractions 

were used. Assuming the ratio of the slopes of the eccentri c and concentri c phase 

torque at zero angular velocity was constant, To was ca lcul ated by the Equation 5.8. 

where, To = max imum torque va lue at zero angular veloci ty 

cv, = lowest angular velocity in concentric phase 

cv, = lowest angular veloc ity in eccentri c phase 

(5 .8) 

Te = maximum torque va lue at the lowest angular velocity in concentric pbase 

Te = maxi mum torque va lue at the lowest angular veloc ity in eccentric phase 

k = the ratio of the slopes of the eccentric and concentri c phase torque at zero 

angular veloc ity 
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The va lue of the constant ·k· was predicted as 4.3 by Huxlcy (1957) wi lh his 

origina lmodcl; the same va lue wa used in this study. 

For differen l joinl movemcnts, a comparison of the calculalcd To and the 

maximum isometric lorque (TClsol obtained from isomelric trials is prescnlcd in Table 

5.9. 

Ta hle 5.9. Iso mclr-ic lorqul'S obl ai ll cd frOllt i 'ovc1oc ity :tnd isometric da ta 

J oin t movemcnt To (N m) T c;,o ( ' Ill) 

Sho.ulder llexion 51 51 

Shoulder exlension 11 8 143 

Shouldcr horizontal adduclion 9 134 

Shoulder horizontal abduction 65 63 

hOll lder il1lernal rotation 40 40 

Shoulder ex ternal rotalion 31 3 1 

Elbow Ilexion 78 74 

Elbow extension 48 57 

Pronation 16 14 

Supination 17 13 

Wrist llexion 42 43 

Wrist extension 23 25 

Ulnar deviation 37 41 

Radial deviation 29 29 

5.1.5 Fitting a Surface to Torque - Angle - Angular Velocity Data 

9-Paramcter surface function 

Sincc joint torque data i a function of both joint angle and angular ve locity, a 

surface was necessary to express the torque - joint angle - joint angular ve locity 
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re la tion hip. However, the IOrque generators in the computer s imulation model were 

mode lled as a contractile component and a series clastic componcn t ( 'cclion 3.2.3). 

Therefore. joilll angle had ID be scpara tcd illlo contractile componenl ang le (Boon) and 

series e lastic component angle (0,"<) based on a geometric relationship (Figure 3 .3; 

Equation 3. 1 ). 

Thro ughout the torque-strength da ta coll ectio n, the subject was asked to exert 

maximum e rfort. For thi s reason, it was assumed that the activation Icvel (Equation 

3.5) was maxi mum, i.e. 1.0. 'ombining the Equations 3.2 , 3.4 and 3.5 the 9-

parameter surface function (Equation 5.9) was ob tained. 

where, 1, (w) = 4-parameter-fit tetanic torque 

a(w) = 3-parametcr-fit differelllia l activation (Yeadon et aI. , 2006) 

j(O,.("J = 2-parametcr-fit angle contribut ion 

k, = series e lastic component stiffness 

w = contractile componelll angular velocity 

(5 .9) 

The nine parameters were distributed into individual functions that consti tute 

the surface function: four parameters were used to de fine the tetanic torque; three 

parameters de fined the differential acti vation ; finally, angle contribution was 

obta ined from two parameters. 

4-paJ'8l1lctcr-fit tetanic torque 

Two rectangular hyperbolas, one of which was inverted, were used to 

estimate the maximum torque - angu lar velocity relationship(Yeadon et aI. , 2006). 

The hyperbolas joined at zero angular velocity, so each was used only in the 

concentri c or eccentric phase of the musele contraction (Figure 5.7). 
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Fi;!urc 5.7. FOIII·- p ~'ntlnctcr hyperbolic fUllction estimating (Orquc - ~ltI g ula,. vdocity 
rclaliul1ship . 

For the concentri c phase, a rotational equivaJent of the Hill 's (1938) 

hyperbola for force-veloci ty relation hip was used (Yeadol1 et aI. , 2006): 

T = Tow, 
'" 

W ",(I.\ 

wherc, T4 = tetanic torque 

W = contractile component angular ve locity 

7~ = maximum torque va lue at zero angular velocity 

w"'''' = maximum angular ve locity at which torque equals zero 

T = asymptote of torque in concentric hyperbola 

Wc = asymptote of angular velocity in concentric hyperbola 

(5. 10.a) 

(5.10.b) 

(5 .10.c) 

Torque in the eccentric phase wa estimated by the inverted hype rbola, which 

is expressed in (Yeadon et aI. , 2006): 
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W = (I:'ftll - 7~ ) cv",urwc 

l' k~ ' (CV"'fJ.f + WC) 

E - (7' r) , - - w ... tl//Lr- II 

where, Te = a ymptote of torque in eccentric hyperbola 

W c = asymptote of angu lar ve locity in eccentric hyperbola 

7;"" .• = maximum torque, asymptote of torque in eccentric hyperbo la 

(5.1 I.a) 

(5 . 1 I. b) 

(5. 1 I.c) 

k = the ratio of the slopes of the ccccntric and concentric phase torque at zero 

angular velocity 

The value of k was set to 4.3 , the estimated value in Hux ley's ( 1957) original 

model , as mentioned ea rli er. When the Equations 5. 10 and 5.1 1 are examined, it can 

be seen that fO Ll r parameters, To, T""" (U""" and (Oc, completely define both 

hyperbola. 

Differential activation 

Yeadon et al. (2006) showed that in addition to the 4-parameter-fit 

hyperbolas. a differentia l activation function was needed in order to obtain a better fit 

to the experimental data. The differeJ1lial acti vation function defines an ac tivation 

level , which increases from a depressed level for high eccentric velocities to full 

activation for high concentric velocities (Figure 5.8)(Equation 5. 12). 

where, a = activation level 

ami. = mini mum activation level in eccentric phase 

ama.. = maximum activation level in concentric phase 

(0, = angular velocity at the innection point 

11/ = maximum slope of activation 

10 1 
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differential activation 

a == a JlQX 

(jJ := CJJ I : , 
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a = a mm ' 

angular velocity 

Figure S.S. Oiffercnl;:11 aCli"~'ltioJ) function 

Maximum activation level in the concentri c phase was assumed to be 1.0. As 

a result, the remaining three paramcters, am;n, OJI and m, define the differential 

act ivation function . 

Angle contribution 

The multiplication of the 4-para meter fit byperbolas and differentia l 

acti vation function estimates the maximum voluntary torque - angu lar ve locity 

relationship but does not consider the effect of the joinUcontracti le component angle. 

However, the torque is dependent' on both angle and angu lar velocity. The angle 

contribution in the surface function , in other words the torque - angle relationship, 

was based on rotational equivalent of the force - length relationship. An inverted 

parabola, which has a maximum at an optimum angle, was used to estimate the 

torque values at a certain angular' velocity (Equation 5.13). Along with the optimum 

angle, the second parameter that defines angle contribution is the drop-off rate of the 

max imum torque when going further from the optimum angle. 

f(()",, ) = I - q((),o," - ()o",)' (5. 13) 
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where, Bco" = contractile component angle 

q = rate at which lorque drops o ff from the optimum angle 

Bo"t = optimum angle al which max imum torque occurs 

Series elastic component stiffness 

To optimise the parameters that appear in the left hand side o f Equati on 5.9, 

seri es elas ti c component (SEC) stiftiless has to be estimated beforehand. SEC length , 

physio logica l cross-sectiona l area (PCSA) and mome nt arm of the major muscle 

groups contributing to the joint movement a re needed to ca lcul ate the SEC stiffness. 

Pierrynowski ( 1995) defin ed the geometri c relati on between the SEC leng th 

and the muscle architechJre pa rameters for pennate and parall el fib red muscles as: 

SEC length = Lb + Lt - Llcos( a) 

where, Lb = muscle bell y length 

L, = tendon length 

If = muscle fibre length 

IX = pen nation angle 

(5. 14) 

The architectural parameters and moment arms o r the selected muscle groups, 

which make major contributions to the joint movements in consideration, were found 

in different sources in the lileralure. Since the be igbts of tbe subjects were often not 

stated, the data found could not be scaled to the subject in tbe present study. 

However, using the average data from different sources might reduce the error 

encountered. Table 5.9 sho ws the average of the muscle architecture parameters and 

moment arms obta ined from the literature. 
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Table 5. 1 O. ;-\v~ rage SEC I ~ ngth :Hld l1Ioment ;Irm va lues obtained from the lit erature. 

SEC moment 
PCSA Lf Lt Lb 

muscle group , a (0) length ann 
(mJ1l-) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

(mm) (mm) 

tcres major S16.0 16.0 14S.0 41.7 160 59.5 59.0 

latiss im ll s dorsi 99 1.5 3 1.7 269.4 11 9.3 225.7 11 5.7 11 7.0 

an teri or de l toid 756.5 22 123.2 26 126 37.8 42.0 

pectoralis major 
335.0 17 170.3 

(clavicular) 
22.S 177 36.9 62.0 

pectoral is major 
440.5 25 203.3 

(sternocostal) 
46.8 IOS.5 48.0 62.0 

middle del toid 655.7 15 .0 12 \,2 15.5 167.8 66.2 42.0 

posterior deltoid 433.3 18.0 134.3 40.0 153.0 65.3 53.0 

sllpraspi nu tus 454.0 7.0 6\.9 79.9 91.5 109.9 21.0 

t in fraspinatus 780.3 16.0 85.5 53.3 I 17.5 8.6 16.0 
I tcres minor 268.3 24.0 67.1 34.4 11 5.5 88.6 16.0 

subscapularis 1238.8 35.6 88.9 42.5 10 1.0 71.3 28.0 

triceps brach i i 
603.8 17.2 84.6 94.5 136.0 149.7 32. 1 

(lateral) 

triceps brachii 
514.0 17.0 83.4 14.9 147.3 82.4 29.5 

(medial) 

triceps brachii 
528.4 I \.0 109.8 

(long) 
136.3 23 1 259.4 28. 1 

brachiorad iali s 128.0 1.2 1888 58.7 202.5 72.4 57.6 

biceps brachii 
208.6 0.0 158.9 

(long) 
11 3.4 254.2 208.7 32.2 

biceps brachii 
186.8 0.0 17 1.8 

(shon) 
109.8 209.8 147.8 32.0 

brachialis 667.0 0.0 96.4 17.5 120.0 41.1 20. 1 

pronator 
278.5 9.9 23.3 50 39.3 66.3 6.9 

quadratus 

pronato r teres 36 1.0 12.9 35.5 11 5.8 130 2 11 .2 8.7 

supinator brev is 535.0 0.0 46.7 24.8 60.0 38. 1 6.0 
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extensor carpi 
35 1.0 8.9 50.-1 

radialis brevis 
226.4 127.2 303.8 16.3 

extensor carpi 
230.0 1.3 77.2 226.4 93.7 242.9 18.5 

rad ial is longus 

ex tensor carpi 
316.7 12.1 47.5 

ulnari s 
169.2 227.8 303.9 7.7 

fl exor carpi 
306.3 3. 1 55 .0 127.9 163.7 236.7 8.7 

rad ialis 

fl exor carpi 
554.0 12. 1 42.8 

ul naris 
11 7.9 227.8 303.9 9. 1 

The SEC stiffness va lue (k,) of a joint movement was assumed to be the sum 

of the stiffilCss va lues of the contributing Illuscles for that movement (Equation 

5.15). 

" 
k, =2>, 

" 

where, k, ; SEC sti ffness of the joint move ment 

k, ~ SEC sliffiless of an individual mu cle 

11 ~ number of muscles considcred 

and, 

where, T, = max imum torque genera ted by an individual muscle 

(60scc) , ~ the change in the SEC angle for an indi vidual muscle 

(5. 15) 

(5. 16) 

The change in the SEC angle wa calculated from the ehange in the SEC 

length (~SE length) which was assullled 10 be 5% of the total SEC length during a 

maxi mal isometric contraction (Kong, 2004) (Equation 5.17). The maximum torque 

generated by an individual muscle was ca lculated by estimating its contribution to 

the max imum isometric torque of the whole muscle group. This contribution wa 
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assumed to be the ratio of thc product of muscle moment ann (d) and phys iologica l 

cross-sectional area (PCSA) of an indi vidual musc le to the SUl11 of products fa ,' all 

individual muscles within the l11uscle group, since the muscle force is directl y 

proportional to the PCSA (Equation 5. 18) . 

.0...( _S_E_C_I_c--,ng,,-' t_h -'.!.), 
(~O,,, ) , =-

d, 

T - T d ,PCSA, 
r - CISO 11 

2) d, PCSA,) 
1= 1 

where, d, = momcnt arm for an indi vidual muscle 

Tciso = max il11Ulll isometric torque 

PCSA; = ph ys ical cross sec tiona l area fa,' an indi vidual muscle 

11 = number of muscles considered 

(5. 17) 

(5 .18) 

The calculated SEC stiffness va lues and contributing individual muscles for 

each joint movement are listed in Table 5. 1 I. 

Table 5.11 . Calcu lated SEC stiffness "a lues. 

muscle group Ti (Nm) ki (Nm/rad) k, (NmJrad) 

shoulder extension (Tciso = 142.6 Nm) 2366.9 

teres major 34.5 684.6 

latissimus dorsi 83.2 1682.3 

shoulder flexion (Tciso = 51.5 Nm) 1386.9 

anterior deltoid 20.9 464.2 

pectoralis major 
13.7 458.9 

(clavicular) 

pectora lis major 
18.0 463 .9 

(sternocostal) 

shoulder horizontal abduction (Tciso - 62.9 Nm) 785.9 

middle deltoid 28.0 354.7 
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pos terior delloid 23.3 378.5 

suprasp i nat us 9.7 37.0 

teres minor 4.4 15.7 

shoulder horizontal adducti on (Tciso = 134 .3 Nm) 1968.5 

anterior deltoid 35.5 399.0 

pec tora lis major 
23.2 780.5 

(clavicula r) 

pectoralis major 
30.5 789.0 

(stern ocos tal) 

shoulder internal rotati on (Tci'" = 39.7 Nm) 603 . 1 

subscapula ris 17.0 133.9 

teres major 23 .7 469.2 

shoulder external rotation (Tci'" = 3 1.0 Nm) 11 3.7 

in fraspinatus 23.4 84.6 

teres minor 8. 1 29.1 

e lbow extension (Tciso = 57 .5 Nm) 280.3 

triceps brachi i 
24.2 103.8 

(lateral) 
I 

» triceps brach i i 

I 19.0 136.3 
(media l) 

I triceps brac hii 
18.6 40.3 

(long) 

elbow fl ex ion (Tciso = 73.9 Nm) 65 1. 5 

brachioradiali s 16.3 258.6 

biceps brachi i 
14.8 45.6 

(long) 

biceps brachii 
13.2 56.9 

(short) 

brachiali s 29.6 290.3 

pronation (Tciso = 13.8 Nm) 18.0 

pronator quadratus 5.2 10.9 

pronator te res 8.6 7. 1 

supination (Tci'" = 13.0 Nm) 36.2 
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supinator brev is 3.4 8.3 

biceps brachii 
4.0 12.4 

(long) 

biceps brachii 
3.6 15.5 

(sho,·t) 

wris t ex tens ion (T,;so = 25. 1 Nm) 29.2 

extensor ca rpi 
118 15.8 

radia lis brevis 

extensor carp i 
8.8 10. 7 

radi ali s longus 

extensor ca rpi 
5.0 2.7 

ulnaris 

wrist fl ex ion (T"", = 43 . 1 Nm) 3 1.2 

fl exor ca rpi radialis 12.7 9.3 

fl exor carpi ulnaris 32. 1 2 1.9 

ulnar deviation (Te;so = 40.7 Nm) 23.3 

extensor ca rpi 
13.6 7.2 

ulnaris 

fl exo r carpi ulnari s 32. 1 16. 1 

rad ial dev iation (Tdso = 29.5 Nm) 30.4 

extensor carpi 
8.8 15 .0 

radia l is longus 

extensor carp i 
1 1.8 15.4 

radiali s brev is 

Optimisation 

After determining SEC stiffness, the nine-parameter Equation 5.9 was fitted 

to the corrected data to obtain a complete torque - angle - angular velocity 

rela tionship using the S imulated Annea ling (Corana et aI., 1987) optimisation 

algorithm. Among the parameters, the va lue ofT." x was assumed to be 1.4 times To 

(Yeadon et aI. , 2006). The lower and upper bounds of the nine parameters are li sted 

in Table 5. 12. 
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T,able 5. 12. Lower and upper hounds of the nine paramclcrs 

Parameter Lower Bound Upper bound 

To (Nm) 0.9To I.ITo 

T",a .• (N m) 1.4.To 

W"n,., (rad/s) 18.0 36.0 

Wc! W11l:lX 0.3 0.5 

amin 0.2 0.99 

m 0.0 3.0 

W [ (rad/s) -3.0 3.0 

q 0.0 3.0 

B OIlI (rad) 0.0 6.0 

The nine parameters were optimised by minimising a we ighted root mean 

square (RMS) of the difference between the experimental torque data and ca lcul ated 

torque. The reason fo r using weighted RMS was to obta in a surface representing 

maxi mum voluntary torque that is above most of the data points. Another constraint 

in the optimisati on algorithm was to have decreas ing torque va lue wilh increas ing 

ang ular veloc ity. The optimisation results for each joint movement and an example 

of the nine-parameter surface fit to the experimental data are presented in Tables 

5.1 3 - 5. 15 and Figure 5.9, respecti vely . The isovelocity data for the shoulder 

external rotation could not be collected for the subject, as the subject could not ex.ert 

max. imum power due to an injury at the time of data collection. Therefore, some of 

the shoulder extemal rotation parameters were estimated from tbe isometric data and 

moderate values within the upper and lower bounds were assumed for the rest of the 

parameters. 
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Table 5.13. Op lilllisa lion res ulls for Ihe shoulder joinl 

Horizontal Horizontal Internal Ex ternal 
Parameter Flcxion Extension 

adduction abduction rotation rotation 

To (Nm) 56.29 11 9. 13 97.48 7 1.90 42 .67 33.75 

T",,,, (Nm) 78.8 1 166.78 136.48 100.66 59.73 47.25 

ro"" ., (rad/s) 20.74 3 1.93 18.05 18.00 19.47 18.00 

roe (rad/s) 6.70 15.02 6.43 6.93 9.71 7.2 

ami" 0.99 0.96 0.87 0.85 0.79 0.9 

m 3.00 2.98 0.06 0.05 0.17 1.0 

ro, (rad/s) -3.00 1.55 -0.69 -0.59 0.39 0.0 

q 0.28 0. 11 0.24 0.07 0.05 0. 1 

SoP' (rad) 4.96 0.83 2.4 1 4.99 5.90 0.90 

Tab lc 5 .14. Optimisa lio ll results for the elbow joint 

Parameter Flex ion Ex tension Pronation Supination 

To (N m) 75.82 5 1. 95 17.35 18.30 

T",,, (Nm) 106.14 72.73 24.29 25.62 

ro",,, (rad/s) 18. 10 18.45 27.88 35.45 

roe (rad/s) 5.43 5.55 9.7 1 16.90 

amin 0.96 0.93 0.97 0.86 

III 0. 16 0.03 0.38 0.09 

ro, (rad/s) - 1.53 -1.1 7 2.25 -1.26 

q 0.03 0.23 0.40 0.22 

SOP! (rad) 0.33 4.64 4.50 1.78 
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Table 5.1 5. Optimisation results for the wrist joint 

Flexion 

45.78 

64. 10 

2 1.40 

10.70 

0.99 

3.0 

-2.84 

0.33 

4.26 

. ,,' 
," : 

" . 

Ex tension 

24.90 

34.86 

18.08 

7.78 

0.90 
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1.27 
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Figure 5.9. Torque - angle - angul.,. ve loci ty relationship for elbow nexion. 
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5.2 Inertia parameters 

5.2.1 Body Segmental Inertia Parameters 

The geometric model or Yeadon (1990a) was used to calculate the body 

segmental inertia parameters. Ninety.fi ve anthropometric measurements were taken 

from the subjec t by an experienced researcher (for ful l data set, see Appendix, A3). 

For the segmental density va lues, Dempster's ( 1955) data were used as a fir t 

estimate and these va lues were then adj usted according to the ratio of the calculated 

and measured mass of the subject. 

Table 5. 16 shows the value of segmental mass, distance of centre of mass 

(CM) from proximal j oint and moments of inerti a about the frontal (Ix), lateral (i y) 

and longitudinal (l l ) axes of the segment. 

Table 5. 16. Segmenta l inertia paralllelers calcu lated from the inert ia model 

CM from 

scgmcnt mass (g) proximal 1, (g.mm2) ly (g. 111m2) 2 17. (g.mm ) 

joi nt (mm) 

right upper 
2160 126. 1 16941 000 16939000 2577000 

arm 

right forearm 15 16 124.4 10 173000 [0088000 1210000 

right hand 40 1 70.2 968000 792000 232000 

trunk 3352 1 299.4 1320 106000 1190609000 337 162000 

5.2.2 Bone and Wobbling Mass Inertia Parameters 

Since the upper arm and the forearm were modelled as bones and wobbling 

masses, inel1ia parameters for both components were required. The 3 D surface 

meshes of the bones that were created I' Tom the MRl scans were imported to 

MSC.ADAMS environment and each surface mesh defined a 3D object. The 

MSC.ADAMS software is capable of calculating inertia parameters of an object in its 

environment. Therefore, the inertia parameters of humerus, ulna and radius were 

calculated by the MSC.ADAMS software using the geometry of the bones and bone 

densities. The bone density values were taken from the literature (Clarys and 
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Marfcll -Jones, 1986). Howevcr. the playing ,Inns o f tennis players have been shown 

to have significantly higher bonc mineral dcns ity than the non-playing arms andlor 

dominant a l111S of control groups (Pluim e t a I. , 2007), the densi ty va lue found in the 

literature was increased by 10% bcfore using it in the inertia parame ter ca lculations. 

The inertia parameter of the upper arm and forearm wobb ling masses were 

determined so that the combined system ()f bonc(s) and wo bb ling mass was 

equivalent to the whole segment, i.e. they have samc total mass. same ccntre of mass 

and same moments of inel1ia (Equat ions 5. 19-5 .2 1, respecti vely). 

111 , = Ill , + Ill" + /JI fl. 

whcre, Ill". = mass of the upper aml segment 

Ill" = mass of the humerus 

11/"", = mass of the upper arm wobb ling mass 

IIIf = mass of the forearm segment 

Ill , = mass of the radius 

Ill" = mass of the ulna 

IIIfw = mass of the forearm wobbling mass 

jor upper arlll 

forforearlll 

lIIodo + 1II""d" = 0 for upper arm 

l1l ,d, + m,d, + 11l,,,.{' rw = 0 fo rforearlll 

(5. 19.a) 

(S. 19.b) 

(5.20.a) 

(S.20.b) 

where, ch = the location of the centre of mas of the huments with re pec t to the 

upper arm segment's centre of mass 

du" = the location of the centre of mass of the upper am1 wobb ling mass with 

respect to the upper arm segment's centre of mass 

d, = the location of the centre of mass of the radius with respect to the 

forearm segment's centre of mass 

t/" = the location of the centre of mass of the ulna with respect to the forearm 

segment's centre of mass 

tif" = the location of the centre of mass of the forea rm wobb ling mass with 

respect to the forearm segment's centre of mass 
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Altho ugh the principal component axes o f the bones and the who le segments 

were s lightly skewed, they were asslImed to be para ll el for s imp li city and the tola l 

moment of inertia of the upper ann and fo rea rm were ca lculated us ing the paralle l 

ax is theorem. 

for upper arm (S.2 1.a) 

, d ' , 1/ =:; I,. + 111 rd r + 1,/ + Ill" ' ,~ + I j i. + III r.,d ill' forforearm (S.2 1.b) 

where, fu" = moment o f inertia o f the upper arm segment 

'" = moment of inerti a of the humerus 

I"", = moment of inertia of the upper arm wobb li ng mass 

fJ = moment of inertia of the lower arm 

Ir = moment of inertia of the radius 

J" = moment of inertia of the ulna 

If .. = mome nt of ine rtia of the forea rm wobbling mass 

Tables 5. 17-5.18 show the inertia parameters of the bones and wobbling 

masses of the upper ann and forearm, respecti vely. 

Table 5. 17. Inertia panul1clcrs of the upper arm. 

upper 
mass(g) d,(mm) dy(mm) di mm) (,(gmm') (, (gnun ' ) I,.{gmm') 

arm 

segment 2 160 0 0 0 1694 1000 16939000 2577000 

humerus 29 1 -2.5 4.5 3.5 4340763 4326962 49337 

wobbling 1869 0.4 -0.7 -0.6 12593965 12601026 25 18789 
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Table 5. 18. Inertia parameters or th e rorea rm. 

forearm IlIllSS(g) d,(mm ) dy(mm) d,(mm) I,(gmm') I,(glllm ') I,(gmm') 

segment 15 16 0 0 0 10 173000 10088000 12 10000 

radius 11 0 16.8 -4.4 -46.4 779469 7759 18 8290 

ulna I11 -4.9 - 16.5 17.7 75 1247 749855 8304 

wobbl ing 1295 - 1.0 1.8 2.4 8328753 8247357 1122078 

5.3 Viscoelastic properties of wobbling masses 

The upper aml and forearm wobb ling masses were connected to the bone 

segments with spring-damper systems at the proxima l and di sta l end of the bones. 

For each wobbli ng mass, the viscoe lasti c parameters of the springs at the proximal 

and di sta l e nd were assumed to be the same. The sti ffness coe ffic ients were 

estimated fro m matching the actua l and simulated vibration freque ncies of the 

wobbling masses during the backhand groundstroke in a previous study (G lynn , 

2007). The same stiffness parameters were used in th is study s ince the same subject 

performed th e backhand groundstrokes. Near-criti ca l damping coeftic ients (Pain and 

hall is. 200 1) were selected for use in the spring-damper systems. but the damping 

va lues were sli ghtl y different to G lynn (2007) due to the rigid / wobbling masses 

be ing modell ed s li ghtly differently. The simulation model of the anTI described in 

Chapter 3 was used to determine the damping coeftic ients. The bones of the arm 

were fixed in the anatomica l position and the wobb ling masses were allowed to fa ll 

due to gravity. The damping coefficients were vari ed and the motion of the wobbling 

masses was recorded for each simulation until both wobb ling mass systems became 

near-cri ti ca ll y damped and had non-oscillatory behav iour. The sti ffness and damping 

coefficients of the upper arm and forealm wobbling masses are presen ted in Table 

5.19. 
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Table 5. 19. Stiffness and d:tl1lllill g coefli cicnls of the upper arm and forearm wobbling masses 

wobbling mass stiffness (N /mml) damping (Ns/mm) 

uppe r arm 0.02 0.085 

forea rm 0.03 0. 11 0 

5.4 MRI Data Collection and Analysis 

To obtain some of the muscle parameters such as cross-sectional areas, 

attachment points of the muscles and bu ild 3D surface images of bones of tbe ann 

Magneti c Resonance lrnaging (MRf) was used. The MRJ data were coll ected at 

Churchill Hospital , Oxford under supervision of two radiographers and a doctor. The 

rad iographers were told what was required and they then designed a M RI scan 

session protoco l. 

A Genes is Signa MRJ machine was used (F igure 5. J 0) with a maXil11Um 

magnetic fi eld of 1.5 Tes la. The machine was contro ll ed by a compute r out of the 

scanni ng room by one of the radiographers while the other radiographer checked the 

equipment before each scan and he lped [he subject to locate his arm and body before 

going into the machine. 

The scanning sessions were designed such that the s lides had low thickness 

near the edges of the bones, and high thickness at the shaft of the bones. Since the 

thickness was low at the edges of the bones, there were more slides at these areas . 

For th is reason the details at and around joints could be seen more easi ly. The larger 

number of s lides was a lso r'equired to obtain the bone shape more accurately, since 

near the joints the shape of the bones of arm is changing rapidly with respect to shaft 

of these bones. 

The sess ions started with the sboulder joint and the head of humerus being 

scanned. After that, the shaft of the humerus was scanned. The scanning of the elbow 

joint inc luded both the lower part of the humerus and the upper parts of the radi us 

and ulna. Before starting the shafts of tbe bones of the foreann a short break was 

given for ubjectto stand up and move around. Then the shafts of lhe forearm bones 

and fi nally wrist joint and metacarpals were scanned. 
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Figure 5.10. Subj ect within the Genesis Signa MR machine 

The things that were expected to be measured from MRI scans were muscle 

allachment points, cross-sectional area of muscle and bone area on each sl ide. or 
these, bone area was measured, but it was very hard to di stingui sh between the 

Illuscle groups probably due to low resolution of the MR images given fro lll the 

hospital (Figure 5.11 ). Therefore, musc le architecture properties could not be 

obtained from the MRI scans. 

Figure 5.1 1. MR image o f forea rm in transverse plane 

To process MRJ scans Mimics software was used. The bone area was labelled 

on each slide that had a known thickness and the software estimated the 3D surface 

mesh of the bones by combining the bone contours on each slide. The 3D meshes of 

the bones were then exported to the main modelling environment, MSC.ADAMS. A 
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comparison of the bone surface meshes found from the literature and obtained from 

the MRJ cans is shown in Figure 5.12. The fine mesh of the bones gave additional 

accuracy to the bone models compared to the ones found in the literature. Therefore. 

bone inenia parameters were calculated direct ly from them wi th a given bone 

densi ty. In add ition, the detail s on the bone surface obtained from the MRJ cans 

allowed de termination of the muscle origin and insel1ion points / areas more 

accurately. 

Figure 5. 12. Thc comparison of Ihe rendered surface image of the humerus (a) and a surfacc 
mcsh of Ihc humeral head (b) found from the lilera tu re (left ) and obtained from Ihc M RI sca n 
(righl) 

5.4 Equipment Parameters 

The equipment parameters for the tennis racket, stringbed and ball were taken 

from a previous study in which the same type of racket was used(Glynn. 2007). 

These were the inenia and ela tic parameter of the racket frame: viscoela tic 

parameters of the stringbed; viscoelastic parameters of the tennis ball for normal and 

oblique impacts. 
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Racket parameters 

T he natural frequencies and the location of the antinodes in the racket head 

plane and normal to thi s plane are presented in Tab le 5_20 (G lynn. 2007) _ 

Tabte 5.20. Modal analysis of the racket 

nlltural antinodc location 
mode shape direction 

frcqucncy(Hz) f!"Om butt end (mm) 

norma l to racket 
149.8 350 

Fundamenta l head plane 

mode on racket head 
179.1 375 

plane 

normal to rackel 
359.4 

Second mode 
head plane 

on racket head 
375.0 

plane 

The average of the anti node locati ons in the two planes was assumed to be 

the location of the jo int connecting the racket head and racket handle segment in the 

simulation model. The racket was cut at that point and the moment o f inertia and 

centre of mass location of both parts were measured (Glynn, 2007) (Ta ble 5.2 1). 

Table S.21. Inertia parameters of the racket 

CM from butt 
l,ong(gmm 2

) lrrotl ,(gmm 2
) 

, 
racket pa,·t mass (g) 

end (mm) 
(,,,,.,(gmm) 

whole with 
255 .4 390 1660000 13160000 12520000 

strings 

whole withoul 
240.5 385 1610000 l2840000 12000000 

strings 

racket handle 106.9 195 100000 2030000 2000000 

racket head 133.6 187 1510000 3920000 3110000 
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The optimum torsional stiffness and damping coefficient values of the 

torsional spring-dampers at the joint between the racket head and racket handle are 

shown in Table 5.22 (Glynn, 2007). 

Table 5.22. Viscoelastic parameters of the racket frame 

direction plane 

normal to racket head plane 

on racket head plane 

Stringbcd parameters 

torsional stiffness 

(Nm/rlld) 

1075 

1800 

torsional damping 

(Nms/rad) 

0.04 

0. 10 

The springs of the stringbed are enumerated in Figme 5. 13 and the 

corresponding optimum st iffness values for these springs are li sted in Table 5.23 

(GlylU1, 2007). 

Figure 5.13. T he enumeration of the spri ngs in the string bed model 
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Table 5.13. Stiffness va lues of th e springs in the slringbed model 

spring no. parameter stiffness va lue (N/m) 

ks l · m3 96969 

2 ks l 102 170 

" ks l 102170 J 

4 ks l*11l4 33042 

5 ks4 11 2630 

6 ks2 103380 

7 ks4 112630 

8 ks3·m5 47660 

9 ks3 11 9780 

10 ks3 119780 

II ks3* m6 68933 

12 ks4*ml 49129 

13 ks2*m2 38964 

14 ks4*m l 49129 

Besides the spring sti ffness values, the preload acting on the springs was also 

optimised and 967.7 N was found to be the optimum value for the stringbed used in 

this study (Glynn, 2007). 

Ball-racket impact parameters 

A linear relationship between the op timum sti ffness and damping coefficients 

and inbound velocity was fo und for the normal impact force (Glynn, 2007). 

Therefore, the coefficient values can be detemlined as a function of inbound veloci ty 

wi thin the experimental range (Equation 5.22). 

k = 1. 549 1" + 16.S22 /01' stiffness coefficient 

c = I. 1934\1 - 3. 0662 for damping coefficient 

12 1 
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where, k = stiffness coefficient of the ball 

c = damping coefficient of the ball 

v = inbound ball velocity 

To model the frictional force, three different coefficients of friction (~) were 

assigned to the nine impact points on the stringbed (Section 3.3.3). The coefficients 

of fr iction at each impact point are shown in Figure 5.16 and the optimum values of 

the coefficients, ~I , ~ 2, ~LJ, are 0.26, 0.30 and 0.35, respecti vely. (Glynn, 2007). 

Figure 5.14. Coefficients of friction corresponding to eac h impact point on the stri ngbed. 

5.5 Summary 

[n this chapter, the methods used to determine the subject-specific pru'anleters 

aJJd equipment parruueters have been described. The parruneters were measured 

directly from experinlents or determined indirectly by matching the experimental 

resuJts Witll computer simulations. Maximum voluntary torques were measured using 

an isovelocity dynanlometer. The data collection and analys is of the torque-strengtb 

pru'ameters have been explained in detail. The body segmental inertia paranleters 

were calculated using the method of Yeadon (1990a) whereas the inertia parameters 

of the bones were determined by MSC.ADAMS and wobbling mass inertias were 

calculated using the pru'allel ax is theorem. The inertia parruJ1eters of the racket were 

measured experimentally. Viscoelastic parameters of the racket frame, stringbed and 

ball-racket impact were determined indirectly from the experiments by matching the 
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appropriate experimental and computer simulalion results (Glynn, 2007). The 

parameters dctennined in this chapter will be used in a torque-driven computer 

si mulation model of the tennis backhand groundstrokes. The next chapter focuses on 

the evaluation of the simulation model. 
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6 MODEL EVALUATION 

6.1 Introduction 

An eva luation of the mode l is required to use simulation models confidentl y 

fo r furth er analyses. This chapter describes the eva luati on of the simulation mode l 

based on co mpari sons between s imulati on and performance. Once the s imulation 

model was eva luated for a backhand grou ndstroke wi th a ball impact at the centre of 

the racket, the location of the ball-racket impact was perturbed and the results were 

compared with the kinematics of a backhand groundstroke with off-centre impact to 

determine whether the model behaved rea li sti ca lly for off-centre impacts. In 

addition , compari sons of simula tion and performance results of ba ll outbound 

velocity and ball contact time are a lso presented in thi s chapter. 

6.2 Model Evaluation 

6.2.1 Overview of Model Evaluation 

The torque-driven simulation mode l has a pa ir of torque generators for each 

joint movement (seven in total) and three perpendicular torque components between 

the hand and the racket representing the gripping torque (Chapter 3). The max imum 

vo luntary torque values for a palticu lar joint angle and joint angular velocity were 

determined us ing the torque-strength parameters of the subject (Chapter 5). The 

torque exerted by each torque generator during a simulation was equal to the 

maxim um vo luntary torque multipli ed by torque activation level for that torque 

generator. The gripping torque components between racket and hand were a 

combination of torque-time profi les (simi lar to torque activation level) and torsional 

spring torques (effecti ve after impact). Torque activation levels and torque-time 

profiles of the gripping torque were parameterized and used as inputs for tbe model 

as well as the stiffness and damping coefficients of the torsiona l springs. As a result, 

the model was evaluated by optimising the torque-time / viscoelastic parameters of 

the grip and the activation parameters of the torque generators whil e minimizing the 

differences between the joint ang les of the ann and global racket angles obtained 
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from the s imulati on and performance. The Simulated Annea ling a lgorithm (Coran3 et 

a I. , 1987) was used to va ry the model parameters in order to find the be t match. 

In order to match the conditions at the im pact time more accurately, the 

complete backhand swing was di vided into two phases: pre-impact and post impact. 

The impact period, which is the duration of the ball contact wit h the stringbed, was 

considered in the post-impact phase since thi s phase s tarted when the ba ll first 

touched the racket. 

During the op timisation or the pre- impact phase, the parameters were di vided 

into four groups and initially optimi ed individua ll y in the following order: gripping, 

shoulder, e lbow and wrist parameters. The joint motions were angle-d riven when the 

gnppll1g parameters were opt imised. After finding acceptable panllneters for 

gripping torque, these parameters were kept constant and the joint motion in 

cons ideration was switched to torque-driven to optimise its parameters whi le keeping 

the o ther joilll motions angle-d ri ven. The initial optimisation of the pa rameters in 

groups was done to find a good initial estimate of the parameters before a fina l 

optimisa tion and to speed up the optimisa ti on process by decreasi ng the number of 

parameters. Once initial optimisati ons of a ll groups had fini shed, all parameters were 

re-optimised altogether. A se t of parameters was obtained from this optimisation and 

used as an initial guess for a last optimisation , whose objecti ve function considered 

only the last 50 ms of the pre-impact in order to get a better match of the conditions 

at impact. 

The parameters after impact were optimised simultaneously and all joint 

motions were torque-driven . First, the whole backhand swing was considered and the 

pos t-impact phase was optimised. Since the pre-impact and post-impact parameters 

are independent, the previously optimised pre- impact parameters were he ld constant 

thro ughout the s imulations. Then, instead of s imulating the whole swing, only the 

swing after impact was considered in the second optimisation. The simulations 

started at impact using the initial condi tions obtai ned from the optimised pre- impact 

simulati on. By starting the simulations at impact, it was assured that the pre- impact 

conditions as well as impact time, ba ll location in space and other impact conditions 

would not be affected during sensitivity ana lyses and other simulations planned. 

Furthermore, a third optimisation also starting from the impact was also done. 

However, in this case, the actual performan ce data were used for initial configuration 
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of the mode l and initial torque acti va tion \'a lues we re also opti mised wi th the post

impact parameters. 

An imegration step size of I ms was used for the initial and fina l optimisatio n 

before impact To s imulate the behaviour of the ball-racket impact more accurately 

the step size was reduced to 0.1 ms for a per iod of 10 ms using a customized 

s imu lat ion script , (the ba ll in contact wi th the racket for at most 5-6 ms). The 

integrati on step size was then changed back to I ms after thi s peri od. In add iti on, 

ADAMS/So lver can decrease the step size up to 10.6 of the initia l step s ize in order 

to converge with the output from the s imu lation at the period of the initi a l step size. 

6.2.2 Model Parameters 

Torq ue activation profiles for tor'q ue genera tors 

The acti vation leve l of cach torque generator was specified as a function of 

time at1d it de fined what percentage of the max imum was exerted at the joint at a 

pa t"ticu lar time. The torque acti vation leve l take va lues fro m 0 (no activation) to I 

(full activation). The change between the two acti vation levels was defi ned by 

quintic fu nctions (Yeadon, 1984) (Equation 6. 1). The quinti c function has zero first 

and second deri vati ves at the endpoints preventing sudden changes in the acti vation. 

Q(x) = xJ(6/- 15x+ ID) (6 .1 ) 

Two different activation profi les were defined using s ix acti vatio n parameters 

for each of them (F igure 6. 1 and 6.2). The activation profiles represented the 

activation of the flexor and extensor torques and they were adjusted where necessary. 

The genera l extensor profi le started wit h a low pre-acti vatioo level to represent the 

activation before the start of the s imulation. During the swing, the activation leve l 

ramped up and reached a maximum acti va tion level before impact. After impact, the 

activation leve l decreased to zero. The genera l fl exor profile started with a high pre

activation leve l and ramped down to a minimum level before impact. The ramping 

up of activations after impact prevented joints from hyper-extens ion by reducing the 

effect of the extensor torque. The pa rameters required to define the extensor and 

flexor torque acti vation profiles are listed in Table 6. 1 and 6.2 , respectively. 
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f igure 6. 1. Activation profile for extensor torques and its para meters. 

Table 6. 1. Definiti on of the IHt raUlclcrs used in the extensor activation profiles. 

Para meter Defin ition 

tel start time of ram ping up 

de, duration of rampi ng up 

le , pre-acti vation level 

te2 start time of ramping down 

de2 duration of rampil1g down 

le2 max imum ac ti vati on level 
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Figure 6.2. ACliv<1 tioll profil e 1'01- flexor torq ues and its parameters. 

Tab lc 6.2. Definition of the parameters used in th e I1cxo r activation profiles . 

Parameter Definition 

start time of ramping down 

duration of ramping down 

pre-acti vation level 

stat1 ti me of rampillg up 

duration of rampi Ilg up 

minimum acti vation level 
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To rque-time and viscoelastic parumete.·s of the gripping torque 

The time histories of uJe grippi ng torque components were estimated using 

quintic functions simi lar to the torque activation profiles (Figure 6.3). Each 

co mponent of the gripping to rque started with an initia l torque level and either 

ramped up or down during the swing before impact. After the impact, the gripping 

torque level used before impact was reduced to zero and replaced with three torsional 

spring-da mpers representing the re istance of the racket motion relative to hand 

during / after impact. The torque-time and viscoelasti c parameters of the gripp ing 

torque are preselHed in Table 6.3 . 

Ih2 

------~-+-----------~~------~~---------I---:> 
thl k-------' time th 2 .... ____ ... 

J 
I 

Fig ure 6.3. Torque profile for the g ripping torq ue components and its I>arameters. 
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Tab lc 6.3. De fi nition of the panlllletcrs used in the gripping torq ue components. 

Parameter Definition 

Ih , start time of ramping up 

dh , duration of ramping lip 

Ih, pre-activation level 

Ihl start lime of ramping down 

dll1 du ration of ramping down 

Ih1 maximum activati on level 

kh stiffuess coeffic ient 

ch damping coeffi c ient 

6.2.3 Matching Optimisations 

Selecting the torque activation profiles 

Init ia ll y, for the torque generators defining a joint movement, fl exor and 

ex tensor torque acti va ti on profiles were used considering the joint motion and the 

description of the torque generators (Secti on 3.2.3 ). However, it was observed from 

the EMG data (Section 4.4) that the acti vation of the wrist extensors / wrist fl exors 

started concurrentl y before impact. Therefore, an ex tensor profile was used for the 

torque generators for wrist flexion and extension movements . The extensor profiles 

were also selected for the torque generators for radial and ulnar deviation since these 

movements were controll ed by the wrist extensors and flexors as well. [n addition, 

shoulder fl ex ion and ex tension movements were both arranged to tbe extensor 

profi les after some initial optimisation for the shoulder joint parameters. Table 6.4 

li sts the joint movement and the corresponding torque activation profile for that 

movement. 
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Tablc 6.4 . Joint movcments and con·esponding torquc activatio n Ilrolilcs. 

Joint movement Activation profile 

shoulder fl exiol1 extensor 

shoulder extens ion extensor 

shoulder abd uction extensor 

shoulder adduction flexor 

shou lder internal rotation fl exor 

shoulder extern al rotation extensor 

elbow ex tension extensor 

elbow fl exion flexor 

pronation fl exor 

supination extensor 

wrist fl ex ion extensor 

wri st extension extensor 

radial dev iation extensor 

ulnar dev iation extensor 

Adj ustmcnts for torquc activation profiles 

For each joint motion except wrist ilexion, wrist extens ion and radial 

deviation , the first four parameters defining the torque activation profile were used in 

the matching optimisation of the pre- impact phase (Figure 6.4). The activation 

profiles of wri st tlexion, wri st extens ion and radial deviation before impact were 

adjusted si nce no satisfactory results were obtained from the initial optimisation of 

the four parameters. Reviewing the EMG data (Secti on 4.4) for the wri st extensors 

and fl exors showed that the max imum activation occurred before impact. Therefore, 

the activation pro fil es for these joint motions were estimated by all six parameters; 

allowing the ral11ping down of the activation before impact (F igure 6.5). The 

optimisation of the ramping down after impact remained unchanged so the number of 

the parameters defining the torque activation profil e increased to eight. For the 
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matching opt imisari on after impac t, the last two parameters of the profiles were lIsed 

for all j oint motions. 
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Figure 6.4. Ac(ivation profile for cxlcnsor torques with respect to impact time. 

impact 
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Figure 6.5. Adjusted activation promc for wrist nexion, wrist extension and radial deviation. 
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Upper and lower bounds of the parameters 

The simulation started at an arbitralY instant near the staft of the forward 

motion of the backhand stroke. For thi s reason, start times o f initial ramping up / 

down acti va tion (te, / tf, ) and pre-acti va ti on levels (le, and 1ft> might have different 

va lucs within a wide range. Therefore, it was hard to estimate a lower and upper 

bound fo r tel and tf,. Although it was obvious that le, and If, had to be between 0.0 1 

(minimum allowed acti vation level) and I (full ac ti vati on), because of the add iti onal 

constraints (Ie ,< lel and If, > Ifl) thc upper bound for le, and lower bound for If, had 

to be adjusted. Simi larly, lel and lfl did not have a definite lower bound and upper 

bound, respectively. The minimum time required from zero to max imum acti vation 

level was assumed as 70 J11S consistent with the rise (ramping up) times presented in 

the literature (Freund and Blidi ngen, 1978). Therefore, fo r the du ration of the 

ra mpi ng up and down (de" del, df, and dftl, considering the change of the acti vation 

level, a lower bound propo,tional to 70 ms was used. For shoulder fl ex ion and ulnar 

devia tion, the lower bound of 70 ms was reduced to 60 and 40 ms, respective ly, as 

the acti vation profile used was insuffi cient to give a good match to the pelfonnance. 

The lower bound of the starting time of fin al ramping down / up ac ti vation (tc2 / tf2) 

was selectcd as the impact time since these parameters were used in the optimisation 

of the swing after impact except wrist ex tension, wrist fl ex ion and rad ial deviation. 

For the upper and lower bounds, which could 11 0t be estimated directl y, first, 

the simulation was manually rUI1 several times with different va lues of the parameter 

in considerati on. Then, by observing the model behaviour, an appropriate value was 

chosen for the upper and/or lower bound. However, these upper and lower bound 

values were fl ex ib le and they were adjusted during the matching optimisation if the 

optimum va lues of the parameters were approaching the bounds. 

Obj ective score 

An objective score was calculated and minimised during optimisation of the 

model parameters. The RMS difference between perfomlance and simulation values 

of the seven joint angles (shoulder fl ex ion / extension, shoulder abduction / 

adduction, shoulder intemal / extemal rotation, elbow flexion I extension, pronation / 

supi nation, wrist fl ex ion / extension, radial / ulnar deviation) and three racket 

orientation angles were ca lcu lated individuall y. These ten RMS differences were 
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then combined into a single score by doing an additiona l RMS. All angles were 

equall y we ighted when ca lculating RM S differences. 

6.3 Results 

During the optimisation process, particu lar importance was given to the 

impact conditions since it was the illost criti cal instant of the backhand swing. The 

conditions at impact determine the ball-rac ket interaction, which is the main cause of 

the abrupt change in kineti cs and kinematics of the racket and arl11 . For thi s reason, to 

malch the impact conditions and impact period more accurately, optimisalion of the 

backhand swing was separated into two phases: pre-impact and post-impact. In the 

opt imisati on of the pre-impact phase, the main ai m was to obta in impact conditions 

during s imulation as close as poss ible to those during the actua l performance. For the 

pos t-impact phase, the aim was to match all joint and racket angles of the s imulation 

and the actua l performance for at least 40 ms, during which the load ings althe elbow 

and wrist joints reach a max imum va lue and then relum to norma l levels. The 

parameters of the model were an'anged such that the pre-impact phase used only pre

impac t parameters and post- impact phase used only post-impact parameters (if 

s imulation stalted after impact, otherwise pre-impact parameters were used as 

constants until impact) and there was no crossover between the parameters of the two 

phases. 

6.3.1 The Results of the Pre-impact Phase 

The pre-impact phase arbitrarily sta rted from the insta nt when the arm was 

swung back and starting to swing forward. It took 237 ms to reach tbe impact time 

from the starting point for the trial that was used. A tota l of 74 parameters (24 at the 

shou lder + 16 at the elbow + 22 at the wrist + 12 at the hand/racket) were optimised 

in the pre- impact pbase. After initial optimisation of the pre-impact parameters in 

groups (Section 6.2.1), all parameters were re-optimised altogether. Althougb the 

objective score of the optimisation was satisfactory (1.27°), the difference between 

the simulation and actual performance at impact could have been better. Therefore, a 

new optimisation was done which cons idered only the last 50 ms of the pre-impact 
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while calculating the object ive sco re. The new optimisation resul ted in a lower score 

for the last 50 ms (0.4°; vs. 0.69° for the first optimisation) and a considerab ly better 

match of impac t conditions for a ll angles except the I SI rota ti on of racket orientation 

(Table 6.5). However, the score for the whole pre- impact period was bigger than the 

prev ious optimisat ion ( 1.8 1°). This was due to the larger dev iations occurring in the 

first half of the pre- impact, which had less effect on the impact conditions. Figure 6.6 

illustratcs this with an exa mple. In the ligure, the shoulder external rota tion was 

shown for two different simulati ons using the parameters from the firs t and second 

optimisat ion. It can easil y be see n that the second s imu lation dev iates from the actua l 

performance data much more th an the first simulati on during the first 120 ms; it then 

stal1 S to follow the actua l data and, e pec ia liy for the last 40 ms , it matches 

performance data qui te satis fac tori ly with less dev iation at impact. 

Tab le 6.S. A comparison of the optimisation results for pl"e-impact phase 

RMS for last devia tion at impact 

joint movement 50 ms (dcg) from actual (deg) 

olltl opt2 opt] opU 

shoulder fl ex/ext 1. 10 0. 73 2.45 1.74 

shoulder abdJadd 0.67 0.46 1.68 1.06 

shoulder intJext rot. 0.53 0.32 0.88 0.50 

elbow fl ex/ex! 0.4 1 0.20 0.34 0.2 1 

pron/sup 0. 15 0.06 0.25 0. 18 

wri st fl ex/ext 0.2 1 0. 15 0.08 0.04 

rad/ulnar dev. 0.4 1 0.23 0.72 0.02 

racket ori. I SI rot 0. 18 0.22 0.25 0.66 

racket ori. 2nd rot. 1.38 0 .76 1.84 0.37 

racket ori . 3'd roL 0.68 0. 11 0.56 0.02 

overa ll RMS score 0.69 0.40 1.1 9 0.7 1 
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Figure 6.6. A comparison of shoulder external rotation anglc obtained from the two 
optimisation results (blue first; green second) and actual performance (red). The simulation 
ended at impact. 

Considering the optimisation results in Table 6.5 and visually inspecting the 

j Dint angle graphs, it was decided to use the results of the second optimisation. Table 

6.6 lists the parameter values of the second optimisation. Following Table 6.6., 

Figures 6.7-6.9 show the joint and racket angles from a simulation run by using these 

values. 
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Table 6.6. The oplimised va lues of the Ilrc- i1l1pacl J)ara mcters. Refe r to Table 6.1 -6.3 for I he 
definiti on of the parameters. 

I joint 1110\'. I 

~ tc, /tf, /th , dc, /df,tdh, Ic, /lf,lIh, IC211f211 hl IC2 dez 
gr ip torq uc 

j 
s. flex. 0. 14 0.02 0.69 J. OO 

. ex!. 0. 19 0.06 0.36 0.47 

s. abd -0.06 0.10 OAl 0.73 

s. add -0.06 0.11 0.32 0.09 

s. in!. rOl. 0.05 0.09 0.56 0.31 

s. ex!. rOl -0.05 0. 13 0.46 0.99 

e. Cx l 0.02 0.2 1 0.70 0.93 

e. fl ex . 0.07 0.20 0.27 0.07 

pron. -0.02 0. 11 0.97 0. 15 

sup. 0.03 0.20 0.30 0.61 

w . flex . 0.02 0. 15 0.31 1.00 0. 16 0.16 

w. cx!. -0.03 0.08 0.25 0.99 0. 17 0. 18 

rad. dev. 0 .03 0.05 0.37 0.66 0. 10 0.24 

uln .dev. 0.06 002 0.24 0.74 

I" gr. com. -0.0 I 0.02 0.23 0.06 

gr. 2nd corn. 0.00 0.06 -7.00 2.28 

gr. 3'" corn. -0.02 0.18 5.14 -4.04 
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Figure 6.8. Elbow an d wr-ist joint angles wil h op lil1liscd prc·impact parameters: simulation 
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res ult (b lack) and ac tua l performan ce (grey) 

Apan rrom shoulder fl exion/ex tension, all the angles had exce llent matches 

for the last 30-40 illS before impact. Although maximum shoulder fl exion acti vation 

wa used in Ihe simulation before impact (le2 = I) it was obvious fi'om the graph that 

Ihere wa not sufficient flexor torq ue to reach the fl ex ion angle at impact. The reason 

fo r Ihis might be tbat the subjecl did not exert fu ll power during the strength 

measuremen ts due to a minor inj ury of his shoulde r. 

To follow the motion of Ihe ann and racket eas ily, stil l images from the 

simulation are presented in Figure 6. 10 wi th 40 ms intervals until impact. 
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Figure 6. 10. Still images frolll the simulation with optirnised pre-impact parameters. There is a 
40 IU S tim e difference between each picture. 

6.3.2 The results of the Post-impact Phase Matching 

The post-impact phase was the main phase of the simulation where the effect 

of the impact was seen on the kinetics and the kinematics of the arm and racket. To 

analyse these variables in different conditions (e.g. different string preload, 

stiffness/damping values) without re-optimising the pre-impact parameters, it was 

necessary to start the simulation from the impact. Otherwise, if the simulation starts 

fro m pre- illlpact, either iJ1COrrect impact conditions would be obtai.ned using the 
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opt imised pre-impact parameters or the pre-im pact parameters have to be re

optimised for the new configuration of the model. To avoid re-optimi sing for eve ry 

single change in the model, it was decided to start the s imulation from impact using 

the impact conditions obta ined from the simulati on of the pre-impact phase as initial 

conditions. T herefore, the post-impact parameters were optimised for the s imulations 

starting from impact and used for furt her analysis. 

The end time of the post-impact phase was arbitrarily selec ted as 0.3 seconds 

from the start of the pre-impact phase. This made their post-impact period for the 

trial used in the optimisations 63 ms. A total of 40 parameters (J 2 at the shoulder + 8 

at the e lbow + 8 at the wrist + J 2 at the hand/ racket) were optim ised in the post

impact phase. 

A comparison of the optimisation results obtained from the s imulations 

starting from pre-impact (whole swing) and starting from im pact (impact onwards) 

are shown in Table 6.7. 

Table 6.7. A comparison of the optirnisatioll results obta ined from the w hole swin g back hand 
and from impact onwards 

RMS (deg) RMS between 

joint movement whole impact optimisations 

swing onwards (deg) 

shou lder fl ex/ext 5.77 6.78 1.09 

shoulder abd/add 1.1 6 1.10 0. 19 

shoulder int/ext rot. 2.94 2 .72 0.4 1 

elbow flex/ex t 1.20 0.92 0.94 

pron/sup 2.53 1.22 2.13 

wrist flex/ext 0.94 0.93 0.86 

rad/ulnar dev. 1.79 1.57 1.97 

racket ori. I SI rot 4.27 1.44 3.52 

k . 2nd rac et on . rot. 1.45 1.22 1.25 

racket o ri . 3'd rot. 3.52 4.00 0.50 

overall RMS score 2 .97 2.82 1.60 
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Although the overall score for the two optimisations (2 .97° and 2.83 ° for 

whole swing and impact onwards, respectively) are close to each other, some 

differences for racket orientation first rotation, pronation/supination and radial/ulnar 

deviation were observed between the two optimisation results. However, the general 

shapes of the angle curves fo r both optimisations were similar for all movements 

including the ones with higher RMS values. The movements with the highest three 

RMS values are presented in Figure 6. 11 . 

racket orientaUon.l$1 rot, Iz) supination/pronation 

" .. ·75· ,------~-----~-
0.03 0.06 

''" 

Figure 6.11. Comparison of the angles with the highest RMS difference between the 
optimisations starting from the whole swing backhand (green) .nd from impact onwards (blue) 
with th e actual performance (red) 

It is seen from the figures that although the angle curves are slightly different, 

they have the same characteristics. However, the smaller RMS values for 8 out of 10 

movements made optimisation using the post-impact simulations favourable. 

Because of the reasons mentioned earlier, the simuJations starting from impact were 

selected for use in further analyses. The result of the comparison of the two 

optimisations supported thi s decision. 
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The optimised va lues of the post-impact parameters are li sted in Table 6.8 

and the joinl and rackel angles obta ined by using these paramelers are shown in 

Figures 6. 12-6. 14. 

Tabte 6.8. The oplimised vatues of lhe posl-impacl parameters. Refer to Table 6.1-6.3 for the 
definition of (h e param eters. 

jOint 111 0", tc1/tf1' dCl/dfl ' joint 1110Y, tel/lfz' dcz/dfz' 

s. fl ex. 0.24 0.07 s. ex!. 0.24 0.04 

s. abd 0.27 0.07 s.add 0.29 0.08 

s. inl. 1"01. 0.28 0. 14 s. exl.rot 0.29 0.08 

e. ext 0.26 0.07 e, flex . 0.24 0.08 

pron . 0.28 0. 10 sup. 0.25 0.Q7 

w. fl ex. • 
. 

0.24 0.06 w. ex!. 0.26 0.05 

rad. dev. • 0.28 0.09 uln .dev. 0.24 0.04 

grip torquc thz dhz kl Cl 

gr. 1 SI CO I11 . 0.27 0. 13 82.52 3.25 

2nd gr. com. 0.28 0. 14 348.1 8 1.50 

gr. 3rd com. 0.27 0.26 44.05 4.53 

• The parameters le) and de) were listed for wri st flexion, wrist extension 

and radial deviation. te2 and dez were already used in pre-impact phase. 
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Fig ure 6..14. Orientatio n angles of the racket wit h opti mised post- impact parameters: s imu lation 
resuit (black) and actua l perfo rma nce (grey) 

Apart fro m the shoulder fl ex ion/extension angle and yd rotation for the racket 

orientation, a ll angles matched the actua l perfo rmance. The inadequateness of 

shoulder flexor torque at the end of the pre-impact phase was also observed in the 

post-impact phase. The maximum voluntary shou lder flexor torq ue obtained from the 

torq ue-strength parameters was not suffic ient to fl ex the arm. A possible reason is 

that a shoul de r injury did not a ll ow the subject to exert full torque during the strength 

les t. 

The yd rotation of the racket orie ntati on cOITesponds to the rotation around 

the axis normal to the racket head plane. The deviation of the si mulation result from 

the actual performance migbt be because the player may exel1 add itional torque 

around the normal axis during the fo rward swing of the racket after hitting the ball 

wi th topspin . 

The sti ll images of the simulation starting from impact can be seen in Figure 

6. 15 with to ms intervals for a 50 ms period. 

Considering tbe joint and racket angles (Figure 6. 12-6. 14) and overall score 

of the opt imisation, the model was eva luated satisfactori ly for the tenni s backhand 

strokes with centre impacts. However, it shou ld also simulate tbe off-centre impacts 
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realist ically. In the following section, Ihe behaviour of tbe simulation model during 

off-centre impacts will be considered. 

...,... _tl .• "_,,, 

,- j 

........ -._,_. 

J J 

Figure 6. 15. Still images from the simulation with optimised post-impact parameters. T her e is a 
10 ms time difference between each picture. 
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6.4 Simulation of Off-centre Impacts 

Overview 

The pa rameters opti mised in the previous sec tion were obtained for a tennis 

backhand tri a l where the ball contacted the centre of the stringbed. However, the 

locati on of the impact is one of the key factors that determine the racket and ann 

kinematics and kinetics. Although the mode l was eva luated for centre impacts in the 

previo us sec tion, it shou ld satisfactoril y simulate backhand strokes with off-centre 

impac ts as we ll as tbe strokes wi th centre impacts. Therefore, the rcsults of a n off

centre impact simulation were compared wi th the results of actual performance data 

with an off-centre impact (Section 4.2). 

The major effects or the off-centre impacts can be observed within the first 40 

ms aner impact (G lynn, 2007). They are unlikel y to a make change in muscle 

act ivations within this period since average premotor reaction lime, the lime from the 

presentati on of a stimulus until the start of musc le acti va ti on, is well over 150 ms 

(Lewis and Brown, 1994; Flament ct aI. , 1999; de Rugy and Sternad, 2003). 

Therefore, it was assumed that the players do not change their technique after impact 

in respon e to the impact location. 

The optimised post- impact parameters (Section 6.3.2) were used in the off

centre impact s imulations, assuming no change in technique and grip tightness. After 

comparing the si mulation results with the results of an actual off-centre tri al, some 

substantial differences were observed. onsequently, the post-impact parameters 

were re-optimised to obtain a good match for both centre and off-centre impact tri als 

with a s ingle parameter set. After re-optimisati on, the computer s imulation model 

developed was llsed to analyse the effects of o ff-centre impacts. 

The fo llowing section describes the procedure tbat was used to find 

sati sfactory results for off-centre impacts in detail. 

Comparison of the off-centre impact simula tion and actual perfo rmance results 

The results (joint and racket angles) of an off-centre impact simulation were 

compared to an actual performance with an off-centre impact. A lthough the 

compared results belonged to di fferent tria ls (a centre impact trial simulat ion 

perturbed to have an off-centre impact and an actua l off-centre tria l), it was expected 

to have simi lar results and characteri sti cs since the inbound ball velocity and 
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kinematic condit ions at impact were simi lar in both cases. [n addition, botb trials 

we re performed at the same data coll ecti on us ing the same eq uipment. However, a 

substantial di ffe rence was found for the two 1110st critica l ang les affected by the off

cen tre impact, i.e. wrist fl ex ion angle and the rotation of the racket around its 

longitudina l axis with respect to hand the reference frame after impact (Figure 6. 16). 

wrist flex ion 

30· 
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10· 

o· ~----~----~----~ 

·10· 

70· 

50· 

30· 

o 

0.02 0.04 .06 
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time (s) 

Ca) 

0.06 
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20· 

10· 

O· +-----~-----r-----,-
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30· ~--====~==::==~====~= 
0.00 0.02 0.04 

time (5) 

(b) 

0.06 

Figure 6. 16. A comparison of two different a ngles from the actual performance Ca) and the off
centre impact sim ulation (b). 

The excess wri st flexion and relatively small rotation of the racket around its 

longitudinal axis with respect to the hand showed that the gripping torque determined 

by tors ional springs was too high in tbe s imulation because of high stiffness va lues. 

Therefore, the racket was unable to rotate within the hand as much as it did in the 

performance and the initia l rotation of tne racket directly transferred to the wrist 

caus ing excess flexion at the wrist. The stiffi1ess va lues should therefore be 

decreased to allow the racket to rotate more rea listically within the hand. This higb 

stiffness condition was not detected for centre impact s imuIations since the racket 

does not rotate (or rotates very little) within the hand in this case. 
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• I 

Re-optimisation of the post-impact parameters 

To overcome the high sti ffness problem, re-optilnisati on o f the post-impact 

parameters with sma ller s tiffness values was necessmy. The same set of parameters 

were used for both centre and off-centre impact simulations. This was due to the 

assumpti on Ihat the players do not change technique according to the impact po in t. 

Therefo re, it was easier to compare centre and off-centre impacts since the only 

perturbation to the sys tem was the ball impact location. 

The two impact conditions should be opt imised s imul ta neously to obta in a 

satisfactory match fo r each of them. However, the off-centre impact s imulation could 

only be compared with the actual data subj ecti ve ly by comparing the ra nge o f motion 

and curve characteristics s ince the tria ls were not the same. There fore, it was not 

practica l to put the off-centre impact results in to the objective score function. 

Without having any terms related to off-centre impact in the objecti ve score, the re

optimisati on process was carried ou t iteratively. 

First, a sat isfactory match for off-centre impacts was obta ined with 

previously optimised post- im pac t parameters except stiffness and damping 

coeffi cients of the torsional springs representing the gri p torque. By trial and error, 

rea listic bounds for tbe sti ffness and damping coeffi cients of the tors ional springs 

were obta ined frol11 off-centre impact sil11ulati ons. These relatively narrow rea listic 

bounds were used to determine upper and lower bounds of tbe viscoelastic 

pararneters during (he I·e-op(imisat ion. The post-impact parameters were re-optimised 

consideri ng onl y the centre impact. However, while searching for a better match for 

centre impact, the simulation was forced to keep off-centre impact characteristics 

using the small interva ls determined fo r the viscoe lastic parameters. Apart from the 

viscoelasti c parameters, the upper and lower bounds of the remai ning parameters 

used previously were not changed. After the re-optimisation process, an off-centre 

simulation using re-optimised parameters was compared with the actual 

performance. Since satis factory results were obtained, no adjustments to the interval 

fo r the viscoe lastic parameters were necessary. 

Re-optimisatioll results 

The re-optimised parameters affected the perfomlance of the centre impact 

simulati on. The overall score for centre impact a fter re-optimisation was found to be 

3.56° (2 .83° previollsly) due to the simulation being fo rced to have lower viscoe las tic 
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parameters. In contrast, the off-cent re impact results improved cons iderably. 

Therefore. a post-impact parameter set was obtained from the re-optimisation process 

compromising the results of both centre and ofT-centre impact simul ations. 

In order to improve the ovemll score and (0 obtain better matc hes, different 

tors ional spring equations to Equation 3.8.b, for example, to rque proportional to the 

cub ic angular displacement , were tried. However, s imilar resul ts we re obta ined and 

no substanti al improvement was ob erved. 

The re-optimised va lues of the pos t- impact parameters are listed in Table 6.9 

and some o f the critical joint and racket angles for o ff-centre impact obta ined by 

using these paramcters are sholVn in Figure 6. 17. 

Ta ble 6.9. The o lHimised , 'alu cs oflhe post-impaCI parame ters. Refer to Table 6.1 -6.3 fo r th e 
definiti on o f th e parameters. 

joint mov. tc,/tf, de,/df, 
. 

joint mov. tCl/tf, ' 
. 

dc,/df, 

s. fl ex. 0.24 0.07 s. ext. 0.24 0.06 

s . abd 0.29 0.05 s.add 0.27 0.09 

s. int. rot. 0.24 0. 11 s. ex t.rot 0.29 0.08 

c. ext 0.29 0.08 e. fl ex . 0.24 0. 10 

pron. 0.24 0.06 sup. 0.27 0.07 

IV. fl ex . 0.25 0.07 IV. ex t. 0.26 0.06 

rad. dev. 
. 

0.27 0.02 ul n.dev. 0.24 0.05 

grip torque th, dh, k, c, 

gr. I SI cam. 0.28 0. 18 15.87 0.86 

gr. 2nd cam. 0.30 0. 16 13 . 19 13.57 

3'd gr. cam. 0.28 0.30 4.68 0 .25 

* The parameters tc) and de) lVere listed for wrist flex ion, wrist extension 

and radial deviation. te, and dc, were already used in pre- impact phase. 
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Figure 6. 17. A com parison of three d iffere nt a ngles fro m the act ual performance (a) and the off
centre im pact simu lation (b). 

When the off-centre simulation results before (F igure 6.16) and after the re

optimisation (F igure 6. ! 7) were compared, it was clear that after re-optimisation the 

results became more similar to the actual performance data. Especially, the rotation 

of the racket around its longitudinal ax is within the hand with respect to the hand 

frame improved considerably. Although the initial value was different from the 

actua l data, the characteristics of th e cUlve and the range of motion were very 

simi lar. The g lobal orientation of the racket corresponding to the rotation of the 
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racket around its longitudina l axis for both cases was also simi lar. The wri st fl ex ion 

angle of the simu lation was large r than the expec ted va lues. However, when 

compared to the results of the simulation before re-optimisation, there was 

substantia l improvement. The max imum wri st flex ion angles of the both cases were 

comparab le after the re-optimisation. One should keep in mind that the simulation of 

the off-centre impact and the actual off-centre impact data belonged to different [Tials 

and therefore on ly the characteri sti c of th e curves and reli abi li ty of the model in off-

centre impacts were considered during tbe comparisons. 

The joint and racket angles for centre impact simulations using re-optimised 

post-impact parameters are presented in F igures 6.1 8-6.20. When compared witb the 

previous results of centre impact simulations (F igure 6.1 2-6. (4) it was seen that 

prev10us results were closer to the actual performance. However, the substantial 

improvement of the off-centre impac t si111ulation encouraged the use of re-optimised 

parameters despite having a greater objec ti ve score f01· centre impact simulation . 
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Figure 6.18. Shou lder joint ang les with re-optimised post-impact parameters: si mulation result 
(black) a nd actua l perform.u cc (grey) 
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6.5 Comparison of Model Variables 

6.5.1 Comparison of Joint I Gripping Torques 

The maximum joint torques applied to the system by the torque generators 

were ca lculated us ing the to rque-strength parameters of the subjec t. Since these 

para meters IVcre optimised directl y from the strength measurements of the subject 

with an isoki neti c dynamometer, the model was restri cted to us ing rea li sti c joint 

torque. 

In the literature, most of the research has focused on tbe kinematics of the 

arm and racket. There are not many examples including kineti c variab les. One of 

tbem, McLaughlin and Miller ( 1980) ca lcu lated the pronator/supinator, radial/ulnar 

dev iation and wrist fl exor/ex tensor torques during backhand groundstrokes in their 

study. For a 50 ms period before impact, they found pronator/supinator torque and 

wri st Il exo r/ex tensor torque not greater than 5 Nm. For the radial/ ulnar dev iation 

torque, a maxi mum of 13 Nm was found (McLaughlin and Mi ll er, 1980). The 

s imulation mode l with optimised pre-impact parameters gave s imilar results to the 

findings of McLaughlin and Miller ( 1980). The maximum torques were less than 4 

Nm for pronator/supinator torque and wrist fl ex ion/extension torque. The radial/ulnar 

deviati on torque had a maximum on Nm. 

Glynn (2007) calculated the gri pping torque about the racket axes at the 

centre of the handle fo r 50 ms after impact. The maximum torque values around the 

long itudinal , transverse and frontal axes were approximately 2 Nm, 7 Nm and 10 

Nm, respecti vely (G lynn, 2007). The magnitudes of the torques from the simulation 

model using optimised post-impact parameters (1.5 Nm, 6 Nm and 7 Nm, 

respectively) were comparable to those stated by Glynn (2007) . 

6.5.2 Comparison of Contact Period and Outbound Velocity 

The duration of the impact and outbound velocity were measured during the 

performance data collection (Table 4.2). The simulation results were then compared 

to actual va lues (Table 6. J 0). 
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Table 6.10. A comparison of the ball outbound veloci ty and contact period measured from Ihe 
aCfuall1erform <.mce of a backhand stroke and obtained from the computer simulaliou 

source vout (m/s) Vou,' (m/s) contact period (ms) 

actual performance 30.94 6. 19 4.0 

s imulation result 26.96 6.23 4. 1 

The contact period and outbound ve loc ity in the vertica l direction (z) were 

matchcd very successfully. However, there was a slight difference in the forward 

direc ti on (y). It should be noted that during the measurement of the actual 

performance it was aSSllmed that the outbo und velocity in the side direction (x) was 

zero. In the s imulation model, it was measured as 2.54 mls. 

6.6 Summary 

The s imulation model developed in previous chapters has been success fu lly 

eva luated in thi s chapter. The evaluation methods were described in detail. It has 

been showed that there is a good agreement between the simulation resu lts and actua l 

performance before and after impact. The behaviour of the model whi le s imulating 

orf-centre impact has analysed and to improve the model for both centre and oFf

centre impact simulations, post-impact parameters were re-optimised. Although re

optimisation did not improve the results o f the centre impact s imulations, substantial 

improvemen t for off-centre impact si mulations was obtained. Some of the kinetic 

vari able were also compared with the results found in the li terature and no 

substantia l differences were observed. Lastl y, the successfu l matching of the 

outbound velocity of the ball and contact period with the actua l performance data 

added more reliabi li ty to the simulation model. [n the fo llowing chapter, a sensitivity 

ana lysis of the model and further analyses wi ll be presented . 
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7 OFF-CENTRE IMPACTS AND SENSITIVITY 
ANALYSIS 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter fOCllses on the perturbations of different variables of the 

computer s imulation model eva luated in the prev ious chapter. These variables 

inc lude impact locati on, configura tion o f the ann at impact, racket frame inertia and 

sti ffness. stringbed tension, in bound ball velocity, and wobbl ing mass stiffness and 

da mping. The effects or these va ri ables on load ings at the- wrist and elbow will be 

presented since the mai n cause o f the e lbow injuries (parti cul arl y 'tennis e lbow') is 

the overl oad of assoc iated muscle groups (Kibler, 2002). 

7.2 Perturbation of Impact Location 

The locati on of the impact has a direct influence on the joint intemal fo rces 

and torques as we ll as the joi nt kinematics. Henn ig et al. (1992) stated o ff-centre 

impacts resulted in an increased load ing on the arm by approximately three times. 

Glynn (2007) compared the effects of different variables such as stringbed tension, 

racket fra me inel1ia and stiffness on elbow loading and found, that among all 

variables, impact location affected the loading at the elbow most. Therefore, the 

location o f the impact is one of the key issues to be discussed when considering the 

loading at the elbow and wri st during a backhand stroke. 

To analyse the effects of the impact location , single simulations were run 

with the same in itial conditions for the player and the ball as in the centre impact 

s imulation i.e. the ball inbound ve loc ity, the configurati on of the arm and the hitting 

technique were kept unchanged. The point masses on the stringbed detennine the 

impact locati ons (Figure 7.1). Therefore, the results of eight different simulations 

cOITespond ing to an impact at each po int mass around the centre were investigated . 

The rotation of the racket around its longitudinal axis in the global reference 

frame showed how the racket behaved with respect to different impact locations 

(Fi gure 7.2). The impact location had li ttle effect on the rotations of the racket 

aro und the nonnal and transverse axes. 
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Figure 7. 1. The impact locations on the str ingbed 

rotation of the racket around its long. axis 
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Figure 7.2. The behaviour of the racket for different impact locations. (Refer to Figure 7.1 for 
the legend) 

As expected, the impacts on the locations 4, 5 and 6 caused the racket to 

rotate backwards and on the locations 7, 8 and 9 caused to rotate forwards. However, 

due to grip torques it recoiled within 50 ms after impact. 
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It is clear from the graph that the impact locations on the upper part of the 

stringbed (4, 5, 6), on the longitud inal axis of the stTingbed (1,2,3) and on the lower 

part of the stringbed (7, 8, 9) formed three distinct groups, each showing di fferent 

characteri sti cs. The same behaviour was also observed in other angles and in the 

wrist fl exor/extensor torque. 
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Figure 7.3. Wrist flex ion I extension angle corresponding to different impact locations. (Refer to 
Figure 7. 1 for the legend) 

The location of the impact affected the wrist kinematics considerably (F igure 

7.3). The impact locations on the upper part of the stringbed (4, 5, 6) fo rced the wrist 

to ex tend, whereas impact locations on the lower part (7, 8, 9) forced the wrist to fl ex 

with respect to the centre impact results . Considering maximum flexion / extension 

angles just after impact, the magnitllde of additional flexion or extension was 

approximately 16° or 10°, respectively. Since the longitudinal ax is of the racket was 

not coincident with the rotational ax is of the racket, minor differences were observed 

among the impact locations 1,2 and 3. 

The location of the impact affects the supination / pronation angle, as well 

(Figure 7.4). When the racket rotates because of an off-centre in1pact, tbe rotation 

axis of the racket is close to the rotation axis of supination / pronation movement due 

to the configuration of tbe arm during a backhand stroke. Since the wrist does not 
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have internal/external motion, the rotation of the racket is transfen·ed to the forearm 

depending on the grip conditions. 
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F"igure 7.4. Supination I pronation angle correspond ing to different impact locations. (Refer to 
F"igu re 7.1 for the legend) 

Different impact locations on the longi tudinal axis showed similar results for 

supination / pronation angle except relatively small differences just after impact. 

However, when the ball hit the group located in dle upper pan of the racket (4, 5, 6), 

the forearm pronated for about 10 ms and then followed a similar pattern to dle 

centre impact simulations. The forearm had excess supination when the impact 

occurred in the lower part of the racket (7, 8, 9). The supination / pronation 

movement was consistent with the forward / backward rotation of the racket. 

Although the initial motion was different for each group of impact locations, after a 

certain time similar behaviour was observed for all three groups with an offset 

between them. 

The major effect of the impact location was detected in the wrist fl ex ion / 

extension torque (Figure 7.5). The centTe inlpact had a relatively small net flexion 

torque after the impact. However, relatively large flexion or extension torque was 

observed when the ball Ilit the upper or lower part of the racket. The max imum 
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flex ion torques for locations 5 and 6 were more than seven times the torque for a 

centre impact. The torque value for location 4 was slightly less than the otber two 

locations. The reason might be its closeness to the wrist and therefore its smaller 

moment arm. 

12 wrist fl exionl extension torque 
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Figure 7.5. Wrist fl exion I extension torque corresponding to different impact locations. (Refer 
to Figure 7.1 for the legend) 

The torque profile for impacts at locations 7, 8 and 9 were similar. The 

maximum extension torque was more than six times the torque for a centre impact. 

Depending on the motion of the wrist, the concentric I eccentric loading of the wrist 

flexors I extensors was the main cause of the high torque values observed at the 

wrist. The wrist flex ion I extension motion due to off centre impacts (Figure 7.3) 

suppo11ed this idea. For example, when the ball hits the lower pa11 of the racket, the 

wrist flexes due to the impact, and during wrist fiexion, previously activated wrist 

extensors are eccentricall y loaded while the flexors are loaded concentrically. 

The internal joint forces at the elbow and wrist were not affected by the 

impact location as much as the wrist flexion I extension torque. For eacb impact 

location the magnitude of the maximum joint forces after impact are presented in 

Table 7.1. Maxin1LIlTI differences were observed on the impact locations closer to the 

tip of the racket (3, 6, 9), especially, when the ball hit impact location 3, a maximum 
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increase (18%) of load ings was observed for both wri st and e lbow wi th respect to 

centre impact results. The increases on the internal loadings at the elbow and wri st 

appeared to be very similar, although the loading at the wrist had higher joint forces. 

Table 7. 1. Maximum joint forces at the wrist and elbow corresponding ( 0 different impacl 
loca tions and nit, in crease with respect 10 cent re impac t s imu la tion. (Refer to Figul'c 7. 1 for the 
impaclloc;Hion numbers) 

impact max. loading 
% increase 

max. IO'lding 
% increase 

location at wrist (N) at elbow (N) 

170 145 

2 175 , 149 , 
.) .) 

3 217 28 186 28 

4 181 6 154 6 

5 176 4 151 4 

6 192 13 166 14 

7 181 6 154 6 

8 183 8 158 9 

9 203 19 176 21 

7. 3 Sensitivity Analyses 

Sensitivity analyses were performed for the other vari ables to investi gate 

their effect on joint forces and torques. Since it has been accepted that the overl oad 

in wri st ex tensors was the major cause of tennis elbow (Kibler, 2002), maximum 

wrist ex tension torque (MWET) was considered for off-centre impacts in this 

section. However, when comparing the centre impact results, maximum wrist fl exiol1 

was considered (MWFT) si nce fl exion torque was observed just after impact. In 

addi tion, the effects on max imum wrist aJid elbow joint forces (MWJF and ME!F) 

were analysed. The results of the single s imulat ions with the perturbed values of the 

variables were compared with the results of the centre and off-centre impact 

simularions using original values of the variables. For off-centre impact comparison, 

two impact points were considered. Impac t location 3 (on longi tudinal ax is near tip) 
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was used when comparing the joint forces since max imum joint forces occurred in 

that locati on. For the comparison of wri st ex tension torque, impact location 9 (i n the 

lower part near the tip) was used. Since the max imum torques in the ex tension 

direction were very sim ilar for all three impact locations at the lower part of the 

racket, that location was se lected arb itrari ly. The first 40 ms after impact was 

considered during the simulations since maxi mum j oint fo rces and torq ues were 

observed in thi s period. 

7.3.1 Perturbation of the Mass and Moment of Inertia of the Racket 

Frame 

It is well known that the racket frame mass and inerti a affects the behav io ur 

of the racket and therefore the tennis player. Racket companies produce rackets with 

different inertial properti es fo r elite players and recreati onal players. However, the 

effects of the inertia l properties of the racket on the wrist and e lbow loadings are 

documented in the literature in limited num bers. Nesbit et al. (2006) stated that 

inert ia values had a moderate effect on pronation / supination torques fo r fo rehand 

motion. In addition, Glynn (2007) compared two rackets with diffe rent inertial 

properties; although consistent results were found with the study of Nesbit et al 

(2006), relati vely small effects on e lbow and wri st loadings were presented. 

In th is study, to investigate the effects of the inertial values of the racket, 

single si mulati ons of cen tre impact were used. Centre of mass locations of the racket 

handle and the racket head were kept unchanged as well as the racket frame sti ffness 

and damping during the perturbation o f the inert ia l properties of the racket. 

First, the mass of the handle and racket head were perturbed without 

changing the moments of inertia. The simulations were run perturbing original mass 

values by ± 20%. The effect of the lUass within the selected perturbati on region was 

found to be negligible on wri st and elbow internal joint forces (Table 7.2). 
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Table 7.2. The effects of th e racket mass (m) on selected joint torq ue and forces. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
s imulations 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

original 1.36 170 144.5 8.16 2 17 185.5 

0.8*m 1.21 169 143.5 8.36 220 187.5 

1.2*m 1.51 170 144 8.01 2 13 183 

MWFT increased by about I I % for an increase of 20% in ma and similarly 

decreased 1 I % for a 20% decrease in mass (Figure 7.6). The racket mass influenced 

MWET in the opposite way a lthough the observed effects were lower (2%). 

3 wrist flexionl extension torque 

E z 
~ 

Cl> 0 
:::l 
c-

0.04 0-
0 ... 

-3 
time (5) 

Figure 7.6. Thc effcct ofthc perturbation of th e racket mass on wrist nexion lextensiolltorque 
for cenlre impacts. Original (blue), -20% (red), +20% (green). 

Considering the kinematics, the wrist tended to flex more, and the forearm 

supinate more with lower racket ma s for both centre and off-centre impact (Figure 

7.7). The effect of the increase in wrist flex ion angle for lower racket mas caused an 

increase in UJe MWET presented in Table 7.2. The effect of the racket mass o n the 

supination was smaller than the effects on the wrist iJ ex ioll. 
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wrist flexionl extenson 

2° +-------------------------~------------------------~ 
o 0.02 

time (5) 

0.04 

Pigure 7.7. The effect of the perturbation of the racket mass on wrist flexion /extension angle for 
centre impacts. Original (b lue), -20% (red), +20% (green). 

To analyse the effect of the racket moment of inerti a, the fronta l (I front) , 

transverse (I lran,) and longitudinal (I]ong) moments of inertia were perturbed by ± 

20%. 

The racket handle and racket head moments of inertia have perturbed at the same 

time such that the total moment of inertia of the racket around its centre of mass was 

pert1lrbed by 20%. 

Similar to the perturbation of mass, the wrist flex ion / extension and 

pronation / supination movements were affected only slightly due to the change in 

moments of inertia of the racket handle and racket head. MWFT was fo und to be 

20% higher using a low moment of inertia racket and found 16% lower using a high 

moment of inertia for centre impact (Figure 7.8). However, off-centre impact torques 

had no substantial change. There was a slight increase (3-4%) in the elbow and wrist 

joint fo rces while using low moments of inertia for both centre and off-centre 

impacts whereas a decrease of 4-5% in joint fo rces as observed with the rackets 

having bigh moments of inertia (Table 7.3). 

It was believed that the moment of inerti a about the longitudinal axis of the 

racket had a substantial effect on the rotation of the racket within the hand as well as 

the pronation / supination of the arm during off-centre impacts. Therefore, it was also 
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pertmbed separately by 20% without changing the other moments of inertia of the 

racket. It was observed that MWET decreased / increased by about 4% for a 20% 

increase / decrease in the moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis. 

3 wrist flexionl extension torque 

-3 
time (5) 

Figure 7.8. The effect of the perturbation of the racket moment of inert ia on wrist nexion I 
extension torque for centre impacts. Origina l (blue), -20% (red), +20% (green). 

Table 7.3. The effects of the racket moment of inertia (MO l) on selected joint to rques and 
forces. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
simulations 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

ori ginal 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 217 185.5 

0.8*MOT 1.64 174 149 8. 14 225 193 

1.2*MOI 1.1 3 164 139 8. 15 209 177 

In conclusion, pertw'bation of the inertial propel1ies of the racket affected the 

wrist and elbow kinematics by small amounts, whereas the joint forces and wrist 

flexor / extensor were affected moderately. Tbese result were consistent with the 

results of Glynn (2007). 
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7.3.2 Perturbation of the Racket Frame Stiffness and Damping 

The tors iona l springs betwcen the racket head and hand le represent the 

viscoelastic propelties o f the rac ket. The racket frame stiffness and damping 

coe ffi cients were perturbed separately, with each coeffic ien t doubled for the 

perturb<ltions. 

Almost no difference was observed [or centre impacts when the racket frame 

sti ffness and damping were perturbed (Tab le 7.4). Therefore , it can be sa id that the 

model was insensitive to the racket thune viscoelastic parameters for centre impact. 

For off-centre impacts, perturbing damping coefficients caused neg lig ible differences 

in the results. However, perturb ing the stiffness va lue in the racket plane caused a 

3% increase in MWET. In addition, perturbing the stiffness normal to the racket 

plane resulted in a 3% increase inl11axil11ull1 elbow and wrist joint forces. 

Tab le 7.4. The elTcelS of the racket fram e sti lTness (k) and darnp ing(c) on selected joint IOrqllcs 
and rorces. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
s im ulations 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

o riginal 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185.5 

2*k on 
1.36 170 144.5 8.42 2 16 185 

plane 

2*c on 
1.36 170 144.5 8. 14 217 185.5 

plane 

2*k normal 
1.34 170 144.5 8.22 222.5 19 1 

to plane 

2*c nomlal 
1.36 170 144.5 8.22 217 186 

to plane 

Since damping of the rackel frame had no influence on the loadings at the 

wrist and elbow, it would appear that the major part of the vibration of the racket 

atte nuates within the hand without reach ing the wri st joint. 
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7.3.3 Perturbation of the Wobbling Mass Parameters 

The viscoelastic parameters of the upper ann and forearm wobbling masses 

were perturbed by ± 20% to observe Ihe e ffec ls of the wobb ling masses on the joint 

forces and joint torques. The stiffness and damping coeffi cients were perturbed 

separate ly. por the upper arm wobbling mass, no substantial effect was observed for 

wri st Oexion / ex tension lorque whi le pe rtu rbing the sti ffness and damping 

coe ftic ien ts (Tab le 7.5). However, for an incrcase I decrease in the sti ffhess value by 

20%, Ihe wrist and elbow j oi nt fo rces increased / decreased by 2% and 3%, 

respecti vely for centre impacts. The off-centre impacts were not affected noti ceably 

by the perturbation of both stiffness and damping coeffi cients. 

Ta!>le 7.5. The effects of th e upper arm wobbling mass stiffness (k) and da mping (c) on selected 
joinl torques and forces. 

centre impacts off- cen tre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
sirnulations 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

ori gina l 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 217 185.5 

0.8*k 1.35 166.5 140 8. 15 2 15 183 

1.2*k 1.38 173 149 8. 15 2 18 188 

0.8*c 1.36 169 143 8.16 2 16 185 

1.2*c 1.36 170.5 146 8. 14 21 7 186 

Almost no change was observed when the forearm wobbling mass parameters 

were perturbed by ± 20% for both centre and off-cen tre impacts (Table 7.6). The 

only effect observed was a 2-3% increase/decrease in the joint forces with a 20% 

inc rease/decrease in stiffness orthe forearm wobbling mass for centre impacts . 

As a result, the viscoelastic properties of the wobbling masses do not have a 

substan tial effect on tbe loading of the wrist and elbow. Especially, forearm 

wobbling mass had almost no effect indicating there was neglig ible soft tissue 

movement in the foreann . This result was expected considering tbe volume of the 

muscles in the forearm and the co-contraction of the major muscle groups during the 

backhand stroke. 
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Table 7.6. The effeelS of Ihe forea rm wobb li ng mass sliffness (k) and da mping (c) on seleeled 
joint lonlues and forces. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
sirnu latio ns 

(Nm) (N) (N) (N m) (N) (N) 

ori ginal 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185.5 

0.8* k 1.37 165 14 1 8.22 2 14.5 184 

1.2* k 1.36 174 148 8.07 2 19 187 

0.8*c 1.34 170 143 8.03 2 17 185 

1.2*c 1.35 17 1 144 8.03 2 18 186 

7.3.4 Perturbation of the St ringbed Tension 

The aClUal string tens ion of the racket was measured as 75 Ibs (967.7 N) 

during the performance data co llection. This initial tension in the string was used as 

the preload (Eq uation 3.10) in the stringbed model. [n the market, 75 Ibs is accepted 

as a high tens ion for the stringbed and 57 Ibs is mostl y used for a moderate tension in 

the stringbed. To observe the effects of the stringbed tension on the joint loadings, a 

low-tension s tringbed (57 Ibs - 735.8 N) was used in the backhand stroke simulati on 

and the resul ts were compared. 

Using low tension for the stringbed decreased the wrist flex ion I extension 

torque by abo ut 5% for a centre impact. However, the most noti ceable effect of using 

low tension for the stringbed was hav ing lower joint forces at the wrist and elbow 

( 11 % and 10%, respectively) during off-centre impact simulation (Table 7.7). 
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T:tblc 7.7. The effects of the stringbed tell sion on selceled joirll torques and forces. 

centrc impacts off-cent r c impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
simulations 

(N m) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

75 1bs 1.36 170 144.5 8.1 6 2 17 185.5 

57 1bs 1.29 172 146 8.2 1 194 167 

The sti ffness va lues of the springs u ed to form the stringbed model were also 

perturbed by ± 20%. All twenly-fo ur springs composing the stringbed were perturbed 

at the same time. For a 20% increase in the stiffness values for a centre im pact, the 

wrist and e lbow joint forces increased by 5%. For an off-centre impact , the joint 

forces decreased by 7% and 6% for the wris t and e lbow, respectively. However, for a 

20% decrease in the sti ffness va lue for centre impacts the joint forces decreased 

abo ut 3%. In add ition , fo r an off-centre impact the joi nt forces decreased up to 12% 

for the wri st and 11 % for the e lbow (Table 7.8). No substanti al d iffe rence was 

o bserved in wri st fl exion I ex te nsion torque when perturbing the stiffness va lues of 

the springs on the racket head. 

Table 7.8. The effects of the stiffness (k) of the springs 0 11 stringbed for selec ted joint torel"es 
and forces. 

cen tre i ml)acts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJ!' MEJF 
simu lalions 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

ori gina l 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185.5 

0.8*k 1.38 165 14 1 8.03 192 166 

1.2*k 1.348 180 153 8. 10 202 174 

The stringbed tension also affected the outbound ba ll velocity and ba ll 

contact time as expected . The ball-racket contact time increased to 4.5 ms. The 

outbound ve loc ity in the y-direction also increased by about 3%. On the other hand, 

the perturbation of the stiffness of the springs' had no substantial effect on the ball 

outbound velocity and contact time. 
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7.3.5 Perturbation ofthe Grip Stiffness and Damping 

The grip conditions determine the rotation o r th e racket and the wri st fl ex ion. 

[n extreme cases, when there is no interaction between racke t and hand , the racket 

rotates free ly after impact and when there is a rig id connection , the rotation of the 

racket due to the impact is transferred direc tl y to the wrist. Torsiona l springs 

rep resenting the grip torques allowed the ra cket to rotate within the hand and kept 

wri st tl ex ion to moderate leve ls. The sti ffness and damping coefficients of these 

tors ional springs de fin e the tightness of the grip . Relatively tight and loose grips Illay 

be represented by high and low stiffness values. 

The effects of the grip tightness, i.e. the stiffness and damping coeffi cients of 

the torsional springs between the hand and rac ket, on the elbow and wrist loading 

were investigated by pel1urbing the stiffile s and damping values by ± 20%. With the 

exception of wrist fl ex ion / ex tens ion torque a lmost identi ca l results were obtained 

whe n the stiffness and damping were perturbed. For centre impacts, MWFT was not 

affected by the perturbation; for o fT-centre impacts MWET increased by 5% for a 

20% decrease in stiffness va lue (Table 7.9). 

Tab le 7.9. Th e effect of the grip st iffness (k) and damping (c) OD selected joint torques and 
forces. 

centre impac ts ofl~ce n trc impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
sim ulatio ns 

(Nm) (N) (N) (N m) (N) (N) 

original 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185 .5 

0.8*k 1.36 170 144.5 7.78 2 17 185.5 

l.2*k 1.36 170 144.5 8.27 2 17 185.5 

0.8*c 1.36 170 144.5 8.04 2 17 185.5 

1.2*c 1.36 170 144.5 8.06 2 17 185.5 

Using stiffness and damping va lues that were double the ir original va lue, the 

change MWET for off-centre impact rose to 11% without affecting the joint forces. It 
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was observed that the centre impact simulation was not sensitive to grip stiffness as 

much as the off-centTe impacts. The rotation of the racket within the hand, which is 

very little for centre impacts, was directly influenced by the grip stiffness. Figure 7.9 

illustrates thi s by showing the results of simulations using a twofold increase in 

stiffness and damping. 

rotation of racket around long.axi5 

_250 ...--------r-----~-----.._--

_350 - 1 

- 1(2*k) 

- 1(2*c) 

- 9 

-450 - 9(2*k) 

- 9(2*c) 

time (5) 

Figure 7.9. The effect of grip stiffness and damping on the rotation of the racke t around its 
longitudinal axis within the hand . Original values and twofold stiffness and damping values 
were compared for impact locations 1 an d 9. 

7.3.6 Perturbation of the Inbound Ball Velocity 

The inbound velocity was measured as -9 mls in the y-direction by digitizing 

high-speed camera captures of the actual performance. The inbound velocity was 

pelturbed by ± 2 mls to observe its effects on the simulation model. 

When the inbound velocity was perturbed to 11 m/s, no substantial difference 

was observed except a slight increase in MWFT. For off-centre impacts, MWET 

increased by 5% and wrist and elbow joint forces decreased by 7% (Table 7. 10). 

The influence of the inbound velocity was higher when it was adjusted to -7 

m/s. MW FT decreased by 6% whereas the wrist and elbow joint forces had an 

increase of more than 2% for centre impact simulation. The off-centre impacts 
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affected the model sli ghtl y more than the centre impacts. A decrease or 10% was 

observed for MWET. T he wri st and elbow joint forces decreased by 8% (Tab le 

7. 10). 

Table 7. 10. T he effect of inbound ball velocity on selected joint torq ues alld [orccs. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT MWJF MEJF MWET MW,IF ME,I F 
simulatio ns 

(N m) (N) (N) (N m) (N) (N) 

-9m/s 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185.5 

-7m1s 1.27 174 148 7.37 199 17 1 

- llm/s 1.38 170 145 8.56 20 1 173 

The outbound velocity and maximum val ue of the ba ll -racket impact force 

were a lso compared. When the ball inbound ve loc ity was -7 m/s, the outbound 

velocity decreased sli ghtly and the contact time increased to 4.2 ms. In add ition, the 

impact force decreased by 2%. For the inbound velocity of - 11 m/s, the outbound 

velocity was fou nd to be 2% faster than the matching simulati on resu lt. The most 

noticeable difference was on the impact fo rce. It increased by about 8% for an 

increase of2 m/s in ball inbound velocity 

7.3.7 Perturbation of the Wrist Flexion Angle at Impact 

To observe the effects of wri st fl ex ion at impact, the orientation of the hand 

was perturbed such that the wrist fl exion angle was ± 5° of its initial value. When 

perturbing the wrist flex ion angle, it was assumed that a ll the kinetic and kinematic 

variables of the model remained unchanged. The wrist angle time hi stories for centre 

and off-centre impact simulations are shown in Figure 7. 10. 

For a centre impact MWFT increased by about 55% whil e MWJF and MEJF 

decreased by 7% and 9%, respectively for an addi ti onal 5° flex ion at wrist. It should 

be noted that thi s 55% increase corresponds to a 0.76 Nm increase in MWFT since 

the ori ginal value of the MWFT was relatively small. When the wrist was initia ll y 5° 

more extended, MWFT started with a torq ue value about 15% higher than the 

ori ginal simulati on but then reduced witho ut hav ing a local maximum (Figure 7. 11 ). 
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Wrist and elbow joint forces increased by 10% and 1 I %, respectively for an 

extended wrist. 

25° 

15° 

5° 

0.02 

wrist flexionl extension angle 

0.04 

time (5) 

--1 

--1-flex5' 

1 - ex! 5' 

--9 

--9-flex5' 

--9- ext 5' 

o. 6 

Figu re 7. 10. Perturbation resu lts of the wrist flexion/extension by 5° for impact locations 1 and 9 

E 
~ 

3 

wrist fiexioniextension torque 

~ 0 r-------~~~========::::~~:===~~==::::=_----------~ 
!: 
.9 

-3 

time(s) 

Figure 7.11. The effect of the perturbation of the wrist flexion/extension angle on wrist flex io n / 
extension torqu e for centre impacts. Origina l (g,·een), +5° " exed (blue), +5° extended (pink). 
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For an off-centre impact no substantia l difference was observed for MWET 

except a 2% increase for an add itiona l 50 ex tension. However, the joint forces were 

mllch morc affected by the wrist con fi guration . The wrist and elbow joint forces 

decreased by 13% and 16%, respectively, when the wri st was init iall y 50 more 

flexed. For an extension of 50 MWJF increased by 11 % whereas MEJF increased by 

13%. The summary of the perturbation results are presented in Table 7. 1 I. 

'fablc 7. 11. The effect or wrist ncxion/cxtclIsion configuratio n at impact 011 selected joinf torques 
and forces. 

centre impacts off-centre impacts 

MWFT iVrwJF MEJF MWET MWJF MEJF 
simulations 

(Nm) (N) (N) (Nm) (N) (N) 

origina l 1.36 170 144.5 8. 16 2 17 185.5 

flexed +50 2. 12 158 132 8. 16 189 156 

extended +5° 1.57 185 .5 160 8.37 24 1 210 

7.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the computer simulation model, which was evaluated in the 

previous chapter, was used to investigate the effects of the different model variables 

on wrist and elbow joint forces as well as the wrist flexion / extension torque. First, 

the location of the impact was analysed, then, a sens itivity analysis was perfonned by 

pel1urbing model variables to observe their effects on the simulation results. Over all 

variables, the impact location had the most substantial effect on loading at wrist and 

elbow, while the viscoeJasti c parameters of the wobbling masses and racket frame 

had the least effect. The fo llowing chapter includes a general summary and 

discussion of the study. 
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8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses the research questi ons presented in Chapter I while 

a lso discuss ing the limitat ions and improvements to the techniques used throughout 

the study. Fi na ll y, future studies are suggested for fUI1ber investigations along with 

potentia l improve ments of the simulat ion mode l. 

The aim of thi s study was to investigate the effect of differe nt variab les 

belonging to racket and player on the wrist and elbow loadings in one-banded tenni s 

backhand groundstrokes. To achieve thi s aim, a subject-specific, torque-driven , 3D 

computer s imulation model with 8 segments (humerus, ulna, radius, hand, racket 

handle, racket head and the upper arm and forearm wo bbling masses) was developed 

using MSC.ADAMS. 

An el itc playe r was chosen to perform consistent and higb standard backhand 

topspin strokes and a Vicon System was used to record the perfonnances. The 

orientation of the thorax and other joint angles obta ined from the performance data 

collect ion were comparab le to those stated by Wang et al. (1998) . In particular, the 

characteri stics of the wri st flex ion I extension angle were also comparable to those 

fo und in the literatu re (Blackwe ll and Cole, 1994; Knudson and Blackwell , 1997; 

Riek et aI. , 1999). The s imulation model was matched to the performance for the 

period from about 200 ms before ball-racket impact to 60 ms after impact by varying 

the acti vation profiles in order to minimize the difference between simulation and 

performance in tenns of joint and racket angles. Once matched, tbe model variables 

in question were perturbed using single simulations with fixed activation profi les and 

the effect on the load ing at the wrist and elbow observed along wi th the cbanges in 

kinematics. 

The methods used to co ll ect subject-specific perfonnance data have been 

shown to be as good as or superior to those previously published in the li terature. 

The model itself has been shown to incorporate greater levels of complex ity and 

yield deeper insight than other models o f tenni s strokes reported in the literature. 

Since the output of the model compares well with both real stroke data and results 

published in tbe literature, a higb level of confidence in the findings is pennissible. 
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8.2 Research Questions 

Spec i fi c research questions res ulted from the aIm of the study and these 

questi ons were answered by o bservi ng the results of perturbations: 

What is /he el/eel of ball illlpac/ loca/ioll a ll /he kinelics alld kinematics of /h e wrist 

an.d elboll ' ill olle·hallded tellnis backhalld groun.ds/rokes? 

The kinematics and kinetics of the wrist and elbow were mostly affected by 

the location of impact. The results showed that the nine impact locations were 

separated into three groups that behaved similarly during the simulations: the 

loca ti ons on the upper pan of the racket, the locati ons on the longi tudinal axis of the 

rac ket and the locations on the lower pan of the racket. 

Depending on the location of the impact, the racket rotated with in the hand 

and suhsequently forced the wrist to ei ther tl ex or extend. In addit ion , due to the 

configuration of the ann at impac t, the rotation ax is of the racket and supination I 

pronation movement became close to each other. Since the wrist does not allow 

interna l / exte rna l rotation , the rotat ion of the racket was transferred to the foreann . 

As a result, when the ball hit the upper part o f the racket, the wrist additiona lly 

extended by about 10° and pronated by abo ut 12° with respect to the resu lts of centre 

impact. Converse ly, when the ball hit the lower pat1 of the racket, the wrist tl exed by 

abo ut 16° and supinated by about 18° compared to the centre impact results. 

The effect of the impact location on wri st and elbow loadings was much more 

remarkable. The maximum net torques around the wri st flexion / extens ion ax is after 

the impact were compared for all impact locations. For the ha ll impact locations 

above the longitudinal ax is of the racket, a net flexion torque more than seven times 

the torque obtained in the central impact was observed whereas for the impact 

locations below the longitudinal axis a net extension torque more than six times the 

central impact torque was obtained. Although a reduction of 12% and twofold 

increase in to rque value were observed for the impact locations close to the throat 

and tip of the racket, respectively, these changes were relatively sma ll w ith respect to 

the other off-centre impact locations. The impact locations on the longitudinal axis 

resulted in different torque va lues since the rotation axis of the racket during the 

backhand stroke was not co incident with the longitudina l axis. 
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The main reason for high torques at the wri st during off-centre impacts was 

the eccentric load ing of the wris l llexors / ex tensors. When the wrist was forced into 

a more ll exed / ex tended position due to the impact, the wrist extensor and nexor 

torque generators were loaded eccen tri ca ll y and concentri ca ll y depending on the 

motion of the wrist. Since the model is capable of calculati ng the wri st nexor and 

ex tensor torques separate ly, the in vesti ga ti on or the torques for eaeh torque generator 

revea led that the wri st extensor gro up almost reached the eccentric plateau leve l for 

the centre impact. If the ball hil the lower part of the racket, the wrist was forced into 

a nex ion and wbile the extensor gro up was loaded eccentri ca lly, the fl exor group was 

loaded concentrica lly. The extensor torque increased slightly to reach its plateau 

va lue and the fl exor torque dec reased considerably due to concentri c loading causing 

a net effect ofextensor torque at the wri st joint. 

When the maximum net joint Il cx ion / extension torques were compared, it 

was observed that the max imum Oex ion torque ( 10.5 Nm) was higber than tbe 

maximulll extens ion torque (8.2 Nm). Finding a larger fl exor torque was surpri sing 

considering the fact that the pain or injury due to backhand strokes generally has 

been located in the lateral epicondyle where the wrist extensors originate. When the 

torques in the muscle groups were considered separately, the maximum torques for 

these Illuscle groups were found to be 24 Nm and 29 Nm for wrist extensors and 

nexors, respecti vely. However, tbe maximum eccentric torque va lues for extensors 

and flexors obtai ned from the isoveloci ty torque measurements were 3 1 Nm and 45 

Nm, respectively. Although higher torque va lues were obtained in the wrist flexors 

during the backhand stroke, when compared wi th the maximum poss ible torque, the 

wri st extensors were subject to a much hi gher percentage of their maximum values . 

The joint forces al the wrist and elbow had similar characteri sti cs just after 

impact with the wrist forces being s li ghtly higher. Maximum joint forces were 

observed for impacts closest to the racket tip on the longitudinal axis (28% larger 

than the centre impact results). It was c lear from the results that the impact locations 

close to tip of the racket produced higher joint forces . This is most likely to be due to 

the ball impact at these impact locations causing higher moments about the hand

racket interaction. 

The resu lts of the off-centre impact simulations were consistent with the 

studies Found in the literature. After comparing the effect of several variab les, Glynn 

(2007) also stated that the location of impact had the highest influence on elbow 
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load ing. Nesb it et al. (2006) investi ga ted more than one off-centre location on the 

longitudinal and the vel1i ca l axes of the racket for a forehand stroke. A lthough the 

results of a bac khand stroke cannot be compared directly to the results of a fo rehand 

stroke, the eccentric load ing at the wrist flexors and extensors for off-centre impacts 

wo uld be symmetri ca l for both types of strokes and therefore s imilar results were 

obtained: Nes bit et al. (2006) found substanti al difference between centre and olT

centre impacts. It was presented that the impact location c lose to the tip of the racket 

had higher e lbow Il ex ion I extension and va rus I va lgus torque. The impact locations 

abo vc and below the longitudina l axi s had higher pronation / supination torque. 

Hennig et a l. ( 1992) a lso mentioned the incidence of high loadings due to off-centre 

impact. 

Thc s imulation models used by Glynn (2007) and Nesbi t et al. (2006) were 

angle-driven and therefore could not demonstra te the effect of an impact on the 

kinematics of the arm fo r an impact location for which they lacked motion data. In 

addition , Nesbit et a l. (2006) assumed a ri gid connection between hand and racket 

which may cause unrealistic results. The model presented bere has been shown to be 

capable of performing this type of anal ys is and has shown deeper ins ight into the 

kinemat ics of the aml for impact conditions previously unaddressed by tbe literature. 

S ince rec reati onal players are more likely to have more off-centre impacts 

due to their poor technique, especially under elevated fatigue levels (Brody et aI. , 

2002), there is a greater cbance they might be inj ured by the high loadings observed 

in wrist and elbow. The high wrist ex tensor torque occurring in off-centre impacts 

below the longitudinal ax is of the racket indicates that there are high levels of force 

on the wri st extensor muscles, which include ECRB, the most critica l musc le for 

' tennis elbow'. [n contrast, the oEf-cen tre impacts above the longitudina l axis of the 

racket causes high levels of force in wri st flexor muscles. However, these forces are 

not very big when compared to their maximum va lues to provoke an injury at the 

medial epicondy le where wrist fl exors are attached. 
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Whaf is fhe e.rrecf of the physical properries of fhe rockef on the kinetics and 

kill elllafics of the IIIriSf and elbolll in one-hallded fellll is backhalld groLfl1dsfrokes? 

The phys ica l propel1ies of the racket that were considered included mass, 

moment of ineltia and viscoe lastic parameters of the racket frame, stringbed tension 

and stiffness of the springs on the stringbed. 

Among the racket va ri ables, the moment of inertia had the most substantial 

e ffect on wrist and el bow load ing. For a 20% decrease of the racket moments of 

ineltia the maximum wri st nexion torque (M WFT) increased by 20% for a centre 

impact. In add ition, a 17% decrease in MW FT was obtained for 20% increase in 

moment of inertia . No substanti al effect was observed in wrist fl ex ion / extension 

torque for off-centre impacts. However, if the moment of inertia about the 

longitudina l axi s of the racket onl y was increased by 20%, a 4% decrease in MWET 

was fo und. Using a low moment of inertia also resulted in up to 4% hi gher jo int 

forces whereas high moment of inerti a for the racket decreased joint forces by up to 

5%. 

Although there are several studies in vestigating the effects of the moment of 

inertia of the racket on the game (Mitchell et a I. , 2000a), there are a limited number 

of s tudies concentrati ng on the joint loadings. The effect of moment of ineltia on the 

j oint loadings were consistent wi th the results found in the literature (Nesb it et a I. , 

2006; Glynn , 2007). 

It is poss ible that fo r the same gnpplllg conditions, rackets hav ing lower 

moment of inertia have lower resistance to the effects of ball impact and therefore 

rotate more within the hand compared to the motion of the racket with a higher 

moment of inertia. Even though this extra rotation was not very big for a 20% 

decrease in moment of inertia, because of that motion there appears an additional 

res isting torque at the grip due to the recoi l of the racket. It was also observed that 

the wrist made an extension motion for a short period of time after impact which 

eccentri ca lly loaded the wrist fl exors. These factors contributed to tbe increase in 

MWFT for a centre impact. 

The perturbation of the mass had negl igible effect on the wri st and elbow 

forces. The only noticeable effect of the racket mas was on the MWFT. A 20% 

perturbation of the racket mass resulted in an 11% change in MWFT. When the mass 

of the racket increased, it created an additional torque at the grip due to an increase in 
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weight. The magnitude of this torque was dependent on the global orientation of the 

racket. The max imum e ffect was observed when the transverse axis of the racket was 

para ll el 10 the global vertica l axis so that we ight oFthe racket could have a maxi mum 

moment ann. The mass of the racket affected the kinematics of the wri st and elbow 

slightl y. The wri st fl exed and supinated more when a low-mass racket was used in 

the s imulations compared with a high-mass racket. 

In the literature, generall y, the effect o f the mass on the game has been 

investi ga ted. Due to racket compa nies producing rackets from compos ite materials 

and the general tendency towards using lighter rackets by recreational players to 

produce fas ter swings, the average racket mass has decreased from abo ut 400 g to 

250 g over the past 40 years (Miller, 2006). 

The perturbation of the racket frame sti rfness and damping in the model had 

no substanti a l effect on the wri st and e lbow loading even though they were perturbed 

by doubling the ir original va lues. The racket model can be seen to vibrate in its 

n.lIldamental mode nonnal to the rac ket head plane in both centre and off-centre 

impacts. However, consistent with the results of Glynn (2007), the effect of thi s 

vibration was not observed in wrist and e lbow even with no damping. Since the 

damping of the racket frame had no effect on wri st and elbow loadings, it wo uld 

appear that the vibration of the racket is damped at the grip. The wrist and elbow 

jo ints were modelled with no internal damping so the vibration of the racket could 

onl y be absorbed in the grip. S ince in rea lity there is damping at each joint due to its 

anatomical structure, the model can be thought conservative in this respect. Although 

there is a genera l belief that the vibration of the racket frame and the transfer of this 

vibration to arm may be a contributing factor for injuries, particularly tenni s elbow, 

the results of this study showed tha t the attempts to reduce the vibration of the racket 

would onl y increase comfOlt during impact but not reduce the ri sk of inj ury. 

To observe the effect of the stringbed tension on the wrist and elbow joint 

loadings, a low-tension stringbed was used and the results were compared to those of 

the original matching s imulation using a high-tens ion stringbed. Whilst using low

tension rackets MFWT decreased by 5% for a centre impact and the joint forces 

decrease by up to 10% for off-centre impacts. Similarl y, when the stiffness values of 

the springs in the stringbed mode l were perturbed by -20%, the joint forces decreased 

by up to 12% for off-centre impacts without affecting the wrist extension torque 

substantiall y. The results suggest that the benefit of using low-tension rackets is 
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primarily to red uce the joint in ternal load ing rather than the loading on musc le 

groups. 

Lower wris t and elbow loadings were expected when the stringbed tension 

and the spring sti ffness va lues were reduced. The stringbed defl ected more with low

tens ion l·ackets absorbing most of the impac t energy. Since the stringbed has very 

littl e da mping co mpared to the ba ll , the de fl ection of the stringbed, instead of 

deformation of the ba ll in high-tension rackets, prevents energy loss du ring the 

impact and gives the absorbed energy back to the ba ll during reco il. The outbound 

ve loc ity of the ba ll and the ball-stringbed contact time are therefore higher fo r low

tens ion rackets and the effects of the impac t are reduced on the racket frame. 

Considering the effects of the phys ica l properties of the rackets on loadings 

at the wri st and elbow li sted above, a low-tension racket with low mass and high 

moment of inertia, espec iall y about the longitudina l axis may be suggested for a 

recreati ona l player who would like to reduce the chance of the injury or hav ing pain. 

What is the efJeCt of the soji tissue movement on the kinetics alld kinematics of the 

wrist and elbow in one-handed tennis backhand grown/strokes? 

Soft tissue movement in the fOITarm and upper arm was modelled as 

wobbling masses that are rigid segments anached by springs to the link segments of 

the upper ann and forearm. The sti ffness and damping coeffi cient values of the upper 

aml and forearm wobbling mass springs were perturbed by ±20% of their original 

values for both centre and off-centre impacts. No substantial effect of the wobbling 

mass parameters were observed except a slight (2-3%) decrease / increase in the joint 

forces obtained when tbe stiffness of the wobbling masses were decreased / 

increased. The effec ts of the wobbling mass parameters on the wrist and elbow 

kinematics were found to be negligible. 

It appeared from the results that the forces and the torques caused by the ball 

impact at the wrist and elbow were very large compared to the contribution of 

wobbling masses . Therefore, for the subject used in thi s study the wobbling masses 

could be converted into rigid bodies on the bones to reduce the computational load. 

For most possible subjects, it is unlikely tbat wobbling masses make a substantial 

. contribution to simulations. For other subjects, according to their age, fitness or 
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phys ique, wobbling mass may make a larger contribution to the e lbow and wrist joint 

loadings. 

Witaf is the effect a/ the grip tigitfness aI/lite kinefics al/d kinemalics o/fIJe wriSf and 

elbow ill ol/.e-handed tennis backhand groundslrokes? 

The moti on of the racke t within the hand was determined by the grip 

parameters. For a ti ght grip, which was ob tained by increasi ng the stiffness values at 

grip, the rotation of the racket wi thin the hand is reduced and transferred to the wrist 

and elbow. However, for a loose grip , the racket rotates more freel y in the hand and 

therefore reduces the effect on the wrist and e lbow. 

During the evaluation of the model , a set of viscoe lastic parameters for the 

gnp were found by matching the centre impact. However, when using these 

parameters fo r an off-centre impac t it was observed that the grip was so tight that the 

racket could not rotate within the hand as much as it did in the actua l performance. 

Therefore, in order to match the off-centre impact as we ll , the upper bounds for 

stiffness and damping values were decreased to give a relatively loose grip and a 

compromised set of parameters were obtained that gave a good match both for centre 

and off-centre impacts. 

The effect of the grip tightness on the wrist kinematics for a centra l impact 

was found to be neg lig ible. However, for an off-centre impact, a twofold increase in 

the stiffness and damping affected the rotation of the racket with in the hand 

considerabl y. 

When the grip sti ffness and damping were perturbed by ± 20% from their 

origina l va lues no substantial effect on the wrist and elbow loadings were observed. 

The only noticeable effect was the 5% decrease in maximum wrist extension torque 

(MWET) for a 20% decrease in the grip stiffness for an off-centre impact. To see the 

effects of the grip conditions more clearly the stiffiless and damping coefficients 

were doubled to represent a relati vely tight or sti ff grip. This time an II % increase in 

the MWET was observed for an off-centre impact. This was the maximum MWET 

obtained among the results of the perturbations of the all variables considering the 

impact locations. These results showed that a ti ght grip may contribute to the 

development of ' tennis elbow' as stated by Hatze ( 1976) previously. 
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To obtai n high torque fro m a ti ght grip was not surprising. [fthe extreme case 

of tightness is thought to be a ri gid connection between hand and racket, the effects 

of the ba ll -racket impact cou ld be transferred directly to the wri st without any 

damping or reducing effect of the hand. However, too loose a grip might ca use 

problems in contro lling the racket atter impact and result in unsati sfactory hitting 

performance (letting go of the racket at impact resulted in up to an eight times 

decrease in the outbound veloc ity of the ball) ; therefore, an optimum grip ti ghtness is 

needed. 

What is the effect o.llhe wrist configuration at impact on the kinetics and killelllalics 

of the wrist and elbow ill one-handed tennis backhand grounds/rakes? 

In order to observe the effec ts of technique on the wri st and elbow load ings to 

some extent, the initial wrist flex ion angle at the instant of ba ll impact was perturbed. 

Although it was poss ible to perturb the other joint angles as well , the wri st flex ion 

angle was selected since it was one of the most critica l angles to consider during a 

backhand stroke (i.e. most directly assoc iated with the wri st flexors / extensors). 

Assuming that all the conditions at impact were unchanged, the ini tial 

configuration of the wrist was pe,·turbed by ± 5° around the wri st flexion / extension 

axis. For a centre impact, a 55% increase in MWFT was observed for an add itional 

5° flex ion at the wri st. It should be noted that s ince the original value of MWFT was 

rela ti vely small , thi s 55% increase corresponds to a 0.76 Nm increase in MWFT. 

When the initial wrist angle was extended by an additional 5° with respect to the 

original configuration, MWFT increased by about 15%. However, this increase was 

observed at the beginning of the impac t due to changing the initial length of the 

torque generators and there was no loca l MWFT seen later during the swing. 

Therefore, it might be claimed that no definite increase in torque was observed due to 

ball impact. The maximum joint forces were affected by the wrist configuration by 

up to I I % of the original va lues, so additional wrist fl ex ion resulted in lower joint 

force va lues whereas additiona l wrist extension resulted in higher joint forces. For an 

off-centre impact, no substantial change was observed for the MWET but there was a 

15% increase in joint forces. 

The motion of the wri st around the flex ion / extension axis expressed the 

change in the MWFT. When the wrist was pCIi"urbed by an additional 5° of fl ex ion, it 
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resulted in an extens ion motion for about 10 ms after impact in which the wrist 

fl exors eccentrica lly loaded and therefore wrist fl ex ion torque substantia lly 

inc reased. When the initial wri st angle was perturbed by 5° in the extens ion 

direction, the wri st stalted fl ex ing just a fter impact until it reached a maximum at 

abo ut 20 ms. During thi s peri od, th e wri st fl exo rs were undel· concentric conditio ns 

and the wri st fl ex ion torque decreased. 

What is the effecl oJthe illboulld ball velocilY 011 loae/illgs 01 the wrist and elbow? 

The inbound veloc ity was pelt urbed by ± 2m/s to observe its effec ts on wri st 

and elbow loading. No substantial effect was obse rved in the joint forces for centre 

impacts. However, MWFT decreased by about 6% fo r a slower incoming ball 

ve loc ity while a faster incoming ball velocity was had a small effect on the MWFT. 

For off-centre impacts, the effect of the incoming ba ll ve locity became more 

noticeable. M WET decreased by 10% for the lower in bound veloc ity and increased 

by S% fo r the higher inbound ve locity. The max imum joint fo rces decreased by up to 

8% for both incoming velocities. This is consistent with the results of Chow et al. 

( 1999) who measured the muscle acti vation fo r three di fferent incoming ball 

ve locities and found that muscle acti vation increased to overcome the grea ter impact 

forces whil e hitting a fas t incoming ball . '-11 thi s study, s ince the act ivations were kept 

constant fo r each ball veloc ity, the wri st fl exed more while hitting a fas t incoming 

ball. Therefore, wrist extensors were loaded eccentricall y producing higher MWET. 

Since the inbound ball velocity a ffects the magnitude of the impact force and 

hig her ba ll veloc ities create higher impact forces (Cross, 1999b), it was expected to 

have higber torque values for higher inbound ball ve loc ity. 

Recreational players are more li ke ly to have off-centre impacts for higher 

incoming ball velocity due to poor technique compared with elite players. Therefore, 

for a fast incoming ball velocity it is very likely they are subject to the combined 

effects of high veloc ity and off-centre impacts. 
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8.3 Limitations and Improvement 

8.3.1 Data Collection 

The actual perfomlance o f the one-handed tennis backhand groundstrokes of 

an elite tennis player were recorded using a motion ana lys is system. The sampling 

frequency of the moti on capturing was 250 Hz, which was the maximum poss ible 

during the da ta co ll ecti on for a 2.5 m3 ca libra ti on vo lume. Recent studies using the 

same but upgraded motion analys is system managed to capture data at 480 Hz and 

for a larger ca li bration vo lume. Using thi s upgraded system wo uld all ow more 

deta iled kinematic data to be co ll ec ted from actual perfonnances o f the backhand 

stroke. 

During the data co llection, a standard marker set was used to capture the 

motion data. After gaining experience using the motion analysis system fo r different 

subsequent s tud ies at Loughborough Uni vers ity, the number of the markers, the 

locati on o f the marker attachment po ints and the way of estimating joint centre 

locations can now be adjusted regarding to the a im of the data co llection. Using a 

better marker set would have improved the estimations of the joint centres. 

Durin g the data co ll ecti on , pressure sensors were attached to the grip of the 

racket in order to measure grip fo rce during backhand. However, due to a 

malfunctioning piece of equipment no sati s factory pressure data could be collected. 

Similarl y, three axial acce lerometers used to measure racket accelerati on during 

impact did not work well for a ll tria ls. A success fu l grip pressure and racket 

acce leration measurement would make it possible to use these variables in the model 

evaluat ion. 

8.3 .2 Matching the Actual Performance 

The Simulated Annea ling (Corana et aI. , 1987) algorithm was used to vary 

the model parameters in order to find the best matcb. Although it is a robust 

algorithm to find global optimum points, it bas relatively poor time efficiency. 

During the matching process, the most time consuming part was the interaction 

between the two software packages . For a s ingle run , simulation of a complete 

backhand swing took 12- 13 seconds in the ADAMS environment. When the 

simulation was run from MA TLAB during optimisation, it took about 35 seconds for 
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a complete swing. Us ing another algo rithm in the future (e.g. a geneti c a lgorithm : 

(Chipperfi eld et aI. , 1994) may decrease the overa ll time to find a good set of 

para meters by dec reas ing the tota l number of simulations. Embedd ing a satis factory 

optimi sation routine in MSC.ADAMS may be another way of decreasing the 

optimi sation time. 

8.3.3 Model Complexity 

The model in thi s study uses torque generators to dri ve the simulation model. 

Although torque-d ri ve n models are superior to angle-dri ven models a llowing the user 

to simul ate diffe rent conditions and answer 'what if questions, they give information 

on the joint leve l i.e. net torques at a joint. However, a more complex model may 

incl ude individual musc les and therefore in fo rmation in the muscle leve l can be 

obta iiled. It is the intention to use individua l muscles to dri ve the model in the future. 

The ori gin and inserti on points of the a ll musc le groups assoc iated with the ann 

motion have already been located and muscles were attached to the model. However, 

the muscle wrapping issue and the determination of tbe force-length -veloc ity 

relati onshi p for each individual muscle have yet to be reso lved. It is beyond the 

scope of the cun·ent study to fully implement them. Including ind ividual musc les 

would give more in formation on the load ings at a spec ific muscle group such as 

ECRB, the musc le associated with 'tennis elbow'. 

The motion o f the thorax was determined fro m the perfonnance data 

co ll ect ion and used directl y in the model. Since the foc us was on the ann motion 

with respect to the body, the motion of the thorax was constrained to fo llow the 

performance data. For this reason, shoulder angles were calculated with respect to 

the thorax us ing perfo nnance data . The scapula orientation was assumed to be the 

same as the thorax orientation in order to make the model consistent with the 

perfo rmance data. In the future, it may be possible to dri ve these segments usmg 

torque generators in a whole body simulation model. 

In the model, it was assumed that there was no damping in the joints. 

Although in rea li ty every joint in the body has some damping regarding to their 

structure, the damping at the joints is generally active in the relati ve translation of 

segments via cartilages. The revolute joints used in the model do not allow any 
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translati on in the joint. In the future, the effect of the damping could be investigated 

by implementi ng spring-da mper systems at the jo ints or by adding a translational 

degree of freedom to the link segments. 

The direct contribut ion of the wrist flexo r muscles on the grip torque was 

omitted in the model since it was not an easy task to measure thi s contribution. In 

addition, the ma in focus of the currcnt slUdy was in the wrist ex tensors s ince the pa in 

and injury has generally occurred in ex tensors during backhand strokes. 

The racket frame was model led with two segments to represent the 

fu ndamen tal vib ration mode of the racket in and normal to the racket plane. 

Increasing the number of segments in the racket would improve the true mode shapes 

of the racket when it vibrates due 10 an impact. However, the pena lty of additional 

computationa l load and so ti me overwe ight the benefi t of improving the racket model 

accuracy. 

Overa ll , the model complex ity is suffic ient to answer the research questions 

resulted fro m the aim of thi s stud y. In the future, incorporating individual muscles, 

fo r example, will allow additional questio ns to be addressed with a deepe r insight. 

8.4 Future Studies 

The s imulation model has been used to show the effects of d ifferent variables 

on the wrist and elbow loadings. During this process, the torque activation levels i.e. 

hitting technique remained at the level used in the matching simulation. However, for 

a critica l variable, for example locatio n of ba ll impact, a different technique having 

lower joint torques or moments may be poss ible. This technique can be compared to 

the original technique and later can be checked whether it is realistic technique or 

not. To thi s end , an initial attempt was made to minimize the max imum wrist 

ex tension torque value fo r an off-centre impact. Initia lly, the objective function was 

the magnitude o f the torque and this resul ted in very low torque values . However, the 

wri st flexed unreali stica lly. Therefore, a penalty was included for higher wrist 

fl ex ion angles. Better results were obtained but this time the motion of the racket 

within the hand was not rea lis ti c. As a result, more specific bounds for the grip 

conditions and a better contro l o f wri st fl ex ion are needed. Once these problems are 

so lved, the model could be used to investigate whether it is possible to reduce 
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loadings at the wrist and/or elbow. In a similar way, instead of considering maximum 

loadings a variable related to the performance could be used. For example, a 

technique to obtain maximum outbound velocity could be searched for. 

The effects of different hitting techniques can also be examined using the 

model. The initial joint angles can be perturbed together or individually (as it has 

been done for the wrist flexion angle) to see the effects of different configurations at 

impact. In addition, the activation of several muscle groups can be altered to imitate 

fatigue or injury for that muscle group and the effects of this can be observed without 

changing the torque activation parameters of other muscle groups. Furthermore, a 

technique, compensating for the negative effects of injured muscle groups without 

increasing the severity of injury can be sought. 

In the future, this subject-specific model can be used for different players 

either by collecting data for a number of players or by building a generic version of 

the model and scaling it. Then, different players and techniques could be easily 

compared. 

Moreover, forehand or service strokes may be investigated with the model 

after supplying and matching necessary kinematic data. 

8.5 Conclusion 

The torque-driven simulation model developed in this study has been 

evaluated successfully and used to investigate the effects of several variables 

belonging to the racket and the player on the kinetics and kinematics of the wrist and 

elbow during one-handed backhand groundstrokes. A discussion of the results has 

been presented along with the limitations and possible improvements of the model. 

The results from the developed simulation model showed that off-centre impacts 

substantially increase the risk of injury by increasing the net torques at the wrist by 

up to seven times. The moment of inertia, the mass of the racket and grip tightness 

also had considerable effects on the loadings at wrist and elbow. In contrast, the 

racket frame flexibility and soft tissue movement in the arm had negligible influence 

on the wrist and elbow. This study suggests that due to high torques obtained in the 

wrist extensors, the off-centre impacts below the longitudinal axis of the racket may 
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be a substantial contributing factor for 'tennis elbow'. In the future, the model can be 

used for further investigations on the technique of the backhand stroke. 
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C 

A 1 - Calculation of Net Joint Torques at the Torque 
Generators 

SUBROUTINE SFOSUB ( [D, T[ME, PAR, NPAR, DFLAG, 
& [FLAG, VALUE) 

el ve raket arasindaki torklar eklendi 
written by Behzat B Kentel . 
last modified: 24/09/2007 
gecici olarak vartor eklendi 18/10/07 
ecc-conc ayriminda flexor ve extensor icin ayri ind eklendi. 04/12107 
write output torqdrive subroutine'i icine alindi 
vart duzenlendi 27112/07 
varang yeniden duzenlendi 03/01/08 
Varang tekrar duzenlendi 18/0 \108 
vart ve varang yeniden duzenlendi 26/03/08 
varang duzenlendi 0 \104/08 
!Ut'a yay kuvveti eklendi 09/04108 
varang ve tut yeniden duzenlendi 18/04/08 
varang duzenlendi sf ve ser icin carpma sonrasi yeni parametre eklendi. 27/05/08 
vart'a yeni parametre eklendi. 12/08/08 
tut'a her kuvvet icin turn k ve c'ler eklendi. 26/08/08 

implicit none 

C === Type and dimension statements ==~~===~~==~~~~== 
C 
C Note: For machines with 60 or more bits per word, 
C substitute "REAL" for "DOUBLE PRECISION". 
C 
C --- External variable definitions -------------------------------
C 

[NTEGER ID 
DOUBLE PRECISION T[ME 
DOUBLE PRECISION PAR( *) 
INTEGER NPAR 
LOG[CAL DFLAG 
LOG[CAL [FLAG 
DOUBLE PRECISION VALUE 

C 
C ID Identifier of calling SFORCE statement 
C T[ME Current time 
C PAR Array of passed statement parameters 
C NPAR Number of passed parameters 
C DFLAG Differencing flag 
C [FLAG [nitialization pass flag 
C VALUE The SFORCE value returned to ADAMS 
C 
C --- Local variable definitions ----------------------------------
C 

double precision tor,ang(2),angw,pi,ke( 10),kf(1 O),wrcorr, 
*jang29(2),mange29(2),mangf29(2),mangwe29(2),mangwf29(2),tor29, 
*jang30(2),mange30(2),mangDO(2),mangwe30(2),mangwDO(2),tor30, 
*jang31(2),mange31(2),mangDl(2),mangwe31(2),mangwDI(2),tor31, 
*jang32(2),mange32(2),mangD2(2),mangwe32(2),mangwD2(2),tor32, 
*jang33(2),mange33(2),mangD3(2),mangwe33(2),mangwD3(2),tor33, 
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C 

*jang34(2),mange34(2),mangf34(2),mangwe34(2),mangwf34(2),tor34, 
*jang35(2),mange35(2),mangf35(2),mangwe35(2),mangwf35(2),tor35, 
*z2 9(2 ),z30(2 ),z3 I (2),z3 2(2 ),z33(2 ),z34(2),z35(2 ),inde(7),indf(7) 

integer acop(2) 
logical errflg 

common Im291 jang29,mange29,mangf29,mangwe29,mangwf29,tor29,z29 
common Im301 jang30,mange30,mangf30,mangwe30,mangwf30,tor30,z30 
common 1m3 11 jang31 ,mange31 ,mangf3l,mangwe3I ,mangwf3l,tor31 ,z3l 
common Im321 jang32,mange32,mangf32,mangwe32,mangwf32,tor32,z32 
common Im331 jang33,mange33,mangf33,mangwe33,mangwf33,tor33,z33 
common Im341 jang34,mange34,mangf34,mangwe34,mangwf34,tor34,z34 
common Im351 jang35,mange35,mangf35,mangwe35,mangwf35,tor35,z35 
common lindex! inde,indf 

C = Executable code =================~~========== 
C 

C 

if (iflag) then 

end if 

z29 = (1-2,-11); z30 = z29; z3l = z29; z32 = z29 
z33 = z29; z34 = z29; z35 = z29 
jang29 = (10,01); jang30 = jang29; jang3l = jang29 
jang32 = jang29; jang33 = jang29; jang34 = jang29 
jang35 = jang29 
inde = (11,-1,-1 ,-1, I, \,-11) 
indf = (I-I, I ,-1, I ,-1,-1, 11) 

open(29,file='output29.csv',forrn='forrnatted') 
open(30,file='output30.csv',form='forrnatted') 
open(31,file='output31.csv',forrn='forrnatted') 
open(32,file='output32.csv',forrn='forrnatted') 
open(33,file='output33.csv',forrn='forrnatted') 
open(34,file='output34.csv',form='forrnatted') 
open(35,file='output35.csv',forrn='formatted') 
open(55,file='test.csv',form='formatted') 

pi =4*ATAN(1.0DO) 

C Call SYSFNC to collect information for calculations 
C below. Note: if IFLAG is true, these calls are 
C actually setting functional dependencies .. 
C 

time = time+0.237 !start at the impact time 

select case (id) 
case (29) 

if (z29(2).eq.time) then 
go to 129 

else if(z29(2).guime) then 
z29(2) = time 

!elbow extensionlflexion torque 

mange29(2) = mange29(1) 
mangf29(2) = mangf29( I) 
mangwe29(2) = mangwe29(1) 
mangwf29(2) = mangwf29(l) 
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829 

else 

endif 

z29(1) = z29(2) 
z29(2) = time 
jang29(1) = jang29(2) 
mange29(1) = mange29(2) 
mangf29( I) = mangf29(2) 
mangwe29(1) = mangwe29(2) 
mangwf29( I) = mangwf29(2) 

ang(l) = pi-jangZ9(1) 
call sysfnc('AZ',(l125, 123/),2jang29(Z),errtlg) !joint angle from ADAMS 
call sysfnc('WZ',(/125, 123, 123/),3,angw,errflg)!j ang vel from ADAMS 
! 125 = ejl.yrot; 123 = hum.ejc 
ang(2) = pi-jangZ9(2) !converting angle and ang vel 
angw= -angw 

ke(l) = 51.953 !TO (Nm) 
ke(2) = 72.734 !Tmax (Nm) 
ke(3) = 18.454 !wmax (rad/s) 
ke(4) = 5.549 !wc (radls) 
ke(5) = 0.Z34 !q 
ke(6) = 4.638 !thetaopt (rad) 
ke(7) = 0.927 !amin 
ke(8) = 0.031 !m 
ke(9)=-1.l74 !wl (radls) 
ke(IO) = 280.3 !kt (Nmfrad) 

kf(l) = 75.817 
kf(2) = 106.144 
kf(3) = 18.095 
kf(4) = 5.428 
kf(5) = 0.026 
kf(6) = 0.325 
kf(7) = 0.96 
kf\8) = O. 16 
kf(9) = -1.527 
kf(lO) = 651.5 

acop = (/1,01) !select agonist-antagonist 

eaU torqdrive(ang,angw,par,ke,kf,mange29(2),rnangf29(2), 
*mangwe29(2),rnangwf29(2),z29,tor29,acop,id) 

129 tor = tor29 

case (35) !shoulder internaVexternal rotation torque 

if (z35(2).eq.tirne) then 
go to 135 

else if(z35(2).gt.tirne) then 
z35(2) = time 
mange35(2) = mange35(1) 
rnangf35(2) = mangf35(1) 
rnangwe35(2) = mangwe35( 1) 
rnangwf35(2) = mangwf35(1) 

else 
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z35(1) = z35(2) 
z35(2) = time 
jang35(l) = jang35(2) 
mange35(l) = mange35(2) 
mangf35(1) = mangf35(2) 
mangwe35( I) = mangwe35(2) 
mangwf35( I) = mangwf35(2) 

endif 

ang( I) = pi/2 - jang35(l) 
call sysfnc('AZ',(/I1O, 109l),2jang35(2),errflg) !joint angle from ADAMS 
call sysfnc('WZ',(/I1O, 109, 109/),3,angw,errflg)!j ang vel from ADAMS 
! 110 = hum.sjc; 109 = sj2.hum 
ang(2) = pil2 - jang35(2) !converting angle and ang vel 
angw = -angw 

ke(l) = 42.665 
ke(2) = 59.73 
ke(3) = 19.471 
ke(4) = 9.711 
ke(5) = 0.048 
ke(6) = 5.902 
ke(7) = 0.786 
ke(8) = 0.17 
ke(9) = 0.393 
ke(1O) = 603.1 

kf(l) = 33.748 
kf(2) = 47.248 
kf(3) = 18.0 
kf(4) = 7.2 
kf(5) = 0.1 
kf(6) = 0.896 
kf(7) = 0.9 
kf(8) = l.0 
kf(9) = 0.0 
kf(IO) = 113.7 

acop = (10, l/) 

!TO(Nm) 
!Trnax (Nm) 
!wrnax (rad/s) 

!wc (rad/s) 
!q 
!thetaopt (rad) 
!amin 
!rn 
!wl (rad/s) 
!kt (Nmlrad) 

call torqdrive(ang,angw,par,ke,kf,mange35(2),rnangf35(2), 
*rnangwe35(2),rnangwf35(2),z35,tor35,acop,id) 

135 tor = tor35 

case default !gripping torque around racket axes 

call tut(tor,tirne,par,id) 

end select 
c 
C Assign the returned value 
C 

C 

VALUE = torO 1000 

RETURN 
END 

******************************************************************** 
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C 
subroutine tut(torq,time,cx,id) 

implicit none 

double precision torq,time,cx(l3),pi, 
*rr(3), wr(3 ),tt(3 ),kt(3 ),cr(3 ),rO(3 ),dr(3 ),rri(3), wd(3), inv(3,3), 
*sl,cl,s2,c2 

integer id,ns,istat,i 
logical errflg 

pi =4*ATAN(I.ODO) 

call vart(torq,cx,time) 

if(id.eq.90) then 
write (id,267) time,torq 
end if 

CALL sysary (,RDISP',(l141, 4471), 2, rri, NS, ERRFLG) 
CALL RCNVRT ('EULER', rri, 'B213', rr, ISTAT) 
rr = mod(rr+pi,2*pi)-pi 
call sysary('RVEL',(1141, 447, 4471),3,wr,ns,errflg) 

267 format(fl4.12,lx,14fl7.8) 

kt = cx(8: 10) 
cr=cx(II:13) 

c rO = (1-0.57505, -0.63539, -0.315421) ! it = 0.239 
rO = (1-0.58583, -0.63194, -0.295851) ! it = 0.237 

c rO = (/-0.6423, -0.6\89, -0.25061) ! it = 0.237 actual vicon data 

si = sin(rr(l)) 
cl = cos(rr(l)) 
s2 = sin(rr(2)) 
c2 = cos(rr(2)) 
inv = reshape«(I(sI *s2Ic2),cl,(sllc2), I.dO,O.dO,O.dO, 

*( c l*s2Ic2),-s 1,( c IIc2)1),(13,31)) 

wd = matmul(inv,wr) 
dr= rr-rO 

doi= 1,3 
tt(i) = -(kt(i)*dr(i)+cr(i)*wd(i)*abs( dr(i)))*-I 

end do 

tt = -(kt*dr+cr*wd*abs( dr))*-I 

if (time.lt.O.23 700 I) tt=O 

if (id.eq.92) then 
write(55,267) time,dr,wd 

end if 

select case (id) 
case (90,91) 

torq = torq-(tt(2)*cos(dr(1 ))+tt(3)*cos( dr(2»)*sin(dr(l))) 
case (88,89) 
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c 

torq = torq+tt(l)-tt(3)*sin(dr(2» 
case (92,93) 

torq = torq-(tt(3 )*cos( dr(2))*cos( dr( I »-tt(2)*sin( dr( I))) 
end select 

select case (id) 
case (89,91,93) 

torq= -torq 
end select 

return 
end 

******************************************************************** 

c 
SUBROUTINE vart(f,cc,time) 

double precision f,cc( 13),s I ,s2,11 ,12,tl ,tZ,13,time,angq,it 

sI = cc(l) 
tl = cc(2) 
II = cc(3) 
12 = cc(4) 
s2 = cc(5) 
tZ = cc(6) 
13 = cc(7) 

it= 0.237DO 
if(l3.eq.O) 13 = 12 

if(time.lt.it) then 
if(time.le.(sI+tl» then 

else 

end if 

else 

end if 

f= angq(sI,(sl +tl),Il,I2,time) 
if (Il.le.l2.and.f.lt.ll) f = II . 
jf (Il.gt.l2.and.f.gt.l1) f = 11 

f= 12 

if (time.le.s2) then 
f= 13 

else if(time.le.(s2+t2» then 
f = angq(s2,(s2+t2),13,O.dO,time) 

else 
f=O 

end if 

if(f.eq.O) f= ID-8 

return 
end 

c 
***********************************************!******************** 
c 

• 
SUBROUTINE TORQDRlVE(ang,angw,par,ke,kf,mange,mangf, 

mangwe,mangwf,zz,tor,acop,id) 

implicit none 
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double precision ang(2),angw,tor,zz(2),par(18),ce(9),cf(9), 
* ke( I O),mange,mangwe,ketor, 
* kf( I 0 ),mangf,mangwf,kftor 

integer id,acop(2) 

ce = par(l :9) 
cf = par(l 0: 18) 

call torque(ketor,ce,ke,ang,angw ,mange,mangwe, I ,acop( I ),zz,id) 
call torque(kftor,cf,kf,ang,angw,mangf,mangwf,2,acop(2),zz,id) 

tor = ketor - kftor 

c write( id,2IS) zz(2),tor ,ketor,kftor,ang(2),mange,mangf, 
c *angw,mangwe,mangwf 
215 format(fl4.12,lx,12fl7.8) 

return 
end 

c 
******************************************************************** 

c 
SUBROUTINE varang(f,cc,time,acop) 

double precision f,cc(9),s I ,s2,s3,t3,1l,12,13,lx,tl ,t2,fl ,f2, 
*time,angq,it 

integer acop 

si = cc(l) 
t1 = cc(2) 
11 = cc(3) 
12 = cc(4) 
s2 = cc(5) 
t2 = cc(6) 
s3 = cc(7) 
t3 = cc(8) 
13 = cc(9) 

it = 0.237DO 

if (acop.eq. I) then 
if (time.lt.it) then 

fl = angq(sl,(sl+tl),ODO,12,time) 
f2 = 12-angq(s2,(s2+t2),ODO,12,time) 
if(s2.ge.(sl+tl)) then 

else 

if(time.le.(sl+tl» then 
f= fl 
if(f.lt.ll) f= II 

else if (time.lt.s2) then 
f=12 

else if (time.lt.(s2+t2)) then 
f= f2 

else 
f=O 

end if 

if (time.le.s2) then 
f= fl 
if(f.lt.ll) f= II 

else if (time.lt.(s I +tl)) then 
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else 

end if 

end if 

if(fl.lt.ll) fl ~ 11 
if(fl.le.f2) f~ fl 
if (f2.1t.fl) f~ f2 

else if (time.lt.(s2+t2)) then 
f~ f2 

else 
f~O 

end if 

if(l3.gt.O) then 
Ix~13 

else 

end if 

if «(s 1 +t1 ).gt.il).and.«s 1 +t 1).Ie.s2)) then 
Ix ~ angq(sl,(sl+tl),ODO,12,it) 

else if «(s I +tl ).gt.it).and.«s I +tl ).gt.s2» then 
Ix ~ 12-angq(s2,(s2+t2),ODO,12,it) 

else if (s2.gt.it) then 
Ix ~ 12 

else if «s2+t2).gt.il) then 
Ix ~ 12-angq(s2,(s2+t2),ODO,12,it) 

else 
Ix ~O 

end if 

if (time.le.s3) then 
f~ Ix 

else if(time.lt.(s3+t3» then 
f~ Ix-angq(s3,(s3+t3),ODO,lx,time) 

else 
f~O 

end if 

else if (acop.eq.O) then 
if (time.lt.it) then 

fl ~ l-angq(sl,(sl+tl),12,IDO,time)+12 
f2 ~ angq(s2,(s2+t2),12,IDO,time) 
if (s2.ge.(s I +tl» then 

else 

if (time.le.( s Ht I)) then 
f~fl 

if (f.gt.ll) f~ 11 
else if (time.lt.s2) then 

f~12 

else if (time.lt.(s2+t2» then 
f~f2 

else 
f~ I 

end if 

if (time.le.s2) then 
f~ fl 
if (f.gt.ll) f~ 11 

else if (time.lt.(s I +t1» then 
if (fl.ge.f2) f= fl 
if(f2.gt.fl) f~ f2 

else if (time.lt.(s2+t2» then 
f~f2 

else 
f~ I 

end if 
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else 

end if 
endif 

end if 

if (I3.gt.O) then 
Ix = 13 

else 

end if 

if «(s I +tl ).gt.it).and.«s I +tl ).1e.s2» then 
Ix = l-angq(sl,(sl+tl),12,lDO,it)+12 

else if «(s I +tl ).gt.it).and.«s I +tl ).gt.s2)) then 
Ix = angq(s2,(s2+t2),l2, lDO,it) 

else if (s2.gt.it) then 
Ix = 12 

else if «s2+t2).gt.it) then 
Ix = angq(s2,(s2+t2),12,lDO,it) 

else 
Ix = I 

end if 

if (time.!e.s3) then 
f=lx 

else if (time.!t.(s3+t3)) then 
f= angq(s3,(s3+t3),lx, lDO,time) 

else 
f= I 

end if 

if(f.!t.O.OI) f= 0.01 

f=! !only for full activation for all muscles 

return 
end 

c 
******************************************************************** 
c 
c Subroutine angq:-
c angq is the monotonic quintic on the interval to, t I. Which 
c takes end-point values tll,f! and which has zero first and 
c second derivatives at the end points. 
c =================--=--=====--===--======== 

c 
double precision function angq(tO,tl,tll,fl,time) 
double precision m,fl,tO,tl,z,time 

z = (time-tO)/(tl-tO) 
angq = tll + (fl-tll)*(z>z*z)*«6*z*z) - (lS>z) + 10) 

return 
end 

c 
******************************************************************** 
c 

SUBROUTINE TORQUE(torq,cc,k,ang,w,angmi,wmi,opt,ao,zz,id) 

implicit none 

DOUBLE PRECISION torq,torm,tors,mac~dact,ang(2),w,angs,grad, 
*k( I O),p( 6),m(3 ),kt,zz(2),h,cc(9), 
*angm,wm,angmi,wmi,it, 
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*pi,rtd,dtr,inde(7),indf(7),ind 
integer iii,iv,opt,id,n 1,n2,ao 

common lindexl inde,indf 

P[ =4*ATAN(l.OOO) 
dtr = P[/[80.000 
rtd = 180.0001Pl 
iii = 0 
grad = 4.3 

p(I:6) = k(I:6) 
m(l:3) = k(7:9) 

kt=k(lO) 
it = 0.237 

i£(2z(2).Ie.0) then 

c calculate initial muscle angle 
c assume muscle angular velocity = joint angular velocity 
c 

767 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c t> 0.0 
c 

else 

c 

if(opt.eq.l) wm = w 
if( opt.eq.2) wm = -w 
inde = I 
indf= I 

call diffact(dact,wmi,m) 
call varang(mact,cc,zz(2),ao) 
call imang(ang(2),wmi,angm,p,kt,mact,dact,opt,grad) 

write (id,767) zz(2),mact 
format(fl4.12, I x, 12fl7.S) 

call angsec(angs,ang(2),angm,opt) 
tors -=::: angs*kt 
call torquem( angm, wm,p,mact,dact,torm,grad) 

angmi= angm 
wmi=wm 

c integrate to calculate new muscle angle 
c calculate the tendon angle and torque 
c 

c 

h = zz(2)-zz([) 
nl = 5 !ratio of Adams timesteps to muscle mechanics timesteps 
n2 = 20 !ratio of concentric timesteps to eccentric timesteps 

if (opt.eq.l) ind = inde(id-28) 
if (opt.eq.2) ind = indf(id-28) 
if (ind.II.O) then 

write (id, *) n l*n2 !x4 for all RK steps 
h = h/(nl*n2) 
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*opt,ao,ZZ, id) 

else 
c 

*opt,ao,zz,id) 

endif 
c 

do iii ~ l,nl *n2 
call rk4(angmi, wmi,ang, W,h,(lZ( I )+(iii-I )*h),k,cc, 

end do 

write(id, *) n I 
h ~ hlnl 
doiv~l,nl 

!x4 for all RK steps 

call rk4(angmi, wmi,ang, W,h,(ll( I )+(iv-l )*h),k,cc, 

end do 

c prevent the muscle angular velocity from being to negative 
c 

endif 

if (wmi<-20) wmi ~ -20 

if (zz(2).eq.it) then 

endif 

select case (id*opt) 
case (29) 

angmi~ 3.56913;wmi~ 1.98331 
case (30) 

angmi~4.4 7936;wmi~-11.27852 

case (31) 
angmi~3.67652;wmi~-0.51615 

case (32) 
angmi ~4 .58 7 55 ;wmi~-13 .52033 

case (33) 
angmi~5.37653;wmi~I.39877 

case (34) 
angmi~4.27375;wmi~5.60206 

case (35) 
angmi~3.09176;wmi~-6.01958 

case (58) 
angmi~2.61799;wmi~-3.08494 

case (60) 
angmi~1.45958;wmi~8.91431 

case (62) 
angmi~0.99062;wmi~-2.35607 

case (64) 
angmi~0.63439;wmi~2.92136 

case (66) 
angmi~0.85212;wmi~-0. 71 063 

case (68) 
angmi~I.97975;wmi~-5.50334 

case (70) 
angmi~3.1 0797;wmi~4.25798 

end select 

call angsec(angs,ang(2),angmi,opt) 
torq ~ kt*angs 

RETURN 
END 

c 
******************************************************************** 

c 
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SUBROUTINE TORQUEM(angm,wm,p,acte,ac~torm,grad) 

IMPLICIT none 
double precision p(6),tO,tmax,wmax,we,k2,thetaopt, 

* wm,tc, C,torm, we,E.grad,act,angm,acte,crit 

to=p(l) 
tmax = p(2) 
wmax = p(3) 
wc = p(4) 
k2 = peS) 
thetaopt = p(6) 

if(wm.gt.O.O) then 

endif 

Tc = (to*we)/wmax 
C = Tc*(wmax+wc) 
torm = (C/(wm+we» - Te 

if(wm.le.O.O) then 

endif 

We = «tmax-tO)/(grad*tO))*«wmax*wc)/(wmax+wc)) 
E = -(tmax-tO)*We 
torm = (E/(We-wm))+tmax 

crit = l-k2*(angm - thetaopt)**2 
if (critle.O.I) crit = 0.1 
torm = torm*act*crit*acte 

RETURN 
END 

c 
******************************************************************** 

c 
SUBROUTINE ANGSEC(angs,ang,angm,opt) 

IMPLICIT none 
double precision pi,angs,ang,angm 

integer opt 

pi = 4*ATAN(l.ODO) 

if(opt.eq.l) angs = (2*PI) - ang - angm 
if( opt.eq.2) angs = ang - angm 

if(angs.le.O.OOOOO) then 
angs =O.ODO 

endif 

RETURN 
END 

if(opt.eq.l) angm = (2*PI)-ang 
if(opt.eq.2) angm = ang 

c 
******************************************************************** 
c 

SUBROUTINE DIFFACT( dact, wm,m) 
c 
c calculate differential activation 
c 

IMPLICIT none 
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double precision m(3 ),amin,mm, w I, we,wm,a,b,c l~dact 

amin=m(l) 
mm= m(2) 
wl = m(3) 

we=wm-wl 
a = l.0 
b = (mrnl(wm-wl»-(l+amin) 
cl = amin-«mrnl(2*(wm-wI)))*(amin+I)) 

if(we.gt.O.O) dact = (-b+SQRT(b**Z-(4*a*e 1)))/(Z*a) 

if(we.eq.O.O) daet = (I +amin)12 

if(we.lt.O.O) daet = (-b-SQRT(b**Z-(4*a*cl)))/(Z*a) 

RETURN 
END 

e 
******************************************************************** 

e 
SUBROUTINE IMANG(ang,wm,angm,p,kt,acte,aet,opt,grad) 

c 
c calculate initial muscle angle 
e 

IMPLICIT none 
double precision p( 6),pi,tO,tmax, wmax, we,kZ,thetaopt, wm,te,e,pt, 

*act,we,grad,e,aa,acte,bb,kt,cs,ang,angm 
integer opt 

pi = 4*ATAN(l.ODO) 

to=p(l) 
tmax = p(Z) 
wmax = p(3) 
wc = p(4) 
kZ = p(5) 
thetaopt = p(6) 

if(wm.gt.O.O) then 

else 

endif 

Te = (to*we)/wmax 
C = Te*(wmax+we) 
PT = «C/(wm+we»-Te)*aet 

We = «tmax-tO)/(grad*tO))*«wmax*we )/(wmax+we)) 
E = -(tmax-tO)*We 
PT = «E/(We-wm))+tmax)*aet 

aa = PT*kl *aete 
bb = -PT*Z*kZ*thetaopt*aete-kt 

if(opt.eq.l) then 
cs = (Z*PI-ang)*kt - PT*(I-kl*thetaopt**Z)*aete 

endif 

if(opt.eq.Z) then 
cs = ang*kt - PT*(l-kl*thetaopt**Z)*acte 

endif 
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angm ~ (-bb - SQRT«bb**2)-(4*aa*es)))/(2*aa) 

RETURN 
END 

e 
******************************************************************** 

e 
SUBROUTINE ROOT(k,angj,angm,timex,ee,opt,ao,w,id) 

IMPLICIT NONE 

double precision k( I O),mact,ec( 12),angj,tirnex, 
*to,tmax, wmax, wc,k2,thopt,amin,mm, W 1 ,aO,kt,angm,angs,con 1 ,con2, 
*C,te, we,E,grad,Q,R,tt,pi,rt(3 ),p( 6),m(3 ),daet,krnax,kO,fang, 

. *pmO,pmI,pm2,pm3,w,torm,tors,inde(7),indf(7),ss,sm,ksm,bm,cm, 
*dm,em,rrnl,rm2 

integer i,opt,id,ao 

common lindexl inde,indf 

tO~k(l) 

tmax ~ k(2) 
wmax ~ k(3) 
wc ~ k(4) 
k2 ~ k(5) 
thopt ~ k(6) 
amin ~ k(7) 
rnm~k(8) 

wI ~ k(9) 
kt ~ k(lO) 
grad ~ 4.3 
p(I:6)~k(I:6) 

m(I:3) ~ k(7:9) 
ss ~O 

pi ~ 4 *atan(LOdO) 
call diffaet(aO,O.OdO,m) 
kO~ to*aO 
kmax = amin*tmax 

call angsec (angs,angj,angm,opt) 
call varang(maet,ec,timex,ao) 
fang ~ I-k2*(angm - thopt)**2 
if(fang.ltO.ldO) fang ~ 0.1 
tors ~ kt*angs 
conI ~ tors/(maet*fang) 

sm~0.99999 

ksm ~ kmax*sm 
if (con Lgtksm) then 

if (opteq.I) then 
bm ~ kt*angj-2*pi*kt . 

else 
bm ~ -kt*angj 

endif 
cm ~ kZ*mact 
dm ~ -Z*cm*thopt 
em = cm*thopt**2-mact 
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* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

endif 

if (fang.eq.O.I) then 
angm = (-O.I*mact*ksm-bm)/kt 

else 
rml = (kt-ksm*dm-sqrt«ksm*dm-kt)**2-4*ksm*cm* 

(ksm*em-bm) »/(2 'ksm*cm) 

endif 

rm2 = (kt-ksm*dm+sqrt«ksm*dm-kt)**2-4*ksm*cm* 
(ksm*em-bm»)/(2*ksm*cm) 

if «abs(angm-rm I )labs(angm-rm2)).le.I.OdO) then 
angm= rml 

else 
angm = rm2 

endif 

conI = ksm 
ss =-1 

if (con I.ge.kO) then 

else 

if (opt.eq.l) inde(id-28) = -I 
if (opt.eq.2) indf(id-28) = -I 
we = «tmax-tO)/(grad*tO))*«wmax*wc )/(wmax+wc» 
E = -(tmax-tO)*we 
con2 = 2*(-conl **2+conl *tmax*(1 +amin)-tmax**2*amin) 

pmO = E**l*(l*amin*wl+mm*( I+amin))+ 
we**2*(tmax**2*mm*( I +amin)-2*conl *mm*tmax-con2*wl)+ 
2*we*E*(wI *(2*tmax*amin-conl *(1 +amin))+ 
mm*(tmax*( I +amin)-con I)) 

pml = -2*E**Z*amin+2*we*mm*tmax*(2*conl-tmax*(I+amin))
(Z*E)*«we+w I )*(2*tmax*amin-con I *( I +amin))+ 
mm*(tmax*( I +amin)-con I ))+conZ*(we**2+2*we*wl) 

pm2 = mm*tmax*(-Z*conl+tmax*(l+amin))+ 
(2*E)*(Z*tmax*amin-con I *(1 +amin»-
con2 *(2*we+w I) 

pm3 = conZ 

if (opt.eq.l) inde(id-28) = I 
if (opt.eq.Z) indf(id-Z8) = I 
tc = (to*wc)/wmax 
C = tc*(wmax+wc) 
conZ = -Z*( con 1**2+con I *tc*( I +amin)+tc**2*amin) 

pmO = C**Z*(2*amin*wl+mm*(I+amin»+ 
wc**Z*(tc**Z*mm*( I +amin)+ 2*conl *mm*tc-conZ*w 1)
Z*wc*C*(wl *(l*tc*amin+conl *(1 +amin»+ 
mm*(tc*(1 +amin)+conI» 

pml = -2*C**Z*amin+Z*wc*mm*tc*(Z*conl +tc*(l+amin»+ 
(2*C)*«wc-w I )*(l*tc*amin+con 1*(1 +amin»-
mm*( tc*( I +amin)+con I) )+con2*( wc* *2-Z*wc*w I) 

pml = mm*tc*(2*conl+tc*(l+amin»+ 
(Z*C)*(Z*tc*amin+conl *(I+amin»+ 
conl*(Z*wc-w 1) . 
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* 

pm3 ~ con2 

endif 

pmO ~ pmO/pm3; pml ~ pmllpm3; pm2 ~ pm2/pm3 

Q ~(pm2**2-3*pml)/9 
R ~ (2*pm2**3-9*pm2*pml+27*pmO)/54 

if«Q**3-R**2).ge.O) then 

else 

endif 

tt ~ acos(Rlsqrt(Q**3)) 
rt{l) ~ -2 *sqrt( Q)*cos( tt/3 )-pm2/3 
rt(2) ~ -2*sqrt(Q)*cos«tt+2*pi)/3)-pm2/3 
rt(3) ~ -2*sqrt(Q)*cos«tt+4*pi)/3)-pm2/3 

doi~1,3 

end do 

call diffaet( dact,rt(i),m) 
call torquem(angm,rt(i),p,mact,dact,torm,grad) 
if (abs(torm-tors).le.O.OO 1) then 

w=rt(i) 
exit 

endif 

w ~ -sign( 1.OdO,R)*«sqrt(R **2-Q**3)+abs(R»**( 1.OdO/3.0dO)+ 
Q/( sqrt(R **2-Q* *3 )+abs(R) )**( 1.0dO/3.0dO) )-pm2/3 
rt(I:3)~O 

c if (id.eq.31) then 
c write(id,555) timex,angj,angm,angs,con I ,kO,mact,fang, 
c *inde(id-28),indf(id-28),ss 
c endif 

c call diffact( dact, w,m) 
c call torquem(angm,w,p,mact,dact,torm,grad) 
c 
c if (id.eq.35) then 
c write(55,555) timex,mact 
c endif 

555 format (12fl7.8) 

RETURN 
END 

c 
******************************************************************** 

c 
SUBROUTINE ANGJ (ang, w ,zm,angx,zz) 

implicit none 
double precision ang(2),zz(2),w,td,t,zm,disp,wi,alpha,angx 

td ~ zz(2)-zz(1) 
disp ~ ang(2)-ang( I) 
wi ~ 2*disp/td-w 
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alpha = 2*Cw*td-disp)/(td**2) 
t = zm-zz(l) 
angx = ang(1 )+wi*t+0.5*alpha*t**2 

RETURN 
END 

c 
******************************************************************** 

c 
SUBROUTINE RK 4( angmi, wmi,ang, W ,h,zm,k,cc,opt,ao,zz,id) 

implicit none 
double precision angmi,wmi,w,zm,kl,k2,k3,k4,h, 

*angmix,angx,k( I O),co( 12),ang(2),zz(2) 
integer op~id,ao 

kl =h*-wmi 

angmix = angmi+k 112 
call angj(ang,w,(zm+h12),angx,zz) !assuming cnst acc btw angl and ang2 
call root(k,angx,angmix,Czm+h12),cc,opt,ao,wmi,id) 
k2 = h*-wmi 

angmix = angmi+k2/2 
call root(k,angx,angmix,(zm+h12),cc,opt,ao,wmi,id) 

k3 =h*-wmi 

angmix = angmi+k3 
call angj(ang,w,(zm+h),angx,zz) 

call root(k,angx,angmix,(zm+h),cc,opt,ao,wmi,id) 
k4 =h*-wmi 

angmi = angmi+(kl +2*k2+2*k3+k4)/6 
call root(k,angx,angmi,(zm+h),cc,opt,ao,wmi,id) 

c if (id.eq.33) then 
c write(id,777) zm+h,angx,angmi,wmi 
c endif 

777 format (6fl7.8) 

RETURN 
END 
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A2 - Definition and Calculation of Joint Angles 

{*VICON BodyLanguage (tm) model'} 
('copyright 1995-1999 Oxford Metrics Ltd'} 

{'issued: November 1999*} 
(*Model'*NEW _NAME*'.MOD*} 
{'Use only with BodyBuilderY. 3.53 or later*} 
{'Use only with *'NEW _NAME**.MP parameters and **NEW _NAME'*.MKR'} 

{*This file is supplied to illustrate the normal operation of BodyLanguage. 
Oxford Metrics and Vicon Motion Systems accept no responsibility for its 
correct operation*} 

{* The results should however mimic VCM very closely, though the feet are 
modelled a bit differently and the static parameter values are different *} 

{* There are also more advanced modelling options available, using more markers 
on the feet, and the option to leave off the wand markers. *} 

{*Start of macro section*} 
(* *} 
macro REPLACE4(pI,p2,p3,p4) 
{*Replaces any point missing from set of four fixed in a segment*} 
s234 = [p3,p2-p3,p3-p4] 
P I V = Average(p IIs234)*s234 
s341 = [p4,p3-p4,p4-p I] 
p2V = Average(p2/s34I )*s341 
s412 = [pl,p4-pl,pl-p2] 
p3V = Average(p3/s412)*s412 
sl23 = [p2,pl-p2,p2-p3] 
p4V = Average(p4/s123)*sI23 
{* Now only replaces if original is missing 11-99 *} 
pl=pl?pIV 
p2=p2? p2V 
p3 =p3? p3V 
p4 =p4? p4V 
endmacro 

{*End of macro section*} 

(*Initialisations* } 
{*====~~~~=*} 

OptionalPoints(L TIB,RTIB) 

Gorigin = {O,O,O} 
Global = [Gorigin,{l,O,O}, {O,O,I },xyz] 

{*KINEMATICS*} 
{*====*} 
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If ExistAtAII(L THl,RTHl,LTIB,RTIB) Then 
VCM= ! 

Else 
VCM=O 

EndIf 

{'Thorax segment'} 
{*======~~=* } 
Rep!ace4(C7, TJ O,CLA V,STRN) 
UThorax = (C7+CLAV)12 
L Thorax = (T IO+STRN)l2 
FThorax = (CLA V +STRN)12 
BThorax = (C7+TJO)i2 

TRXO = CLAV+O.S*(C7-CLAV) 
Thorax = [TRXO,LThorax-UThorax,BThorax-FThorax,zyx] 

ISHO = 300 
LSJC = LSHO+(ISHO* {O,O,O.2}+{O,-$LateraIShoulderOffset,O} )'Attitude(Thorax) 
RSJC = RSHO+(ISHO' (O,O,O.2 }+(O,$LateraIShoulderOffset,O})* Attitude(Thorax) 

(*Head Segment*} 
{*======*} 
Rep!ace4(LFHD,RFHD,RBHD,LBHD) 
LHead = (LFHD+LBHD)12 
RHead = (RFHD+RBHD)12 
BHead = (LBHD+RBHD)12 
FHe.d = (LFHD+RFHD)/2 

If $Static == \ Then 

EndIf 

$HeadSize = DIST(FHead,BHead) 
PARAM($HeadSize) 

CHead = BHead+$MarkerDiameter*(FHead-BHead)I(2*$HeadSize) 
Head = [CHead,LHead-RHead,FHead-BHead,yzx] 

If $Static = I Then 
HeadRef= [CHead,LHead-RHead,-3(Globa\),yxz] 
If$StaticHeadLevel == ! Then 

$HeadFlexOS = !«HeadRef,Head,yzx» 
Else 

$HeadFlexOS = ° 
EndIf 
P ARAM($HeadFlexOS) 

Endlf 

. Head = ROT(Head,2(Head),$HeadF!exOS+$HeadTilt) 

HeadSize = $HeadSize 
HeadScale = (1.2, 1.2, 1.2} 
HeadShift = {O,O,-D.I} 

{*Clavicle Segments*} 
{'==~-~~==*} 
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LClavicle ~ [LSJC,O(Thorax)-LSJC,-I(Thorax),zyx] 
RClavide ~ [RSJC,O(Thorax)-RSJC,-I(Thorax),zyx] 

LClavicleSize ~ DlST(O(LClavicle),O(Thorax)) 
LClavicleScale ~ (I,I,I} 
LClavicleShift ~ {O,O,O} 

RClavicleSize ~ DlST(O(RClavicle),O(Thorax)) 
RClavicleScale ~ (1, I, If 
RClavicleShift ~ {O,O,O} 

{*Humerus Segments*) 
{*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*} 

If ExistAtAll(LWRA,RWRA) 
LWRJ~ (LWRA+LWRB)/2 
RWRJ ~ (RWRA+RWRB)/2 

EndIf 

ElbowOS ~ ($MarkerDiameter+$ElbowWidth)/2 

LHumerus = [LELB,LSHO+ElbowOS*2(Thorax)-LELB,LWRJ-LELB,zyx] 
RHumerus = [RELB,RSHO-ElbowOS*2(Thorax)-RELB,RWRJ-RELB,zyx] 

LEJC = CHORD(ElbowOS,LELB,LSJC,LELB-500*2(LHumerus» 
REJC = CHORD(ElbowOS,RELB,RSJC,RELB+500*2(RHumerus» 

LRadius = [LWRJ,LWRA-LWRB,LEJC-LWRJ,xyz] 
RRadius = [RWRJ,RWRA-RWRB,REJC-RWRJ,xyz] 

WristOS = ($MarkerDiameter+$WristThickness)!2 

LWJC = LWRJ-$WristThickness!2* I (LRadius) 
R W JC = R WRJ +$W ristThickness/2* I (RRadius) 

Jono = [RSJC,RSJC-TRXO,UThorax-LThorax,zxy] 
LHumerus = [LEJC,LEJC-LSJC,LEJC-LELB,zxy] (* y towards centre *) 
RHumerus = [REJC,REJC-RSJC,RELB-REJC,zxy] 

{*Radius (and Ulnar) Segments') 
{*=====~===~===~====~=~=*) 

LRadius ~ [L WJC,L WJC-LEJC,L WRB-LWRA,zxy] (* y towards centre *) 
RRadius = [RWJC,RWJC-REJC,RWRA-RWRB,zxy] 

{*Hand Segments*) 
{*==========~=*) 

If ExistAtAll(LFfN ,RFIN) 
HandOS = ($MarkerDiameter + $HandThickness)12 
LHND = CHORD(HandOS,LFIN,LWJC,LWJC-500*1(LRadius» 
RHND = CHORD(HandOS,RFIN,RWJC,RWJC-500*I(RRadius)) 

{* LHand = [LWJC,LWJC-LHND,-I(LWrist),zyx] 
RHand = [RWJC,RWJC-RHND,-I(RWrist),zyx] 

Else 

*) 

LHand = LW rist 
RHand = R Wrist 
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Endlf 

LHand = [LWJC,LHND-LWJC,LWRB-LWRA,zxy] {* y towards body centre '} 
RHand = [RWJC,RHND-RWJC,RWRA-RWRB,zxy] 

{'Tennis Racket'} 
{'===========*} 
Replace4(TRHDA,TRHDB,TRHDC,TRHDD) 
Mid I =(TRHDB+ TRHDC)/2 
Mid2=(TRHDA +TRHDD)!2 
MidHead=(Mid I +Mid2)/2 
TennisRacket=[MidHead,Mid I-Mid2,Mid I-TRHDA,yxz] 

OUTPUT(RSJC,REJC,RWJC,TRXO,TRHDA,TRHDB,TRHDC,TRHDD,TRHNA,TRHNB) 

{*Joint Angles'} 
{*===========*} 
{* See Euler Angles document for a detailed explanation *} 
{* of the use of the <> angle function *} 

{' First, find the general progression direction of the subject '} 
{'====================--=======================--=====') 

('Thorax: Global» Thorax*) 
ThoraxAngles = -<Global,Thorax,yxz> 
ThxA 123 = -<Global,Thorax,xyz> 
JonoAngles = -<Global,Jono,zyx> 
Clavi 23 = -<Global,Jono,xyz> 
JSA = -<Jono,RHumerus,yxz> 

{'Shoulders: Thorax» Humeri'} 
LShoulderAngles = -<Thorax,LHumerus,yxz> 
RShoulderAngles = <Thorax,RHumerus,yxz>(-I) 
AbsRSA = -<Thorax,RHumerus,yxz> 
RSAI23 = -<Thorax,RHumerus,xyz> 

{'Elbows: Humeri» Radii'} 
LElbowAngles = -<LHumerus,LRadius,yxz> 
RElbow Angles = <RHumerus,RRadius,yxz>( -I) {* all joint angles wrt flexionipronatiOli/int. rot. *} 
AbsREA = -<RHumerus,RRadius,yxz> 
REAI23 = -<RHumerus,RRadius,xyz> 

{'Wrists: Radii» Hands'} 
LWristAngles = -<LRadius,LHand,yxz> 
RWristAngles = <RRadius,RHand,yxz>(-I) 
AbsRWA = -<RRadius,RHand,yxz> 
RWAI23 = -<RRadius,RHand,xyz> 

('Tennis Racket: RRadius» Racket)') 
RacketAngles= -<RHand, T ennisRacket,yxz> 
RackAng 123= -<RHand, TennisRacket,xyz> 
RackAng312=-<RHand,TennisRackel,zxy> 
RAng321= -<RHand,TennisRacket,zyx> 
RacketG lobal123= -<Global, TennisRacket,xyz> 
RAG= -<Global,TennisRacket,zyx> 
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o UTPUT(ThoraxAngles,AbsRSA,RShoulder Angles,AbsREA,RElbow Angles,AbsR W A,R W ristAngl 
es,JonoAngles,JSA) 
OUTPUT(RacketAngles,RacketGlobaI123,ThxA 123,Clav 123,RSA 1 23,REA 123,R W A 1 23,RackAng 1 
23,RAng321,RAG,RackAng312) 
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A3 - Anthropometric Measurements for Segmental Inertia 
Parameters 

NAME Jim May 

All measurements are in millimetres 
TORSO 

LEFT ARM 

RIGHT ARM 

LEFT LEG 

RIGHT LEG 

Height (mm) I 1860 

AGE ~ DATE 114/05/041 

Weight(N) 740.7 
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A4 - Subject Informed Consent 

Purpose 

To obtain kinematic, kinetic and EMa data during the performance of selected tennis 

backhand strokes. To obtain subject specific inertia, body composition and joint 

torque parameters. 

Procedures 

The kinematic, kinetic and EMa data of the tennis backhand strokes will be obtained 

using: 

• An automatic data collection system and two high-speed video cameras 

• Tennis rackets instrumented with accelerometers and grip pressure sensors 

• EMa data using surface electrodes attached to the arm holding the racket 

A number of trials will be requested with suitable breaks to minimise fatigue and 

boredom. 

The subject specific parameters will be obtained from: 

• Anthropometric measurements (using tape measures and specialist 

anthropometers) 

• Body composition measurements (using skinfold callipers) 

• Joint torque profiles (using an isovelocity dynamo meter) 

During the measurements, more than one researcher will be present, at least one of 

who will be of the same sex as you. 

Questions 

The researchers will be pleased to answer any questions you may have at any time. 

Withdrawal 

You are free to withdraw from the study at any stage without having to give any 

reasons. 
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Confidentiality 

Your identity wit! remain confidential in any material resulting from this work. 

Video recordings will be stored in the video analysis room to which access is 

restricted to members of the biomechanics research team. On occasion, video images 

may be required. In such an instance we will seek your written permission to use 

such images and you are perfectly free to decline. 

I have read the outline of the procedures that are involved in this study, and I 

understand what will be required by me. I have had the opportunity to ask for further 

information and for clarification of the demands of each of the procedures and 

understand what is entailed. I am aware that I have the right to withdraw from the 

study at any time with no obligation to give reasons for my decision. As far as I am 

aware I do not have any injury or infirmity, which would be affected by the 

procedures outlined. 

Name .................................................. . 

Signed ............................................. (subject) Date ....................................... .. 

In the presence of: Name ............................................................... . 
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